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Communication system
heads to design phase
By DAVID RAMEY
Staff Writer

Racers fall
to Govs on
road 80-72
Page 10A
LOCAL

Newspaper
wins awards
The Murray Ledger & Times
has received several awards in
the Kentucky Press Association's Fall Newspaper Contest.
Staff members won first
place in the categories of enterprise or analytical story, use of
graphics/photo illustrations and
general news picture.
A second place award was
received for ongoing/extended
coverage story and third place
awards were received in the
categories of column, enterprise or analytical story and
sports picture essay.
Honorable mentions were received in the categories of column and sports picture.
The Murray State News, the
student newspaper of Murray
State University, received second place in the feature picture
category and third place in the
column and sports picture essay categories.

Two people file
for local posts
Tommy Rushing has filed for
Murray City Council and C.
Thomas Dowdy has filed for
Calloway County surveyor.
The filing deadline is
Tuesday.

STATE

Marriage age
limit clears
committee
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) — A
bill that would set, for the first
time, a minimum age for marriage was approved by the
House Judiciary Committee on
Thursday.
The bill by Republican Rep.
Barbara Colter of Manchester,
herself a child bride when she
married at 15, would set a legal
age of 16, parental consent
notwithstanding.
WEATHER
Tonight...Mostly cloudy
with a chance of flurries. Low
in the upper 20s. Light north
wind.
Saturday...Partly sunny.
High 40 to 45.
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The Murray Electric System is
moving forward with a proposal
to install a high speed fiber optic/
broadband communication
system.
The Murray City Council approved Thursday a recommendation from MES to begin designing and developing the specifications for the project.
A joint committee of the city
council and MES members had
recommended the proposal after a
feasibility study of municipal
ownership of the system by Electrotek Concepts.
Officials from Electrotek Concepts briefed council members
before Thursday's council meeting.
Electrotek Concepts' report indicated that the system will cost
$14 million to build and operate
over a 20-year period — with re-

venues also in the $14 million
and Calloway County on the cutrange.
ting edge of technology.
With the fiber optic/broadband
"We want to go full speed forsystem, MES can offer high
ward on this," Henley said. "This
speed Internet access — and will
is cutting edge technology."
offer cable television service to
Although the Murray system
residents.
will be tke first in the area, city
Currently, Murray CableComm
officials are hoping to hook up
has the local franchise for cable,
with other communities in the
but city officials said the cable
Jackson Purchase in development
system offered through the fiber
of a regional fiber optic/
optic/broadband system will be
broadband system.
more competitive and give conMurray officials have been
sumers a choice.
meeting with leaders of other
"The average resident is going
communities along with the
to have a choice of cable service, Purchase Area Development Disaccess to high speed Internet catrict in Mayfield, and Henley said
pabilities and he will have access
the first community to get their
to a local area network (LAN) system up and running is going to
through the local service area,"
have a financial advantage.
said Tony Thompson, MES
"We need to leave other comsuperintendent.
munities in the dust," Henley
Council member Melvin Hensaid.
ley, who chaired the council's
The city council unanimously
committee on the project, said the
,city's decision will put Murray • See Page 2

Spotlight focuses on intern
By PETE YOST
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON (AP) — The
attorney for Monica Lewinsky
said today the former White
House intern is a target of the
Whitewatencriminal investigation
and prosecutors oppose any deal
for immunity as they 'probe
whether she had an affair with
President Clinton and lied about
it.
"She has been targeted. She is
a target," Attorney William
Ginsburg told The Associated
Press today.
A target, according to the manual used by federal prosecutors,
is someone likely to be indicted.
Ginsburg said he is seeking a
deal to gain immunity from prosecution for his client in exchange for her testimony. But Independent Counsel Kenneth
Starr's investigators have rejected
the idea.
"Their position is they are not
going to give her immunity," he
said.

Prosecutors subpoenaed Ms.
Lewinsky to testify before the
grand jury, sources said. Ginsburg declined to confirm or deny
the subpoena, citing grand jury
secrecy.
Despite pressure from prosecutors and the sudden media limelight, Ginsburg said of his client
"at this point, she stands by her
affidavit" filed earlier this month
in the Paula Jones case in which
she denied an affair with Clinton.
Prosecutors, moving quickly to
subpoena key players and documents, are trying to determine if
Ms. Lewinsky, Clinton and Clinton confidant Vernon Jordan conspired to cover up an alleged
affair.
The president and Jordan have
both denied any conver-up and
Clinton has denied he had a sexual relationship with the young
woman.
The prosecutors have tape recordings suggesting that. Ms.
Lewinsky, concerned she was about to be questioned in the Jones

sexual harassment case against
the president, talked to Clinton in
December and was hooked up
with Jordan to find a lawyer and
a new job, lawyers familiar with
the tapes said.
The White House was sharply
divided over when Clinton should
respond to questions raised in the
Lewinsky matter. Some political
advisers hoped he would hold a
news conference today. But the
president decided otherwise, siding with aides and attorneys who
sought a cautious approach more
mindful of legal pitfalls.
Ginsburg said Ms. Lewinsky
has been "squeezed" by prosecutors and they "managed to detain her" for eight hours of questioning without an attorney.
In an earlier interview with
ABC, Ginsburg confirmed that
Ms. Lewinsky was prepared to
plead the -Fifth Amendment —
which protects against selfincrimination — and refuse to
II See Page 2

BERNARD KANE/Ledger & Times photo
NOT-SO-WEIRD SCIENCE: Murray High School students in sophomore and junior chemistry classes watch as teacher Becky Fairbanks melts sodium chloride for mixing with other combustibles.

Kaczynski pleads guilty
By RICHARD COLE
Associated Press Writer

The plea agreement resolves
all federal charges against Kaczynski, who also admitted his
role in Unabomber attacks for
which he had not been charged.
The 55-year-old mathematics
professor turned mountain hermit
entered the last-minute plea on
the day a jury was finally to be
sworn in and opening statements
were to begin.

SACRAMENTO, Calif. (AP)
— Theodore Kaczynski, who as
the elusive Unabomber wrote
thousands of words proclaiming
his hatred of high-tech society,
offered just a few quietly spoken
ones at the end:
"Guilty, your honor."
Facing evidence that included
his own damning statements and
The agreement came shortly
told he could not defend himself after U.S. District Judge Garland
in court, Kaczynski pleaded Burrell Jr. ruled that Kaczynski
guilty Thursday to 13 federal could not fire his lawyers and
charges covering five bombings, represent himself.
including two deaths in Sacramento and one in New Jersey. • See Page 2

Airport board faces money crunch
By DAVID BLACKBURN
Staff Writer
The next place the MurrayCalloway County Airport Board
will feel growing pains is in the
wallet.
Runway expansion and construction of new hangars are
among projects set to begin this
year which could have the board
in the red by as much as $40,000
by December 31, Otis Irwin said
in the board meeting Thursday
night.
"You're looking at a $145,000
obligation this next year," the
secretary-treasurer said, adding
that the board already has
$66,454 in their coffers. "That's
an $85,000 deficit and we've got
to come up with that."
The board's share of the twophase expansion project, which
will lengthen the runway by
1,200 feet, will be between
$90,000 and $100,000, Irwin
said.
The new T-shaped hangars,
which will hold small and
medium-sized aircraft, will cost
about $145,000, he said.
But the board has already received a low-interest $100,000
loan from the state for that project, he said. Irwin added that he
has put the loan in a money
market fund until needed when
construction begins this spring.
The county's annual $13,500
appropriation will offset some
costs, but the board also has a
$12,000 loan payment due in December, Irwin said.

Collective
bargaining
gains added
momentum
By STACY MORFORD
Associated Press Writer

BERNARD KANE/Ledger & Timis photo
Work is slated for inside and outside the terminal at the Murray-Calloway County Airport this year.
"No matter how you cut it,
Adding to the mix was a bill second phase — a 700-foot exwe're going to be $30,000 to for just over $3,700 that Chair- tension and overlay — will be
let
$40,000 short," Irwin said. "What
man Jim Fain received Thursday out March 15 with a March 30
Johnny (Parker, the airport mana- from the Federal Aviation deadline.
ger) and I will do is pinch everyAdminittration.
The first phase will include rething we can."
The bill, due Feb. 15, is for en- placing, instead of repairing, the
Fuel sales, hangar rentals and
gineering services for relocating airport's 11-year-old taxiway,
rental from the 210 acres of farm- the airport's localizer — a device which Parker described as
land owned by the board is exused to guide planes to a landing. -terrible."
pected to help, Irwin said after
In his report on the expansion
the meeting.
.project, Fain said bids for the II See Page 2
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FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP) —
To hear the employers tell it,
being forced to bargain with
public employees would disrupt an already fair and effective system.
"The whole purpose of collective bargaining is more,
more, more," said Wayne
Young, executive director of
the Kentucky Association of
School Administrators. "It's
asking us to believe the notion
that people are going to sit
there and say, 'We're happy.'
Once they unionize, they're
going to want more."
But the teachers, police officers and other public employees who have no legal
right to force their employers
to negotiate contracts have a
different take on the growing
push to make collective bargaining mandatory for Kentucky's public employees.
"In private industry, federal
laws assure you have the right
to negotiate. It's a very natural
outgrowth of the democratic
•See Page 2
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Students accused of theft •Kaczynski...
Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times

Two Calloway County High
School students have been
charged with felony theft for allegedly stealing another student's
car.
Calloway County Sheriff Stan
Scott said a 17-year-old boy and
a 16-year-old girl allegedly admitted to the crime Thursday
night after Amy West's red
Grand Am was recovered. The
car, which was stolen Wednesday, was found parked behind the
Industry and Technology Build-

ing on the Murray State University campus.
The students were arrested and
charged with theft by unlawful
taking more than $300.
West reported her keys missing
Tuesday, and an investigation
showed the girl had had access to
them then, Scott said. He added
that he also learned the two suspects were missing from school
the day the car was stolen.
The suspects allegedly admitted to taking the car and driving
it to Charleston, Mo., to visit
some of the boy's relatives, Scott
said.

Woman injured in wreck
Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times

A Nash Drive teen-ager suffered a slight arm injury in a twocar accident Friday morning.
Amanda Canner, 18, was
treated at the scene following the
accident caused when a car she
was in, driven by Jason Rivas,

Pick 3:
4-0-1
Pick 4:
7-0-3-1
Cash 5:
1 1 -22-24-25-30

19, of New Concord, hit another
car, according to the sheriff's
department.
Rivas reportedly was northbound on Kentucky 121 when he
came around a curve just as Kathryn Brookhiser, 76, of Neal
Trail, pulled onto Kentucky 121
and was making a left turn.
Rivas reportedly tried to pass
Brookhiser, but hit the rear of her
car, sending her into a ditch and
him into a telephone pole.
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FROM PAGE 1
Had Kaczynski been convicted,
the man diagnosed as a paranoid
schizophrenic could have faced
death by injection. The agreement
calls for life in prison without
parole when he is formally sentenced May 15.
"The Unabomber's career is
over," prosecutor Robert Cleary
declared.
One victim, a Yale University
computer scientist who had part
of his hand ripped away by a
mail bomb, said he thought the
prosecution got the best deal it
could.
Still, David Gelernter said this
morning, he was sad there would
be no death penalty.
"In personal terms, I'm relieved," Gelernter said on NBC's
"Today." "For the country,
when I think what the consequences of terrorism are, and I
worry about this guy's going on
to a career as a commentator on
all sorts of technological'and social issues — he's got followers
already — it turns my stomach."
Outside court, Connie Murray,
the widow of the final bombing
victim, timber lobbyist Gilbert
Murray, said: "He will never,
ever kill again."
For nearly 18 years, the Unabomber terrorized the nation, killing three people and wounding
29 in a spree that changed how
Americans traveled by air and
even how they received their
mail. The bomber was known
only as a shadowy figure in a
hooded sweatshirt from a rough
police sketch.
After 16 attacks, a federal task
force had run out of leads. Then
came publication of the Unabom-

•Design...

ber's 35,000-word, anti technology manifesto by The
Washington Post and The New
York Times on Sept. 19, 1995.
David Kaczynski noticed similarities between the rambling
screed and his brother's writings.
He alerted the FBI and Theodore
Kaczynski was finally caught, arrested at his shack outside Lincoln, Mont., in April 19%.
After Thursday's plea, David
Kaczynski — who had criticized
the government for seeking the
death penalty — appeared
relieved.
"We feel it is the appropriate,
just and civilized resolution to
this tragedy, in light of Ted's
diagnosed mental illness," he
said.
David sat in the front row of
the courtroom, tears streaming
down his face, as he heard how a
man's heart was pierced by the
shrapnel from one of his
brother's bombs. Their 80-yearold mother, Wanda, handed him
tissue.
Under the agreement, Kaczynski could also face $3.2 million in fines, and must forfeit any
future earnings from the bombing
campaign, including books, movies and memorabilia.
In court, prosecutor Steven Lapham read chilling details of each
bombing and went over the evidence. Kaczynski sat
impassively.
Rather than the committed revolutionary portrayed in the Unabomber manifesto, the words in
the journals showed a vengeful
hermit who delighted in maiming
his victims.

The answer to resolutions you
haven't even made yet.
24

FROM PAGE 1
"We feel we're throwing money out the window, overlaying it
the way it is," Fain said.
Among the other work to be
done in the first phase is a
500-foot extension and overlay, a
25-foot widening project and
drainage work.
In other business, board members voted after an executive session to increase Parker's salary
by 3.1 percent, bringing his salary to $27,218.40.
The board also voted to approve Parker's request for a
health insurance supplement.
Parker will have to pay a $100
deductible, and the board will
pay up to $900 in physician and
hospital bills.

FROM PAGE 1
testify today if questioned in the
case. That's "fairly accurate,"
Ginsburg said.
Ms. Lewinsky was spared by a
federal judge from questioning by
Jones' attorneys as Whitewater
counsel Kenneth Starr sought Ms.
Lewinsky's cooperation for his
investigation into whether there
was any attempt by Clinton and
Jordan to influence Ms. Lewinsky's testimony in the Jones
federal lawsuit.
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process," said Kentucky Education Association President Janet
Carrico.
When Carrico taught in Bardstown, the teachers' only way to
influence their contracts was to
meet informally with school
board members and the superintendent, she said.
"Sometimes we had a measure
of success," she said. "But
you're at the whim of whether
they want to meet with you or
not. Without collective bargaining, there are no rules."
Legislation on mandatory collective bargaining has not been
introduced in the General Assembly, but the chambers of commerce, school administrators and
municipal groups that rallied in
the Capitol Rotunda on Thursday
say they expect to see a bill by
Feb. 1 and they want to head it
off.
Gov. Paul Patton said again
Thursday he favors the idea, provided there are anti-strike
provisions.
The education association
along with public employee unions and the Fraternal Order of
Police have been fighting for
such a bill for 20 years, Carrico
said.
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This Is A 3 Second Mystery.
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Jones' attorneys, relegated to a
sideshow in this week's developments, called a news conference
this morning to dispute speculation they were working in tandem
with Starr. "I think it is safe to
say there's no communication between our office and Mr. SLUT'S
office," said Donovan Campbell.
He said he welcomed the delay in
Ms. Lewinsky's deposition to
"allow the victim to collect her
thoughts."
Ms. Lewinsky is "devastated,
concerned, upset, and fearful,"
Ginsburg said. "She does not
know what the future holds."
The crisis which has entangled
Clinton began when a friend of
Ms. Lewinsky provided Starr
with about 20 hours of audio
tapes in which she is heard describing a sexual relationship
with Clinton and discussions on
hushing it up.
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Parker had asked for help in
meeting what he said were the
rising costs in deductibles and
co-payments on his wife's work
insurance, which includes him,
instead of having the board buy a
policy.
In other matters, the board:
*Approved a $425 project to
build a partition between the terminal and the bathrooms, which
will allow the terminal to be
locked but the bathrooms to remain open 24 hours.
•Voted to have an attorney review a lease agreement for corporate hangars. Board members said
they wanted an agreement specifying rules for the use of the
hangars and that a hangar can't
be mortgaged.

•Intern...
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The council voted 7-4 to table
the matter after a clarification
from the city's law firm on how
quickly the measure needed to be
enacted.
William C. "Chip" Adams III,
attorney with the Overby Law
Firm, told the council that the
council had until May 4 for final
approval of an ordinance to raise
the salary.
Councilmen Dennis Crawford,
Dr. Dan Miller, Bill Wells and
J.D. Outland voted against tabling the ordinance.
The council also heard a report
from city finance officer Don
Leet on the city's budget. Leet
said the city's budget is in good
shape halfway through the fiscal
year.

FROM PAGE 1
approved the request, which involves paying for design. MES
plans to issue $4 million in bonds
to pay for the initial project —
which the council will have to
approve.
"I think 10 years from now, we
will be very happy about this,"
council member Don Henry said.
Thompson said the project is at
least two years away "if we don't
hit any snags."
The cost of design for the project will be between $85,000 and
$100,000.
In other action Thursday, the
council tabled the introduction of
an ordinance to raise the pay of
the mayor's salary from $16,000
to $24,000 a year.
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Pope takes message to Cuba's youth
By FRANK BAJAK
Associaad Press Writer
CAMIGUEY, Cuba (AP) —
After winning a promise from
Fidel Castro to consider freeing
some Cuban prisoners, Pope John
Paul II took his message of faith
today to a younger generation
raised under communism.
Tens of thousands of flagwaving Cubans welcomed the
pope in a broad plaza in Camaguey, an eastern city of colorful
colonial buildings 300 miles from
Havana. The pope was to celebrate Mass and deliver a homily
about youth.
Cuba's younger generation has
been embracing religion in increasing numbers, especially
since the Castro government renounced atheism as its official
doctrine in 1992 and erased the
social stigma of being a believer.
While Cuba's population is aging, congregations at Catholic
and Protestant churches appear
disportionately young.

In the palm tree-lined plaza, to
the right of the altar stage, was a
has relief featuring images of Castro, Ernesto "Che" Guevara and
other heroes of the 1959 revolution that swept the communists
into power.
A 16-year-old participant in
the Mass, Santiago Valdeffama,
described Cuba's youth as "really lost.''
"We've got to do what we can
to rescue it. That's why we're
here," ,he said. Valdeffama was
among those selected to distribute
communion.
On Thursday, after the pope
met privately with Castro, the
Vatican announced that Cuban
officials agreed to consider freeing some prisoners who had
sought the pope's intercession.
Papal spokesman Joaquin
Navarro-Valls did not disclose
the number of prisoners involved
or whether they included any of
the nearly 500 political prisoners

that Cuban dissidents say are
held.
The pope and Castro met .at
sunset and talked privately for
about 50 minutes in the Palace of
the Revolution in Havana. There
was no word on what they
discussed.
Entering and leaving the meeting, John Paul walked slowly
with the help of a cane down a
red carpet. Castro slowed his step
to the pope's pace.
• "(See) how we are after
70-and-something years?" the
pope said to Castro.
Earlier in the day, amid the
lilting, romantic beat of maracas
and drums, the pontiff celebrated
Mass in the provincial city of
Santa Clara, appealing for sexual
morality and restoration of
Catholic education.
"The family, the school and
the church must form an educational community in which the
children of Cuba can 'grow in

humanity.' Do not be afraid; open
your families and schools to the
values of the Gospel of Jesus
Christ, which are never a threat
to any social project," the pope
said.
The government has embraced
the pope's visit in a calculated
risk that it will improve its image
with a display of openness without encouraging too much
dissent.
It is devoting hours of live
television time to papal events
and helping transport' tens of
thousands of people, given time
off work at state jobs, to Masses.
What viewers saw Thursday
was an outpouring of deep emotion and affection for the
77-year-old pontiff, who flew in
for a half day in the heartland
city of Santa Clara, 160 miles
east of Havana.
In his homily, John Paul denounced systems "which, under
the guise of freedom and progress, promote or even defend an

Patton appears before grand jury
By MARK R. CHELLGREN
Associated Press Writer
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
Gov. Paul Patton arrived at the
Franklin County Courthouse in a
jovial mood this morning before
testifying in front of a grand jury
looking into the 1995 governor's
race.
"I've heard about you," Patton joked with special prosecutor
Joe Gutmann before entering the
witness room.
Patton greeted several other
people but declined to answer
any questions. He had said he
was looking forward to his appearance and knew of no wrong-

doing during the campaign.
"I certainly know of no violations of the law involving people
that were directly associated with
me," Patton said Thursday.
On Thursday, Lt. Gov. Steve
Henry said grand jurors showed
little interest in the activities of
Gov. Paul Patton.
Henry appeared before the
grand jury for about 90 minutes
on Thursday.
"I didn't see in the questioning
that there was any specific concern about whether the governor
had done anything wrong,"
Henry said after his testimony.
"The governor certainly was not

even an issue."
Henry said there were numerous questions about his own relationship to people outside the
campaign and outside Kentucky.
He said there was also an interest
among grand jurors about the
workings of the public financing
law that was first used in 1995.
Henry said he knew few people
and his own campaign activities
were limited to certain areas of
Jefferson County and western
Kentucky. Henry said before he
testified that he had little role in
raising money for the campaign
and extremely little contact with
organized labor groups.

Police charge man in burglary case

A

Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times
Police have charged a Vine
Street man with receiving a stolen pistol allegedly used in a
string of shootings at local businesses and car vandalisms.
Kristopher D. Willis, 19, remained in the Calloway County
Detention Center Friday after his
arrest Thursday on a warrant

charging him with unlawful
transaction with a minor and receiving stolen property, according to police.
Willis allegedly was given one
of the pistols — a .22-caliber
semiautomatic — taken during a
November burglary at Benson
Sporting Goods on South 12th
Street. A 9 mm pistol also was
taken.

Police charged a 17-year-old
city boy with first-degree burglary Jan. 15. The boy and two
other juveniles also were charged
with numerous counts of firstand third-degree criminal
mischief.
Investigators are still looking
for another adult in connection
with the burglary and vandalism,
Det. Mike Jump said.
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Come by the main office
of Peoples First to
celebrate with us. We
will be having
refreshments and great
fun. We look forward
to seeing you
there.
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The grand jury has been looking into allegations that the Patton campaign may have improperly coordinated campaign activities with unions and a black
voter-education group called the
A. Philip Randolph Institute,
which is also largely funded with
union money.
The 1995 Democratic and Republican gubernatorial campaigns
each operated under a $1.8 million spending limit.
If it is found there was coordinated activity between Patton's
campaign and the other groups,
the campaign organization might
be deemed to have exceeded the
spending limit. Potential penalties
could include a voiding of the
election.
Patton, Henry and Republican
candidates Larry Forgy and Tom
Handy were invited to testify, but
not subpoenaed.
People at the top of Patton's
campaign machinery also testified under subpoena.

anti-birth mentality."
in Cuba, where Catholic schools
Abortion is free of charge and were closed in the early 1960s.
available on demand in Cuba,
The government has certain
which long has had one of the rights in education, the pope ackworld's highest abortion rates.
nowledged, but "this does not
"Abortion ... is always, in ad- give public authority the right to
dition to being an abominable take the place of parents."
crime, a senseless impoverishThe message not to be afraid
ment of the person and of society resonated with some Catholics in
itself," the pontiff said.
the nation that up until six years
In recent years, Cuban officials ago was officially atheist.
have accelerated a campaign to
"I felt an incredible freedom. I
discourage abortions. They say had no fear of anything," said
the rate — once one abortion for Noel Arteaga Carpio, 30, a barevery live birth — has been cut ber. "Here, that is something that
in half.
is more than rare."
John Paul drew the most enthuThe pope also will celebrate
siastic reaction from the Santa outdoor Masses in Santiago de
Clara crowd when he called for Cuba on Saturday and in Havana
restoration of Catholic education on Sunday.
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FROM OUR READERS
Negotiating authority needed
; Dear Editor:
When Congress reconvenes Jan. 27, it needs to act swiftly to renew
fast-track negotiating authority for the president -- as Congress has done
for every administration since Gerald Ford was in the White House.
Fast-track authority gives the president the ability to work out trade
' agreements with other nations and then submit them to Congress to
either accept or reject without amendment_
The 200 employees at North Star Steel's mill here in Calvert City rely
on having trade agreements that don't unfairly close the door on our steel
products. For the fiscal year that ended May 31, 1997, we exported
11,000 tons of steel from Calvert City to other nations, which
represented 4 percent of our total annual production and revenues.
In addition to our own exports, total exports by Kentucky industries
and agriculture represent more than $6 billion a year to the state's
economy. Maintaining or increasing global sales is important to the
state, the Paducah-Calvert City area and to the livelihoods of our
families.
With fast track, the president and his negotiators can work to correct
problems that prevent U.S. industries and their employees from
competing on a level playing field.
Without that authority, the United States will be sidelined in
discussions of global trade policy and our international competitors will
be able to narrowly craft policy to favor themselves.
Congress should act now so the president has the authority he needs to
build trade bridges among the nations of the world instead of allowing
others to erect trade barriers.
Bill Lundberg, Plant Manager
North Star Steel Kentucky
Box 468, 1035 Shar-Cal Rd.
Calvert City, KY 42029
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Limits oftolerance
Last Friday (Jan. 16) was Steve
Whiting'S final day on the job as a
partner in the Portland, Me., law
firm of Douglas, Whiting, Denham
and Rogers.
Whiting had been with the firm
for 20 years. He says he was fired
because he helped advocates of a
ballot initiative that will, if voters
approve it, repeal Maine's gay rights
law.
The outnumbered and outspent
advocates of the law's repeal were
fighting a lawsuit challenging the
validity of signatures they had
gathered to force a public vote on
the measure.
"I was told that if I didn't resign, I
would be fired," Whiting tells me.
The pro-gay rights group —
Maine Won't Discriminate --claimed the Christian Civic League
of Maine and the Christian Coalition of Maine had 18,000 invalid
signatures on their petitions. Maine
Won't Discriminate lost when only
300 signatures were found to be
invalid, leaving their foes with
6,000 more valid signatures than
needed.
A vote on what opponents of the
law say is the most liberal gay rights
ordinance in the country was ordered for Feb. 10. It will be the only
issue on the ballot.
Whiting was reluctant to talk
about his dismissal. He told me that

CAL'S THOUGHTS

Cal Thomas
Syndicated coltunutist
"as a Christian, I want to maintain a
good witness to my partners."
But it may be his faith that made
him a marked man. He says he gave
Bibles to his partners as gifts before
Christmas, "and one of them literally threw it at me, though another
seemed receptive."
James Fortin, one of the firm's
partners,refused to talk to me about
the circumstances of Whiting's departure. "No comment" was all he
would say. But Whiting says his
religious openness caused his colleagues "discomfort."
He says he was told to "cool it"
when it came to his work for the
Christian Civic League and Christian Coalition because "these are
politically sensitive issues." "They
made it clear to me," says Whiting,
"that they were on the other side."
He says several of his partners
contributed money to Maine Won't
Discriminate.

Whiting says he could have filed
a lawsuit under Maine's religious
discrimination law, but decided not
to, again because of how his partners might view it. Apparently,
tolerance extends to only certain
ideas and classes of people.
Since gay rights advocates like to
align themselves with the civil
rights movement, let's frame an
analogy.
Suppose a law partner in a Southern firm in the early 1960s started
working for the Freedom Riders or
advising Dr. Martin Luther King Jr.
And suppose his law partners felt
that civil rights causes might hurt
their social batting average and
cause them to lose unsympathetic
white clients.
We know from past experience
that intense criticism would rain
down from many quarters on the
offending law partners and the
conscientious attorney would re-
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ceive much support.
The odds are so stacked against
those favoring repeal of the gay
rights law in Maine, why would
anyone fear a lone man legally using
the system to fight for what he
believes?
The law is supported by most of
Maine's newspapers. Maine Won't
Discriminate enjoys a huge financial advantage. The pro-gay rights
side has raised more than 5220,(XX)
while the law's opponents have
raised less than S10,000, according
to the Civic League.
Curiously,only one poll has been
taken so far. A small coastal newspaper found voters in the newspaper's circulation area favoring repeal
by a 2-1 margin.
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The ballot question is straightforward:"Do you want to reject the law
passed by the legislature and signed
by the governor that would ban
discrimination on the basis of sexual
orientation in areas of employment,
housing, credit and public accommodations?" A "yes" vote rejects
the measure. A "no" vote upholds it.
Mainers who still care about free
speech and free association should
wear black armbands in support of
Steve Whiting, because free speech,
free association and the right of
petitioners to the attorney of their
choice have died.
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EDITORIAL ROUNDUP
Jan. 13 — Telegram & Gazette, Worcester, Mass., on Unabomber trial:
With a suicide attempt, controversy over his mental capacity and
requests by the defendant to fire his defense team and represent
himself, circumstances surrounding the trial of accused Unabomber
Theodore J. Kaczynski are becoming more and more unreal. ...
What is there to gain from this charade? No one denies Kaczynski's guilt, not even himself or members of his family who gave
him up to authorities.
Kaczynski's lawyers reportedly offered government prosecutors
a guilty plea in exchange for a life sentence without parole to avoid
a possible death penalty.
Such a plea bargain, refused by the Justice Department, would
save taxpayers the millions of dollars that will be spent on the trial
and subsequent appeals. It also would deny Kaczynski a public
platform from which to present his demented rantings.
The prosecution should cut a deal that puts Kaczynski securely
behind bars for life and spares the nation the bizarre spectacle that
the trial is likely to become.
Jan. 16 — The (Toledo) Blade, on cloning:
As the debate about cloning heats up, it's timely to recommend
that any clones who expect to get behind the wheel of a car should
be given at least four arms. It takes that many to drive, open a pop
can, and talk on a cellular telephone at the same time.
Time was when driving a car was simply a means of getting
from point A to point B. Today, with cars transformed into moving
offices, driving seems almost incidental.
The head of the National Highway Traffic Safety Administration
said that a new set of hazardous distractions are coming into being
as autos become extensions of the home and office. Driver inattention is the cause of half of all accidents. As drivers increasingly
pay less attention to the road and more to business machines, that
figure surely will rise.
The government has called for research, not restrictions, on the
use of such electronic and business equipment in-'vehicles. And
probably more information is needed if restrictions — should they
'—come necessary — arc appropriate and enforceable.
Jan. 18 — Amarillo Sunday Globe-News, on John Glenn's return to space:
The National Aeronautics and Space Administration has come up
with just the right tonic to revive interest in manned space exploration. Send a 77-year-old bona fide American hero into orbit.
John Glenn, the first American to circle the Earth, is going back
into space aboard the space shuttle Discovery.
We should look at this scheduled 10-day flight in October as far
more than the publicity stunt that some critics contend it will become. Glenn, a Democratic senator from Ohio since 1975, has intimate knowledge of the rigors of space travel, having flown for
three orbits around the world on Feb. 20, 1962.
He is in superb physical condition. He has maintained his keen
interest in the space program.
Glenn will smash at least a couple of records when he roars off
the launch pad. He will be by far the oldest person ever to fly in
space. Glenn also will own the record for the longest gap in time
between space flights — more than 36 years. ...

Just drop us a line ...
Readers and residents are welcome and encouraged to express their
opinion, on our'Forum" pate by writing letters to the editor. We print
letters on a variety of lopiat, provided they comply with the following
guidelines: all letters mast be sipted by the writer, with the writer's
address and telephone number iricluded in case verification is necessary(telephone =Inhere will not be published). Letters should be typewritten and should be on topics of general interest. Letters must not be
more than SOO words. The Murray Ledger & Times reserves the right
to edit, condense or reject any letter and to limit frequent writers.
Letters should be addressed to: Letter to the Editor, Murray Ledger
& Times, P.O. Box 1040, Murray. KY 42071.
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Bill may stay derailed
WASHINGTON (AP) — President Clinton once buoyantly predicted he'd pull a 1998 victory
from last year's big trade-bill defeat, but the financial crisis in
Asia and domestic politics may
be sidetracking the effort.
Administration officials still
list "fast-track" trade authority
among their top 1998 objectives.
But Clinton's appetite for another
bruising battle over it seems diminished, according to some supporters of the measure.
Regrouping after last November's defeat of the bill is turning
out to be more problematic than
first expected for the White
House.
Furthermore, the administration has a far more pressing international financial fight on its
hands: winning congressional approval for bailing out Asian
economies.
With liberals and conservatives
joining forces to try to defeat the
$18 billion package, it could
prove to be an even harder sell
than fast track.
Fast track describes the enhanced trade negotiating authority all presidents since Gerald
Ford have had. It allows presidents to negotiate trade deals that
can be accepted or rejected by
Congress — but not modified.
Clinton used it to get the North
American Free Trade Agreement
and other trade deals through
Congress in his first term, but it
has since expired.
The president wants to use it to
expand NAFTA to include Chile

POLITICAL NEWS ANALYSIS

Tom Raum
Associated Press Writer
and to strike other trade liberalization deals in Latin America and
Asia. He hoped to have it before
April, when he goes to Chile for
a meeting of Western Hemisphere
leaders.
The fast-track legislation has
wide Republican support. But a
majority of House Democrats still
oppose it, led by House Minority
Leader Dick Gephardt, D-Mo., a
2000 Democratic presidential
hopeful.
Rep. Bill Archer, R -Texas,
chairman of the House Ways and
Means Committee, told reporters
Tuesday he hopes to see House
action on fast track by mid-April.
But he asserted that, to prevail,
the White House needs to produce 25 additional Democratic
votes "if I am to put that bill on
the floor."
Chances of that seem remote,
with no indication the measure
has picked up any Democratic
support over the long congressional winter break that ends next
week.
If anything, the measure may
have lost support as midterm congressional campaigns heat up.

The prospects of a widening
trade deficit caused by Asia's financial crisis is dampening congressional enthusiasm toward
striking new freer-trade deals
right now.
The measure is opposed by organized labor — still unhappy
about losing the 1993 NAFTA
fight — and environmental
groups.
As it mounts a new offensive,
the business coalition supporting
says it is receiving mixed signals
from the White House.
"I think there is an unfortunate
White House drift toward subordinating fast-track to IMF funding and other issues," said Jerry
Jasinowski, president and chief
economist of the National Association of Manufacturers.
"If the president wants to
move forward on fast track, he's
going to have to put real energy
into gaining Democratic votes,
which were appallingly slim in
the last go-around," Jasinowski
said.
But Clinton in recent days has
been moving back toward the Gephardt wing of the party and

shoring up his Democratic base
by embracing a series of socialpolicy initiatives to be included
in next week's State of the Union
address.
Another knockdown battle with
Democrats over fast-track could
imperil those new initiatives,
which range from expanded child
care to making Medicare available to younger retirees.
Clinton had House Speaker
Newt Gingrich pull the fast-track
bill in the House last Nov. 10
rather than risk a near-certain defeat. At the time, he had lined up
only about 40 of the House's 203
Democrats.
White House spokesman Mike
McCurry said the administration
is consulting with both Republican and Democratic leaders on
possible changes. "We fully intend to submit legislation,"
McCurry said.
Among possible changes to
boost Democratic support: tightening the environmental and labor standards contained in the
bill.
But warned Republican Archer: "I would not want to
reopen those. They were crafted
after considerable thought,"
Commerce Secretary William
Daley recently conceded the
Asian crisis could make reviving
fast track harder.
"The short answer is it is
alive," he said. "We just have
got to make a judgment at what
point the patient jumps up and
runs."
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Union seeks singers
Area singers will have the opportunity to participate in a spring
performance of "Carmina Burana"
by joining the MSU Choral Union.
The modern masterpiece by Carl
Orff will be performed jointly by the
Murray State University Concert
Choir, the University Chorale, the
Choral Union, the University Orchestra and selected soloists April
26 in Lovett Auditorium on the
campus of MSU.
Orff, a Hungarian composer and
music educator, set texts by medieval composers and poets for
"Carmina Burana." Several languages are used including Latin and
German.
"Singers do not have to have
experience with the languages although it makes things easier," said
Dr. Bradley Almquist, director of

11

choral acuviues at MSU. "I will
teach everyone how to pronounce
and sing the words.
"It is truly one of the most
exciting pieces in the choral/
orchestral repertory," he noted. "It
will be great fun to rehearse and
sing."
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Holland Tire Co.
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All interested singers are invited
to perform. There are no auditions
and music will be available at the
first rehearsal.
For more information, call the
department of music at (502) 7624288.

Charles Reid Rains
Charles Reid Rains, 89, Vine Street, Murray, died Thursday, Jan.
22, 1998, at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
A local commercial artist and sign painter, Mr. Rains is a Kentucky
Colonel and a member of First United Methodist Church where he
served on the Board of Stewards.
Two daughters, Patsy Ruth Rains and Velva Jean Rains, and one
sister, Mrs. Gladys White, preceded him in death. Born Oct. 1, 1908,
he was the son of the late John Wesley Rains and Attie Lee Roach
Rains.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Florence William Rains, to whom
he was married on Sept. 9, 1934; one daughter, Mrs. Francis Rains
Walker and husband, J.P., Murray; three sons, James Rains and wife,
Nancye, Laguna Hills, Calif., Robert Reid Rains and wife, Patsy, and
Cahrlie Reid Rains, Murray; two sisters, Mrs. Dono Hughes, Austin,
Texas, and Mrs. Romanza Weaver, Willis, Texas; nine grandchildren;
nine great-grandchildren.
The funeral will be Saturday at 10 a.m. in the chapel of BlalockColeman Funeral Home. The Rev. Larry Daniel will officiate. Burial
Will follow in Goshen Cemetery.
Friends may call at the funeral home after 5 p.m. Friday.

Jim Irby
Jim Irby, 64, Airport Road, Murray, died Thursday, Jan. 22, 1998,
at 10:57 p.m. at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
He was a former chairman of Murray-Calloway County Fair Board
and a member of First Baptist Church. He was the son of the late Rev.
Lemon Irby and Jewell Irby.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Diana Irby; one daughter, Mrs.
Patti Sweatman and husband, James, one son, Jimmy Irby Jr. and
wife.. Teresa, and three grandchildren, Matt Irby, Russell Sweatman,
and Katie Sweatman, all of Murray.
Blalock-Coleman Funeral Home will be in charge of arrangements.

John Reed Falwell
John Reed Falwell, 79, Wiswell Road, Murray, died Thursday, Jan.
22, 1998, at 10:18 p.m. at his home.
He was a retired farmer, a retired employee of Murray Division of
Tappan Company, and a member of Sugar Creek Baptist Church.
His wife, Mrs. Imogene Falwell, one sister, Mrs. Lucille Thornton,
and two brothers, L.B. Falwell and Otis Falwell, preceded him in
death. He was the son of the late Laymon Falwell and Annie Wells
Falwell.
Survivors include one daughter, Mrs. Margaret Ann Callott and
husband, Thomas, Knoxville, Tenn.; one son, Bobby Falwell and wife,
Carol, and two sisters, Mrs. Lois Outland and Mrs. Frankie Nell
Starks, all of Murray; six grandchildren.
The funeral will be Sunday at 2 p.m. in the chapel of Miller Funeral
Home of Murray. Burial will follow in Murray Memorial Gardens.
Friends may call at the funeral home after 4 p.m. Saturday. -
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Rehearsals for the performance
will begin Jan. 26,at 7 p.m. in Room
314 of the Price Doyle Fine Arts
Building on campus, located at the
corner of 15th Street and Olive
Boulevard.
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Mrs. Nina Rickard Lyons, 86, Madisonville, mother of Dr. Paul
Lyons Jr. of Murray, died Thursday, Jan. 22, 1998, at 2 p.m. at Regional Medical Center, Madisonville.
She was a member of Immanuel Baptist Church, Madisonville.
Survivors include her husband, Paul Lyons Sr., to whom she had
been married for 72 years; one daughter, Mrs. Nancy Lyons Abernathy and husband, Sterling, Kettering, Ohio; three sons, Dr. Paul
Lyons Jr. and wife, Betty, Murray, Donald Lyons and wife, Barbara,
Madisonville, and Dr. Richard Lyons, Indianapolis, Ind.; one sister,
Mrs. Emma Lois Utterback, and one brother J.C. Rickard and wife,
Ethel, all of Madisonville; eight grandchildren; two stepgrandchildren;
16 great-grandchildren; two stepgreat-grandchildren.
Services will be Saturday at 11 a.m. in the chapel of BarnettStrother Funeral Home, Madisonville. The Rev. Brodie Ambrose and
the Rev. Archie Oliver will officiate'. Burial will follow in Pleasant
Grove Cemetery there.
Friends may call at the funeral home from 4 to 8 p.m. today (Friday) and until the funeral hour on Saturday.
Expressions of sympathy may be made to Immanuel Baptist
Church, P.O. Box 543, Madisonville, or to the Paul and Nina Rickard
Lyons Scholarship at Murray State University.

Mrs. Golda Page Waters
Graveside services for Mrs. GoIda Page Waters will be today at 3
p.m. at Murray City Cemetery. Dr. Kevin McCallon, pastor of First
Baptist Church, Paducah, and the Rev. Bob Kersey will officiate.
J.H. Churchill Funeral Home is in charge of arrangements, but no
visitation is scheduled.
Expressions of sympathy may be made to the Television Ministry of
First Baptist Church, Paducah.
Mrs. Waters, 86, died Wednesday, Jan. 21, 1998, at 6:35 p.m. at
Magnolia Manor, Metropolis, Ill. Her husband, John C. Waters, died
in 1976.
Survivors include one sister, Mrs. Imogene Lindsey and husband,
Bill, Paducah; one brother, Otis Page, Edwardsville, 111.; one nephew,
Charles Lindsey and wife, Kim, one great-nephew, Jordan Lindsey,
and one great-niece, Alexis Lindsey, all of Paducah.

Dr. Charles Homra (left) has been recognized for being a 5 gallon blood donor
by the Murray-Calloway County Hospital Blood Bank. Blood Donor Recruiter
Beth Wiggins presented Homra a plaque from the American Association of
Blood Banks(AABB) noting his achievement He has been donating since
1982.

Environmental ed group
meets to discuss LBL
The Western Kentucky Committee for Continuing Environmental
Education met Jan. 20 in Aurora to
discuss how area professionals can
be involved in the decision-making
process regarding environmental
resources at Land Between the
Lakes.
John Jennings, a teacher in Ft.
Campbell schools, was the moderator of this group. Staff members
from Rep. Ed Whitfield and Sen.
Mitch McConnell were present, in
addition to Jane Crisp, director of
the West Kentucky Educational
Cooperative, and Paul Yambert of
Concept Zero.
The group has received letters of
support from Sen. John Tanner of
Tenneccet and Gov. Paul Patton's
office.
Comments from the audience
focused on the implications of decisions to continue offering environmental education to Kentucky and
Tennessee students.
Sylvia Cannon of the Between
the Rivers Preservation Organization discussed the importance of
LBL cemeteries in studying the
history of western Kentucky.
It was decided that the group
wants environmental education to
be a mandate, not an option, in the
future of LBL.

Contact your public
library or United Way

office for drop-off
locations.
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Union Planters
60'4 + 9/16
UST
327/16 + 'Is
Wal-Mart
39"/Is - 3/11/

'Hilliard Lyons is a market maker in this stock.
NC - no change in prics.

Lyons
Court Square
Murray, KY 42071
(502) 753.3366

Buy Girl Scout Cookies

HILLIARD
LYONS

Our Best Investment Is You.

January 16 - February 1

1.1.11. Mist W.L Lyme, lose. • Ondest NYSE and UPC

All Winter-Weight

Selected Women's Winter

Selected Men's Winter

Coats

Sweaters
$999

Sweaters

NOW

$4999

NOW
Or Less!

Or Less!

NOW

Turtlenecks

Team Fleece
$1299

$M99

NOW

Selected

Selected Ladies Winter-Weight

Sleepwear
$999
NOW
Or Less!

CI

NOW

Or Less!

$1999
Or Less!

Selected Men's

Clearance For
Nike T-Shirts Nike® T-Shirts
The Home!
NOW

Men's Selected

$699

NOW

1/2

$699

PRICE

And..Much More Throughout The Store

50%

Off Or Less!

JCPenney

Are Your Dentures Uncomfortable, Loose,
Or Shifting when You Talk?

Call (502) 753-2642 or 1-800-679-7849 and ask for Chris.

gently worn sweaters
or sweatshirts

IN-STORE
SIDEWALK SALE

ATTENTION DENTURE WEARERS!!!
Amazing new technique can glve you the comfort and fit
of a new denture - Without Th. Now Denture Pric•111
This new technique In Custom Denture Relines Is done entirely In
°taco!!! You don't have to worry about the Inconvenience of
being without your dentures Call us today for more Information on
this amazing new technique and let the dental bb of Dr. Joe L.
Mason give you the Quality and Cornfort you deserve — Without
Tho Inconvonloncolll

Donate your new and

I

LOVE

YOUR

STYLE

CHESTNUT HILLS SHOPPING CENTER
(502) 759-1400
0,Aon1iv Sati;rday 10 a m to Q pm
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Rollie Kelley honored
A 103rd birthday celebration
was held Monday, Jan. 12, in
honor of Rollie E. Kelley, former
owner and operator of Murray
Hatchery.
Friends and residents were invited to come for cake and punch
throughout the day in the honoree's private room at West View

Nursing Home. Over 100 people
were served.
Family members who attended
were Rosebud George, his
daughter; Jennifer Crouse, granddaughter, and husband, Billy D.
Crouse; Christian and Justin
Crouse, great-grandchildren; one
niece, Jane Turner, all of Murray.
Out-of-town guests were Mrs.
Dorthy Haley, his daughter, of
Michigan, and Dr. Ron Kelley,
his grandson, of Paducah.
Mr. Kelley expressed appreciation to each one who attended the
event and to all those who sent
cards.

pover v

Souper Bowl' event at church
"Souper Bowl Sunday" will be observed by South Pleasant Grove
United Methodist Church on Sunday,. Jan. 25. Money and canned
food will be collected for Need Line. From 2 to 4 p.m. the UMYF
members will be going house to house to collect canned food items
from church members. The church's goal for the promotion is $300'
and 1,200 cans of food. For more informationc all Vicky at
753-0129.

Fire station meeting Sunday
A Fire Station meeting will be Sunday, Jan. 25, at 2 p.m. at New
Providence Church of Christ Educational Building. A discussion will
be held concerning the construction of a fire station in the area. This
is very important to the community and all area residents are urged
to attend."

HOSPITAL

REPORTS
Two newborn admissions, dismissals and one expiration at
Murray-Calloway County Hospital for Wednesday, Jan. 21, have
been released as follows:

.41444,7
Rollie E. Kelley

Newborn admissions
Booth baby girl, parents, Toni and
Terry, Hickory;
Chadwick baby girl, mother, Teresa
Duncan, Dexter.
Dismissals
Mrs. Roxie Manon Wilson, Almo;
John Thomas Valentine, Puryear,
Tenn.; Mrs. Tracy Jean York, Hardin;
Mrs. Izora Glen Adams and Miss
Brandy Renee Thomas and baby boy,
Farmington;
Lawrence H. Schmitt, Kuttawa; Michael L. Doughty and Mrs. Ima Nell
Burkeen, Dexter;
Mrs. Marilyn Mechelle Chilcutt and
baby girl, Paris, Tenn.; Mrs. Andrea
Nell Watson and baby boy, Boaz;
Ms. Corinne Henry McNutt, Mrs.
Velma L. Myers, Milton Routh, Mrs.
Nellie Stiles Farris, John T. Hutchens,
Mitchell Conley Fralick, Nicholas
Stuart Alexander, Lelon Farley, C.D.
Morris and Jerry Fred Kirkland, all of
Murray.
Expiration
Muriel Brogan Moore, Grand Rivers
• • • •

Full Day Educational
Preschool Program
Ages 0-5

Call For Openings

753-5227

Kappas plan
dress sale

109 S. 15th St.
Murray, KY 42071

,
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THEATRES
•

Titanic
PG13

1:00

7:00

Tomorrow Never Dies
PG13 1:05 3:35 7:059:35
As Good As It Gets
PG13 1:03 350 7:00 9,50
Fallen
R 1:10 3:40 7:10 9:40
Hard Rain
R 145 4:00 7:20 9:25
Phantoms
R 1:30 3.30 7:30 9:30

&wow,
CABINETS

' Spice World
PG 1:40 145 7:30 9:30

Matinees Saturday
, and Sunday Only!
•

Kappa "Special Occasion"
Dress Sale will be Saturday, Jan.
31, at Murray Woman's Club
House, 700 Vine St., Murray.
This event is being sponsored by
the Kappa Department of the
club.
Dresses to be placed in the sale
will be registered from 9 a.m. to
noon on Saturday, the day of the
sale. Dress owners are to be at
the club house at 4:15 p.m. on the
day of the sale to pick up the money collected for dresses sold or
their unsold dresses.
There is a $3 fee (nonrefundable) for each dress placed
in the sale; however the dress
owners keep all the sale price on
each dress,
Sale hours will be from 1 to 4
p.m. All sales are final. Dressing
areas will be provided. Admission to the sale is free.
For more information call
753-8032 between the hours of
10 a.m. to 5 p.m. only.

•
•
•
•

WOODWORKING
We'll Build To Your
Specifications!

502-759-9672

1997
WRANGLER
HARDTOP

$16,987m
Dark Green/Tan Hardtop w/Tint
15,xxx Mile 1 Owner, Local Trade-in
Air Condition, 5 spd., Tilt, Stereo
Side Bars, White Letters, 5 Spokes
We Sold This Jeep New.
Only At
#98136
T. T,.• lk

Cain's1
c„„vs p„, 0 "DO

Mr. and Mrs. Keith Carlos Black

Green and Black vows
are said at Gatlinburg
Deborah Renee Green, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Edgar Rhodes, and
Keith Carlos Black, son of Mr. and Mrs. Carlos Black Jr., all of Murray, were married Saturday, Oct. 18, 1997, at 4 p.m. at Far Horizons
Wedding Chapel, Gatlinburg, Tenn.
Grandparents of the bride are Mr. and Mrs. Pete Rhodes and the
late Mr. and Mrs. Alfred Anderson, all of Murray.
The groom's grandparents are Mr. and Mrs. Eldridge Swift of
Almo, and Mrs. Opal Black and the late Carlos Black Sr. of Murray.
Dr. J. Robert Kendig, minister, performed the double ring ceremony. Music was selected by the bride and groom for the lighting of
the unity candle.
Escorted by her father and given in marriage by her parents, the
bride wore a candlelight formal satin gown. Her fitted bodice was
overlaid with silk Venise motifs, seed pearls and lusters. A sweetheart
neckline was edged with matching lace and rows of scalloped seed
pearls. Her long fitted sleeves featuring scattered pearl motifs formed
deep pointed cuffs at her wrists. Her slightly gathered skirt from the
natural waistline formed into a full chapel train. A large fabric bow
accented with matching motifs adorned the back waist. Scalloped
Venise lace trim edged the skirt front and train.
Her two-tiered veil of candlelight bridal illusion was secured to a
comb of satin rosettes, lusters, and pearl sprays. It was finished with a
rolled netted edging and fell to her elbows. She carried a bouquet of
cream roses, delicate yellow rosebuds, aaby's breath and miniature
cream mums, accented with pearl sprays and a candlelight sheer bow.
Kay Rhodes of Knoxville, Tenn., sister-in-law of the bride, was
honor attendant. She wore a formal teal satin suit accented with a
sweetheart neckline. She carried a hand bouquet of cream roses, miniature mums accented with baby's breath and a sheer candlelight bow.
Eddie Rhodes of Knoxville, brother of the bride, was best man.
The groom wore a single breasted formal black tuxedo with a black
vest and bow tie and a boutonniere of a single cream rose with baby's
breath. Both the best man and the bride's father had boutonnieres of a
single cream rose and baby's breath.
A reception, hosted by the bride's parents, followed at the Open
Hearth Restaurant, Gatlinburg, Tenn.
The couple spent their honeymoon at Gatlinburg and Asheville,
N.C. They are now residing in Murray.

LifeHouse to hold seminar
LifeHouse Care Center for
Women will hold a training seminar in February for those interested in becoming volunteer
counselors.
Pre-registration is required.
Those registered for the seminar

will be required to volunteer a
minimum of eight hours in the
center before the training.
All interested persons are
urged to call the LifeHouse at
753-0700.

Center will hold program
Roots and Wings: Raising Resilient Children will begin Tuesday, Jan. 27, from noon to 2 p.m.
at the community room of Southside Manor. Classes will meet
each Tuesday through March 3.
This covers topics such as
teachable moments, setting
boundaries, natural and logical
consequences, standards and protective factors. All parents with

children, ages 0 to 18, are encouraged to register and attend
these classes.
Registration is required by
Monday, Jan. 26, and is limited
to 15 persons. The cost will be
$5.95 per person.
For more information or to register call Jill at Calloway
County Family Resource Center
at 753-3070 or 753-3879.

B. Scott Foster, D.C.
Caring For Your
Chiropractic Needs

759-8000
• Convenient Hours and Location
• Caring Staff
• Open Mon.-Fri. • Sat. By Appt.
• Insurance Claims Processed
• Same Day Appointments

GE•LIFEr

HWY.641 N. • MURRAY, KY • 75344441

1210 Johnson Blvd • Murra

Neighborhood Watch on Monday
New Concord Neighborhood Watch will meet Monday, Jan. 26, at
7 p.m. at New Mt. Carmel Baptist Church. Calloway County Sheriff
Stan Scott wilibwthe speaker. All area residents are urged to attend.

Secretalles

will

meet Monday

Murray Chapter of Professional Secretaries International, the Association for Office Professionals (PSI) will meet Monday, Jan. 26,
at noon at Pagliai's. Betty Boston will speak about "Investment
Stock and Bonds." Members and interested persons are invited to
attend. For more information call Jama Galloway at 762-1655.

WOW Lodge meeting Monday
Woodmen of the world Lodge 827 will meet Monday, Jan. 26, at
6:30 p.m. at August Moon Restaurant. Officers will be installed and
a presentation of the Fraternal Spirit Award will be made. Guest
speaker will be a member of the Humane Society. All members are
urged to attend, according to Pat McCarthy, president, and Linda
Fain, secretary.
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Hospital retirees will meet
Retirees and former employees of Murray-Calloway County Hospital will meet Tuesday, Jan. 27, at 6 p.m. for dinner at Sirloin
Stockade. For more information call Nancy McClure or Louie Brandon. All interested persons are invited.

Ladies Night Out Tuesday
Ladies Night Out at Murray Country Club will be Tuesday, Jan.
27. A social hour will start at 6 p.m. with a potluck meal to be
served at 7 p.m. All ladies of the club are urged to attend.

WMU meeting will be at Flint
Blood River Baptist Church WMU will have its quarterly meeting
on Monday, Jan. 26, at 10 a.m. at Flint Baptist Church near Almo
Heights. The guest speaker will be Jeff Wallace, missionary to
Spain, now on furlough and working with the internationals. He is
the son-in-law of the Rev. and Mrs. Bill Clark Thomas. Refreshments will be served. Earlene Hamlet, director, and Estelle Gray,
Women on Missions coordinator, invite the public to attend.

Adult book group on Monday
Adult Great Books Discussion Group will meet Monday, Jan. 26,
at 7 p.m. at Calloway County Public Library. Nancy Christensen
will be the leader for the discussion of the book, "An Outpost of
Progress" by Joseph Conrad. Any person who has read the book is
invited to take part in the discussion.

Free Throw event Saturday
The Knights of Columbus Free Throw Tournament will be Saturday, Jan. 24, at 10 a.m. in the Murray Middle School gym. All boys
and girls, ages 10 to 14, are invited to participate and there is no
cost. Registration will begin at 10 a.m. and the event will be over by
11:30 a.m.

4-H Goat Club will meet
The 4-H Goat Club, Kids Helping Kids, will meet Saturday, Jan.
24, at 1:30 p.m. at the farm of Mark and Meta Brewer. The lesson
will be on "Dehorning." Persons may call the Extension Office,
753-1452, for directions to the farm.

Clothing meeting Saturday
An orientation meeting for 4-H club sewing program for persons,
ages nine to 19, will be Saturday, Jan. 24, from 9 a.m. to 3 p.m. at
the Senior Citizens Area of Weaks Community Center. Classes will
be available during January, February and March. Also volunteers
are needed to assist the 4-H youth in the clothing construction classes. For information call the Extension Office at 753-1452.

Angel Alert is issued
Calloway County Family Resource Center has issued an angel
alert for two chest of drawers, set of bunk beds, two washers and
two dryers. Anyone having any of these items to donate is asked to
call the center at 753-3070.

Benefit rodeo scheduled
Pro rodeo competition will be Friday and Saturday, Jan. 23 and
24, at 7:30 p.m. at West Kentucky Exposition Center, College Farm
Road, Murray. This will be the annual fund-raising event for Calloway Disaster and Emergency Services. The public is urged to attend
to help the DES in their service to the community.
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Book presentation on Monday
Warden by Henry David Thoreau will be the book to be presented
on Monday, Jan. 26, at 12:10 p.m. at Calloway County Public Library. This program is open to the public, and no preparation is required. The public is invited.

HERBAL

PHEN-THINTm
Ephedra, Ma Huang Free!!!
Drug Free, Prescription Free!!!
• 100% Natural

• Pharmacist Developed
• Safe & Effective
• Fast Acting

Available at

HONEY TREE In Murray
Ph. 502-753-3461

LEMON TREE in Paducah
Ph. 502-442-0494
PROOLICT 14FORMAT1ON: 1 (800) 4894USA (4874 Dr. John Smothers, N.D., MK

AIM 4pr.11.4.41111
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Creative Arts to meet

CALENDAR
Friday, Jan. 23
Benefit World Champion Rodeo for
local DES group/7:30 p.m./West Kentucky Expo Center.
Campus Lights Bye Bye Birdie
production/8 p.m./Lovett Auditorium,
MSU. Info/762-6338.
Hazel Center open 10 a.m.-2 p.m. for
senior citizens activities.
Weeks Center open 8 a.m.-4 p.m. for
senior citizens' activities. Bridge
Club/1 p.m.
West View Nursing Home Video
Time/2 p.m.
Presbytery RetreaV6 p.m./Lake Barkley State Park Lodge.
First Baptist Church Acteens' Sloepower w/Vickie Travis.
AA and Al-Anon open to newcomers/
beginners at 8 p.m/American Legion
Building. Info/759-9882.
Main Street Youth Center, 205 North
Fourth St./open 7 p.m. to midnight.
Info/753-TEEN.
Bingo sponsored by Shriners/7
p.m./building at Fairgrounds. Public
invited.
Calloway County High School Lakers
host basketball game with Reidland/7
p.m.
Murray High School Tigers host basketball game with Carlisle County/7
p.m.
Currie Center Gallery, PASU/open/11
a.m.-10 p.m.
Eagle Gallery, FA Center, MSU/open
8 a.m.-6 pm.
Wrather West Kentucky Museum,
MSU/open 830 a.m.-4:15 p.m.
Saturday, Jan. 24
Free Throw event for all boys and

It
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girls, ages 10 to 14 by Knights of
Columbus/10 a.m./Murray Middle
School.
4-H Clothing orientation and work
meeting for persons, ages 9 to 19,
from 9 a.m.-3 p.m./Senior Citizens
Area of Weaks Center.
4-H Goat Club meeting/1:30 p.m./farm
of Mark and Meta Brewer.
Singles (SOS)/5:30 p.m./JCPenney
parking lot to go to Mayfield to eat and
dance. Info/Marlene, 753-2350.
West View Nursing Home In Room
Exercise/10:30 a m.; Current Events/2
p.m.
Main Street Youth Center/open 7
p.m.-midnight. Info/753-TEEN.
AA and Al-Anon open meeting/8
p.m./American Legion Building, South
Sixth and Maple Streets.
Info/759-9882.
Gospel singing by God's Truck &
Street Ministry/6 p.m./Big Burley Mart,
Paducah.

Saturday, Jan. 24

Sunday, Jan 25
Fire Station meeting concerning con-

struction of area building/2 p.m./New
Providence Church of Christ building.
Singles (SOS) super bowl chili and
sandwich event at Joyce's home. Info/
Marlene, 753-2350.
West View Nursing Home Sunday
School/9:45 a.m.; University Church of
Christ/2:30 p.m.
South Pleasant Grove *Souper Bowl"
Sunday with food collection for Need
Line.
Memorial Baptist Church Super Bowl
party/5 p.m.; Music Makers, Team
Leaders, Prime Time officers/6 p.m.;
Team Kid, Preschool Choir/7 p.m.;
Choir rehearsal/8 p.m.
Westside Baptist Church Baptist
Men's Day with pancake breakfast.
Grace Baptist Church Choir practice
and Youth Bible Study/5 p.m.
First Presbyterian Church Combined
Sunday School to hear Ben and Carol
Weir/9:30 a.m.; Confirmation
Class/3:30 p.m.; Korean worship
service/4 p.m.; Super Bowl Party/5
p.m.; Bible Study/8 p.m.
First Baptist Church Library
open/8:30 a.m.; Mission Friends/10:45
a.m.; Youth Super Bowl party/4 p.m.;
GAs, RAs/5 p.m.
AA and Al-Anon/closed meetings/9
a.m. and 4 p.m./American Legion
Building. Info/753-8136.
Campus Lights Bye Bye Birdie
production/2 p.m./Lovett Auditorium/
MSU. Info/762-6338.
Curris Center Gallery, MSU/open
noon-10 p.m.
Eagle Gallery, FA Center, MSU/open
1-4 p.m.

UNITED WAY photo

Division Chairmen of United Way of Murray/Calloway County pictured at
a recent meeting are, from left, Marion Posey, Bill Wells, John Peck,
Peggy Billington and Bill Staudacher.
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United Way plans event

By SYLVIA CANON
Guest Writer
Last weekend while many began to observe the birth date of
Martin Luther King by attending
ceremonies, a group of 30 volunteers quietly began clearing the
graves of 198 black Americans
who once lived and worked Between the Rivers.
As with several other burial
grounds in LBL, the only route to
Barnett Cemetery was inundated
when Kentucky Lake was formed
in the late 1940s and has remained virtually unreachable except by boat since that time.
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CREATIVE ARTS photos

Creative Arts Department of Murray Woman's Club will meet Monday,
Jan. 26, at 9:30 a.m. at the club house. Jacque* Farrell will present a
program on "The Ancient Art of Origami." Names may be presented for
new members. Hostesses will be Betty Scott, Jo Oakley and Lee Ann
Taylor. Shown in the top photo are Joetta Kelly with some of the art
students from Murray Christian Academy. The children presented their
own art work at the last department meeting. Children are, from left,
Travis Garland, Joseph Kelly, Nathan Crofton, Lauren Gibson, Abby
Kelly, Stephanie Finch and Betsy Inman. Hostesses were, bottom photo,
from left, back row, Eva Morris and Anna Mary Adams, front row, Nancy
Wright and Toni Hopson.

Sally Davenport, incoming president; John Peck, president-elect;
and Tom Denton, treasurer.
New board members will be
Tracy Rogers, Marion Posey,
Mike Pitman, Andy Dunn, and
the Rev. Raymond Goetz.
This breakfast meeting in
celebration of the results of the
1998 campaign is open to the
public, Billington said.

Becky Balthrop has been an
aerobics instructor at Murray
Family YMCA for over four
years.
Currently, Balthrop is eight
months pregnant and continues
teaching as an active aerobics instructor. She has been an inspiration to many as she maintains a
healthy lifestyle and exercise
program through this changing
time in her life.
Balthrop said that "exercise
gives her a better outlook both
mentally and physically, making
her feel better about herself not
only during her pregnancy, but at
all times."
She explains that she continues
a low impact exercise prcgram
through the eighth month not
only to feel better, but for many
other reasons such as continuing
to increase stamina which will
aid in the delivery and for a
quicker recovery after birth.
Regular physical activity is an
important component of a healthy
lifestyle.
The Murray Family YMCA offers 23 hours per week of many
different exercise classes which
include step, hi-low, and interval
segments, along with several toning classes. A number of certified
aerobic instructors teach these

With four-wheel drives and a
lot of determination, the group
from Between the Rivers Preservation Organization fought their
way through brambles and briars
to the thickly overgrown
graveyard.
Once there, they spent most of
the day cutting dead and fallen
trees, pulling heavy vines from
suffocating grees and raking
what seemed like tons of leaves
from a half-acre plot spread over
a lakeside knoll.
About half of the cemetery (the
most difficult portion) was
cleared by late afternoon. Final
raking and placement of crosses

will resume at the Barnett Cemetery this Saturday, Jan. 24, and
continue at two smaller graveyards in the vicinity.
Anyone with a rake or yard
tool and a willingness to work is
invited to participate in this rescue effort.
Volunteers may choose one of
two assembly times and places: 8
a.m. at Miss Scarletes Restaurant, Grand Rivers, or 9 a.m. at
Jenny Ridge Picnic area on the
Trace, just north of Highway 68.
Both groups will merge at Barnett Cemetery near Smith Bay.
For information call Beale or
Sylvia Canon at 753-4934.

Murray-Calloway County Senior Citizens have planned events
for the coming week, Jan. 26 to
30.
Armchair aerobics exercises
will be at 8 a.m. Monday, Wednesday and Friday. This is a safe
and enjoyable workout for all
ages which improves stength and
stamina. A time of lifting light
weights and stretching will be at
11 a.m. Monday through Friday.
If you have questions call our office, 753-0929.
On Monday, lunch of BBQ
chicken, baked beans, cole slaw,
biscuit and pears will be served
at 11:30 a.m. Coffee, tea and
milk are daily beverage choices.
At 1 p.m. we will start playing
Bingo and Bridge.
On Tuesday an area minister
will be at the center to give a devotion at 10 a.m. Lunch of roast
beef, mashed potatoes, peas and
carrots, roll and cherries will be
served.
Wednesday lunches are prepared and served especially for

Kentucky Opry
starting search
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Cemetery cleaning in LBL Saturday
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United Way of Murray!
Calloway County will have a victory celebration on Friday, Jan.
30, according to Peggy Billington, executive director.
This will be a breakfast at 8
a.m. at the Senior Citizens Area
on the bottom floor of Weaks
Community Center.
Stanley Anderson is the outgoing president. New officers are

By TERI COBB
Activities Director

local DES group/7:30 p.m. West Kentucky Expo Center.
Pre -College Piano Concerto
competition/1 p.m./Performing Arts
Hall, FA Center, MSU.
"Secret Lies" film shown free/7:30
p m./Curris Center Theater, Murray
State.
Campus Lights Bye, Bye Birdie
production/8 p.m./Lovett Auditorium,
MSU. Info/762-6338.
Murray State University Racers and
Lady Racers play basketball games at
Tennessee State/5:45 and 7:45 p.m.
Currie Center Gallery, MSU/open 11
a.m.-10 p.m.
Eagle Gallery, FA Center, MSU/open
8 a.m.-7:30 p.m.
Wrath*, West Kentucky Museum
open/8:30 a.m.-4:15 p.m.
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The Kentucky Opry is starting
its 10th talent search held every
January through April.
Talent from all around the region comes to compete in this talent show.
Shows are held each Saturday
at 8 p.m. There are three divisions: Youth 12 years and under;
Junior 13 to 17 years; Adult 18
and up.
A winner is picked in each
category each week to be in the
eliminations held in May. Cash
prizes are given in the grand finals as well as recording studio
time and $100 gift certificate for
the Opryland Motel, Nashville,
Tenn.
Rehearsals are held each
Thursday at 7 p.m. at the Kentucky Opry, Hwy. 641 South,
Draffenville. To sign up call
1-502-527-3869.
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"Electrifying Suspense''

Jan. 22-25,
29-Feb. 1,. Feb. 5-8
Show limes 8 p m, Son 2 30
Reservations:
Tickets:
(502) 444-6828 $7, $8, $9
11888)MHT-PLAY
•TDD only' 15021 575 932,

Becky Balthrop
classes and incorporate their own
style, making each class diverse
and enjoyable.
A beginners class is being offered each third Saturday of the
month for everyone interested in
learning basic aerobic steps in order to be more knowledgeable
and to feel more comfortable in
aerobic classes. In addition, a
prenatal water aerobic class is being offered.
For more information on the
aerobics department or any program at the Murray Family YMCA
call 753-4295 or 759-9622.
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Martha Churchill
Farris

"I'd like to talk to you
about
Blalock-Coleman
Funeral Home. I believe
Blalock-Coleman has the
most caring staff in this
area. I am not saying this
because I work there, I am
saying it because I see all of
the staff members do everything they can to help and
comfort the families we
serve.
It's a great honor for me to
be a part of Blalock-Coleman
Funeral Home."

Blalock-Coleman
Funeral Home

( e3111.1('

g

a

lieM

713 S. 4th Street
502-753-6800
"There's a great trust
between old friends."

Market House Theatre 141 KY Ave , Paducah

TVs BAR-B-11
Monday-Friday 10 30 a.m.-8.30 p.m. • Sat. 11 a m.-3 30 pm

Chestnut St.

Murray, Ky.

753-0045

"Good Food At Reasonable Prices"

I

Great

Weekly

Special

Lg Hamburger $349
1Fries
Medium Drink

Inc Illor

need

you by our staff. A menu including ham and beans, cornbread,
cole slaw and gelatin salad has
been planned. A requested donation of $2.50 per person is made.
At 12:30 p.m the Pinochle
Club will start playing. This is
open to anyone who is interested
in playing.
Thursday will be transportation
day. A senior volunteer, F.A.
Cogdell, will take you anywhere
in the city that you need to go.
Take advantage of this free service by calling 753-0929 before
9:30 Thursday morning.
Lunch of beef fritter on a bun,
vegetable sticks and banana will
be served at 11:30 a.m. Thursday.
The Dominoes Club will meet at
9 a.m. Also at 1 p.m. we will
have a Jeopardy Tournament.
This is team competition, so form
your team and join us for an afternoon of fun.
Friday at 8 a.m. a country style
breakfast, prepared by our staff,
will be served. A donation of
$2.50 is suggested.
On Friday, lunch of pork chop,
mashed potatoes, green peas, roll
and tropical fruit will be served
at 11:30 a.m. Bridge club will
start playing at 1 p.m. This is always open to new players.
We have card games, billiards
and much fellowship with transportation to the center and home
again daily. Come and join us.
For information call 753-0929.
Senior Citizens is a United Way
agency.

SIGNED PERFORMANCE JAN 21
u
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A Fast Service A Convenient Location
A Handy Drive-Up Window

+

America.%
Rh uses

Help Can't Wait

CHECK THIS OUT
,
N

JANUARY
CLEARANCE

Univrrsity Plaza
Chestnut St. • Murray, KY

7A
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$11,4500°
1994 INTREPID ES
V
V
V
'V

45,xxx mile 1 owner, very clean
3.5 24 valve V6, fully loaded
White/tan leather, all power
Infinity stereo, gold alum. whls.

cain,s41,

ONLY AT
flours: Mon-Fri 900-6:00
Sat 9:00-5:00 • Sun 1:00-500

*98139
.Tat,

(-low& rro-Ptymoun-r-0000t..ffEt

HWY. 641 N. • MURRAY, KY • 753-6445
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This directory is made possible by these firms
who have sponsored this page.
Your business and support would be greatly
appreciated.
ADVENTISTS
SEVENTH DAY ADVENTIST
Sabbath School
Sat. 10:00 a.m.
Worship
Sat. 9:00 a.m.

CHARLIE'S
SAFE-T DISCOUNT PHARMACY
'Communicate Before You Medicate - Ask CHARLIE
753-4175
Charlie Adams. Pharmacist
Glendale At Whitnell (Across From Ledger & Times.
Closed Sundays

The word is nigh thee,even in thy mouth
and in thy heart: that is, the word of
faith, which we preach.
—Romans 10:8
CARROLL TIRE &
WHEEL ALIGNMENT, INC.
1305 N. 12th St.
Murray

•

a% o
mr-I-Wit

753-1489 i
re
la Ais

_

Michelin - Riken - BF Goodrich - Mulii-Mile

WAL*MART

809 North

SUPERCENTER

12th Street

FORD

Parker Ford
Lincoln•Mercury

MERCURY
LINCOLN
701 Main St. Murray

753-5273

/
WOODC
4
R
iiiFTERS

GALLERIES
Hwy. 641 North

i

759-4522

Compliments Of

Belcher Oil Co.
403 L.P. Miller St. • 753-0212
Cfringattii

753-6656

804 Chestnut

INDUSTRIAL BEARINGS
st, & FARM ,SIIPPLIRS0
1204 Johnson Blvd., Murray • 759-0061
Pans, TN 901-642-0061

McKenne, TN 901-352-0061

..
Cain'S"'"'"0
Th. only
*7tvec

rooitu2n1,;breAce4we

CHRYSLER•PL YMOUTH-DOOGE-JEEP•EAGLE
Hwy 641 N • Murray • 753-6448

JCPenney
_ . . h„

ShoppIng Ctr — 759-1400

Look for our "Capsule Siusunary"
in every Friday's edition.

Walter's Pharmacy
604 South 12th St.

•

753-7688

a joyfuf noiie unto
tftz Lord PraLse God
through song.

lfake

Arbp
.._._—)

Serving Breakfast
6 a m -10.30 a.m. Mon.-Sat.
8 a.m.-10:30 a.m. Sun.
Serving L u n chonlOWeekendsn
tl .- t i pm.
Midnight

507 N. 12th

753-8841

KFC

Jack Marshall - Franchise
205

"We Do Chicken Right"
N 12th
Cali In Orders 753-7101
, ..-da—

4

repa,r 5._-0

Cunningham
Auto Repair
(11,, ., Ifem Fri

619 South 4th St.

I

1 •1,

f

7 io t

7336J1 • 73:3 jYT 1

FITTS BLOCK 6
READY MIX CO.
Building Blocks 8 Ready Mix Concrete
East Main Street
753-3540

ASSEMBLIES OF GOD
FIRST ASSEMBLY OF GOD
Highway 94 East
Art Heinz, Pastor
Sunday School
9:45 a.m.
Worship 8:30, 10:45 a.m. and 8 p.m.
Wed. Eve. Serv.
7:00 p.m.

LEDBETTER MISSIONARY
BAPTIST
Sunday School
10:00 a.m.
Preaching
11 a.m. & 6:00 p.m.
Wednesday Night
7:00 p.m.
LOCUST GROVE
Morning Worship
11:00 a.m.
Evening Worship
7:00 p.m.
LONE OAK PRIMITIVE
1st Sunday
2:00 p.m.
3rd Sunday
2:00 p.m.
MEMORIAL BAPTIST
Morning Worship
10:50 a.m.
Evening Worship
6:00 p.m.
MOUNT HOREB
FREEWILL BAPTIST
Sunday School
9:30 a.m.
Worship
11:00 a.m.
NEW LIFE GENERAL BAPTIST
Sunday School
10:00 a.m.
Worship
11 a.m. & 6 p.m.
NEW MT. CARMEL
MISSIONARY
Morning Worship
11:00 a.m.
Evening Worship
6:00 p.m.
NORTH SIDE
Morning Worship
10:00 a.m.
Evening Worship
6:00 p.m.
NEW PROVIDENCE
Sunday School
10:00 a.m.
Worship
11 a.m. & 7 p.m.
OAK GROVE
Worship
11 a.m. & 7 p.m.
Sunday School
10 a.m.
OWENS CHAPEL
Sunday School
10:00 a.m.
Preaching
11:00 a.m.
Prayer
rayer Service
5:30 p.m.
6:00 p.m.
POPLAR SPRING
WStionrsdahyip School
9 a.m.
10:15 a.m. & 7 p.m.
SALEM BAPTIST
Morning Worship
11:00 a.m.
Evening Worship
7:15 p.m.
SCOTTS GROVE
Worship Service
11:00 •.m.
Evening Worship
6:00 p.m.
SINKING SPRING
Morning Worship
11:00 •.m.
Evening Worship
6:00 p.m.
SOUTH MARSHALL
Sunday School
10 a.m.
Worship
11 a.m., 6:30 p.m.
Wednesday
7 p.m.
SPRING CREEK
•
School
Sunday
9:00 •.m.
Worship Services
10 a.m. & 7 p.m.
Discipleship Training
6 p.m.
ST. JOHN
Morning Worship
Sunday School
SUGAR CREEK
Sunday School
Morning Worship
Evening Worship
Mid Week Services

JEHOVAH'S WITNESSES
JEHOVAH'S WITNESS
Public Talk
9:30 a.m.
Watchtower Study
10:30 a.m.

CHRISTIAN
Sunday School
9:30 a.m.
Worship Service
10:45 •.m.
MURRAY CHRISTIAN FELLOWSHIP
Worship
10:30 a.m.
Bible School
9:30 a.m.
Evening Service
6:00 p.m.

BAPTIST
BLOOD RIVER
Morning Worship
11:00 a.m.
Evening Worship
6:00 p.m.
CHERRY CORNER
Sunday School
10 a.m.
Worship
11 a.m. & 6 p.m.
Church Training
6 p.m.
Wednesday
7 p.m.
COLDWATER BAPTIST CHURCH
Sunday School
9:45 a.m.
Morning Services
11:00 •.m.
Evening Services
6:00 p.m.
DEXTER BAPTIST CHURCH
Wednesday Serv.
6:30 p.m.
Sunday School
10:00 a.m.
Worship Service
11:00 a.m.
Sunday Night
6:00 p.m.
WorshipELM GROVE BAPTIST
11:00 a.m. & 6:00 p.m.
Sunday School
10:00 a.m.
EMMANUEL MISSIONARY
Morning Worship
11:00 a.m.
Evening Worship
6:03 p.m.
FAITH BAPTIST
Morning Worship
11:00 a.m.
Evening Worship
6:00 p.m.
FIRST BAPTIST
Sunday School
9:30 a.m.
Worship Services 10:45 a.m. & 6 p.m.
FLINT BAPTIST
Sunday School
10:00 a.m.
Morning Worship
11:00 a.m.
Evening Worship
6:45 p.m.
GRACE BAPTIST
Sunday School
9:30 a.m.
Worship
10:45 a.m., 6 p.m.
EASTWOOD BAPTIST CHURCH
Sunday School
10:00 a.m.
Morning Worship
11:00 a.m.
Evening Worship
6:00 p.m.
Wednesday Eve.
7:30 p.m.
HARDIN BAPTIST
Worship
8, 9:15 & 10:30 a.m.
Sun. Schools
8, 9:15 & 10:30 a.m.
Evening Worship
6:00 p.m.
Wed. Worship
7 p.m.
HAZEL BAPTIST
Worship
10:55 am. & 6:30 p.m.
Sunday School
10:00 a.m.
Church Training
5:30 p.m.
Wednesday Worship
7:00 p.m.
HILLTOP BAPTIST
Sunday School
10:00 a.m.
Worship Service
11:00 a.m.
Evening Service
5:30 p.m.
KIRKSEY BAPTIST
Morning Worship
11:00 a.m.
Evening Worship
6:30 p.m.

CreillOIJC
ST. HENRYS CATHOLIC CHURCH
Aurora
Saturday
5:00 p.m.
Sunday
9:00 a.m.
7:00 p.m.
Holy Eve
Holy Day
6:00 p.m.
ST. LEO'S CATHOLIC CHURCH
Saturday Mass
6 p.m.
Sunday Mass
8 & II a.m.

CHRISTIAN SCIENCE
SERVICES
1634 Main St., Murray
Sunday
10:30
Sunday School
10:30
2nd Wednesday
7:30
Reading Room Every Wed. 12-3

a.m.
a.m.
p.m.
p.m.

CHURCH OF CHRIST
ALMO CHURCH OF CHRIST
Bible School
9:00 a.m.
Morning Worship
9:60 a.m.
Evening Worship
6:00 p.m/
COLDWATER CHURCH OF CHRIST
Sunday School
9:30 a.m.
Morning Worship
10:15 a.m.
Evening Worship
6:00 p.m.
Wed. Bible Study
7:00 p.m.
DEXTER
Morning Worship
Evening Worship
FRIENDSHIP
Sunday School
Morning Worship

10:50 a.m.
6:00 p.m.
10:00 a.m.
11:00 •.m.

GREEN PLAIN
Bible Study
10:00 a.m.
Morning Service
Evening Worship
Wednesday Worship
plm.
m:.m
16
0
7:00
3
45
0a
HAZEL CHURCH OF CHRIST
Bible Study
9:00 a.m.
Morning Worship
9:60 a.m.
Evening Worship
6:00 p.m.
Mid-Week Worship
7:00 p.m.
HICKORY GROVE
CHURCH OF CHRIST
Sunday Bible Class
9:00 a.m.
Morning Worship
10:00 a.m.
Wednesday Night
7:00 p.m.
KIRKSEY CHURCH OF CHRIST
Sunday School
10:00 a.m.
Morning Worship
10:50 a.m.
Evening Worship
7:00 p.m.
(Sunday & Wednesdays:
MT. OLIVE CHURCH OF CHRIST
Sunday School
10:00 a.m.
Morning Worship
11:00 a.m.
Evening Worship
6:00 p.m.
NEW CONCORD
Worship
9:50 a.m. & 6 p.m.
Bible Classes
9 a.m.
Wednesday
7 p.m.
NEW PROVIDENCE
Morning Service
10:00 a.m.
Evening Service
6:00 p.m.
PLEASANT VALLEY
Morning Worship
10:45 a.m.
Evening Worship
6:00 p.m.
SECOND STREET
Morning Worship
10:45 a.m.
Evening Worship
6.00 p.m.
GLENDALE ROAD CHURCH OF CHRIST
Worship
9 a.m.
Bible Study
10 a.m.
Evening Worship
6 p.m.
Wed. Bible Study
7 p.m.
UNION GROVE
Morning Worship
10:60 a.m.
Evening Worship
6:00 p.m.
UNIVERSITY
Bible Classes
9:00 •.m.
Worship
10:00 a.m. & 6:00 p.m.
WEST MURRAY
Morning Worship
10:50 a.m.
Evening Worship
6:00 p.m.
WILLIAMS CHAPEL
Morning
9:00 a.m.
Evening
6:00 p.m.
Wednesday
700 p.m.

CHRISTIAN AND
MISSIONARY ALLIANCE
ALLIANCE BIBLE CHURCH
Murray
Sunday Worship
10:30 a.m.
Weds. Prayer Ser.
7:00 p.m.

CHURCH OF JESUS CHRIST
OF LATTER DAY SAMS
CHURCH OF JESUS CHRIST
OF LATTER DAY SAINTS
•
620 S. 16th St.
Sunday Priesthood
9:00 •.m.
Sunday School
10:00 a.m.
Sacrament Meeting
10:50 a.m.

EPISCOPAL
ST JOHNS EPISCOPAL
1620 W. Main
Holy Eucharist
8 & 10:30 a.m.

11 a.m.
930 a.m.
10:00 •.m.
11:00 a.m.
6:00 p.m.
6:00 p.m.

WEST FORK
Morning Worship
11:00 a.m.
Sunday Evening
6:00 p.m.
Wednesday Evening
7:00 p.m.
WESTSIDE BAPTIST CHURCH
Sunday School
9:30 a.m.
Worship
10:30 a.m. & 6 p.m.
Wednesday
7 p.m.

•, ,
'
T7,
""sart.S.•

INDEPENDENT
BIBLE BELIEVERS
Worship
10:30 a.m.
CHRISTIAN COMMUNITY CHURCH
Worship
10:30 a.m.
Children's Sun. School
11 a.m.
NEW LIFE CHRISTIAN CENTER
1619 Martin Chapel Rd.
Sunday School
9:45 •.m.
Worship
1100 •.m.
Wednesday
700 p.m.
IMPACT PRAISE• WORSHIP CENTER
Sun. Spiritual Training
9 a.m.
Worship Service
10 a.m.
Tues. Bible Study
7 p.m.
SHILOH FULL GOSPEL ASSEMBLY
Thursday Night
700 p.m.
Sunday Morning
10 a.m.
Sunday Evening
700 p.m.

LUTHERAN
IMMANUEL LUTHERAN
Sunday School & Bible Class 9:00 a.m.
Worship
10:15 a.m.

BETHEL UNITED
Morning Worship
9:30 a.m.
Sunday School
10:30 a.m.
2nd & 4th Sun. Night
6:00 p.m.
BROOKS CHAPEL UNITED
Sunday School
10:00 a.m.
Morning Worship
11:00 a.m.
1st & 3rd Sun. Night
6:00 p.m.
COLDWATER
Worship
11:00 a.m.
Sunday School
10:00 a.m.
COLE'S CAMPGROUND
Worship Service
8:50 a.m.
Sunday School
9:50 a.m.
DEXTER-HARDEN UNITED
Sunday School
10:00 a.m.
Worship
11:00 a.m., 6:00 p.m.
FIRST UNITED METHODIST
Worship
11:00 a.m.
Church School
9:50 a.m.
GOOD SHEPHERD UNITED
Worship Service
11:00 a.m.
Sunday School
10:00 a.m.
GOSHEN METHODIST
Sunday School
10:00 a.m.
Worship
9:00 a.m.
HAZEL UNITED METHODIST
Sunday School
11:00 a.m.
Worship
10:00 a.m.
INDEPENDENCE UNITED
Sunday School
10:00 a.m.
Morning Worship
MOO a.m.
KIRKSEY UNITED
Sunday School
9:00 a.m.
Morning Worship
10:00 •.m.
LYNN GROVE
Worship Service
9:45 a.m.
Church School
10:45 a.m.
MARTIN'S CHAPEL UNITED
Worship Service
9:00 a.m.
Sunday School
10:30 a.m.
MASON'S CHAPEL UNITED
Sunday School
10:00 •.m.
Morning Worship
11:00 a.m.
MT. CARMEL
Worship
10:00 a.m.
Sunday School
11:00 a.m.
MT. HEBRON
Worship
10:00 a.m.
Sunday School
11:00 a.m.
PALESTINE UNITED
Sunday School
10:00 a.m.
Worship
11:00 a.m.
RUSSELL CHAPEL UNITED
Worship
9:46 a.m.
Sunday School
11:00
SOUTH PLEASANT GROVE
Sunday School
9:45 a.m.
Morning Worship
10:45 •.m.
Evening
6:00 p.m.
TEMPLE HILL UNITED
Morning Worship
10:00 a.m.
Sunday School
110C a.m.
WAYMEN CHAPEL AME CHURCH
Sunday School
10:00 a.m.
Morning Service
11:00 •.m.
Pastor William J. Pratt
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Thornton Tile and Marble
Our Showroom is.Open
Mon.-Fri. 8-4:30
612 S. 9th St.

METHODIST

753-5719
:

Chestnut Hills
Shopping Center

753-9383
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641 Super Shell

4 Zvoc4„
Open Mon. - Thurs. 6:30 a.m. - Close 9:00 p.m!el•
Fridays open tll 10:00 p.m.
Sunday 7:00 a.m. - Close 8:00 p.m.
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Chambers Tinting & Auto Repair
CARS
TRUCKS
VANS
HOME

OFFICE
ALTERNATORS
STARTERS

400 N. 4th St.
Murray

HOSES
BELTS
BRAKES
Owner
PaulChambers

759-9181
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Great Selections...
•Bibles and Bible Covers
•Bible Index Tabs
ho()O-CARDI* 'Bible Lesson Planners
Chestnut Hills 'Precious Moments Bible
FREE Imprinting With Purchase
Murray

READMORE

New and Used Tires * Los4es1 Prices.

Warehouse ......tii
Tire
...........

400 Industrial Rd. 753-1111

Your Ad Could Be Here
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Support your local church directory.

Call 753-1916

NAZARENE
LOCUST GROVE CHURCH
Morning Worship
11:00
Sunday School
10:00
Evening Worship
6:00
MURRAY CHURCH
Sunday School
945
Morning Worship
10:46
Evening Worship
6:00
Wednesday Worship
6:30
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To Advertise Your Business
a.m.
a.m.
p.m.
a.m.
a.m.
p.m.
p.m.

PENTECOSTAL
BETHEL CHAPEL
Sunday School
10:00 a.m.
Worship
11 a.m. & 7 p.m.
CALVARY TEMPLE
Sunday School
10:00 a.m.
Worship
11 a.m. & 6:30 p.m.
DEXTER PENTECOSTAL CHURCH
Sunday School
10:00 a.m.
Worship
11 a.m. & 6 p.m.
FAITH APOSTOLIC CHURCH
2205 Coldwater Rd.
Sun. Ser.
10-11 a.m-7:00 p.m.
FAITH TABERNACLE
3 miles east of Almo
Sunday School
10:00 a.m.
Worship
11 a.m. & 7 p.m.
FIRST ASSEMBLY OF GOD
Sunday School
9:30 a.m.
Worship
10:30 a.m. & 6 p.m.
Wednesday
7:00 p.m.
HIGHER PRAISE WORSHIP CENTER
Worship & Junior Church 10:30 a.m.
Worship
6 p.m.
Wednesday
7 p.m.
JENNY RIDGE PENTECOSTAL
Saturday Evening
7:00 p.m.
Worship
10:30 a.m & 7 p.m.
MURRAY CHURCH OF GOD
Sunday School
10:00 •.m.
Worship
11:00 •.m.
Bible Study
6:00 p.m.
Worship
6:30 p.m.
TRINITY CHRISTIAN CENTER
Sunday School
10:00 •.m.
Worship
11:00 •.m.
UNITED PENTECOSTAL
CHURCH-NEW CONCORD
Sunday School
10:00 a.m.
Worship Serv.
11:00-7:30 p.m.
LAKE-LAND APOSTOLIC CHURCH
Sunday Service@
10 a.m. & 6 p.m.

PRESBYTERIAN
FIRST PRESBYTERIAN
Sunday School
9:30 •.m.
Worship
10:45 a.m.
LIBERTY CUMBERLAND
Sunday School
10:00 a.m.
Worship Service
11:00 a.m.
MOUNT PLEASANT
Morning Worship
11:00 a.m.
Evening Winship
7:00 p.m
NORTH PLEASANT GROVE
Worship
11 sm
Sunday School
10 a.m.
OAK GROVE
Sunday School
10:00 a.m.
Worship Service 1100 a.m. & 7 p.m.

Mar-Lane Ceramics
& Gift Shop
Hours: Tues. & Thur.
9:30 a.m. to 4 p.m.
& 6:30 p.m. to 10 p.m.

-earthed
Teacher
-Custom Orders
-Supplies

Ftt. 1, Murray
753-2540
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6 a.m.-10 p.m. 7 Days A Week

CITGO

Owner: Monk Stallons 753-1615

518 S. 12th St. •

CASE ok

IllE

Murray

CASE

McKeel Equipment Co., Inc
503 Walnut Street 753-3062
ycji
ltlf

ficj

10% Discount To Al Churches
Open 7 Days A Week

1409 Main St. • Murray • 759-1736

A man that hathfriends must
show himself friendly.

WestView

1401 SOUTH 16th STREET
MURRAY, KENTUCKY 42071
502-753-1304

Love Thy Neighbors
But!say unto you,that ye resist not evil: but
whosoever shall smite thee on thy right
cheek, turn to him the other also.
Matthew 5:39

Murray Appliance
212 E. Main St.

753-1.586
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4981

tr.
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Area churches list services and music for weekend services
Various area churches have released information concerning
their services on Sunday, Jan. 25,
as follows:
Emmanuel Baptist
The Rev Paul 1.4cWherter, pastor,
will speak about 'Taking Hold Of An
Opportunity" with scripture from Luke
18:35-43 at 11 a.m. service and about
'
Keeping Up with the Jones- with
scripture from I Samuel 81-20 at 6
p m service. Gerald Canter will direct
the music with Carolyn Allbritton and
Jane Buchanan as accompanists.
First United Methodist
The Rev. Larry Daniel, minister, will
speak about 'Miracle at Bethesda
Pool' with scripture from John 5:1-14
at 11 a m service The Rev. Brett Blair
will assist. Dr. Pamela Wurgler w11 direct the music with Joan Bowker as organist. The Chancel Choir will sing
'
Praise God' Acolytes will be Megan
Black and Breanna Volp.
University Church of Christ
Jim Pounders, minister, will speak
about 'Assuming the Attitude of Christ'
10 am, service. A song service will be
at 6 p.m. Assisting will be Danny Claiborne, song director, Vernon Gantt,
Don Futrell, Steve McCuiston, Gary
Mathis, Walter Mehr, James Wilson,
Richard Arnett, Charles Williams, E.C.
Wallin, Paul Randolph, Tom Yates,
Keith Hosford, Richard Smith and Cory
Westerfield
West Fork Baptist
Rev. Richard Edmiston, pastor, will
speak at 11 a.m. and 6 p.m. services.
Alvin Usrey will direct the music with
Cyndy Satterwhite and Janet Arnold
as accompanists.
Memorial Baptist
The Rev. Jim Simmons, pastor, will
speak at 1050 a.m. and 7 p.m. services. Paul Adams will be minister of
music with Kathy Thweatt and Tonya
Thompson as accompanists. The
Sancturary Choir will sing 'Praise
Medley' at morning hour. Assisting will
be Erik Emerson, deacon of week,
Tom Schwettman, Sunday School Director, and Danielle Schwettman,
children's time.
Westside Baptist
Curtis Gibson, Jeff Henderson, Ben
Lunte, Kim Oatman, Gary Cavitt and
Ron Wright will speak at 10:30 a.m.
service, and Jason Thompson, Brad
Walker and Jeff Slinker at 6 p.m. service in obserservance of Baptist Men's
Day. Tommy Scott will direct the music
with Susie Scott and Patsy Neale as
accompanists_ The Men's Quartet and
Men's Choir will sing at morning hour.
Jc i Scott will sing a solo at evening
hi Jr when the ordinance of baptism
will be observed. Assisting will be
stark Whitt, youth minister, and Jim
Neale and Mike Schaaf, deacons of
the week.
First Baptist
Dr. Terry Ellis, pastor, will speak about The God Who Is On Your Side'
with scripture from Luke 18:2-5 at
10:45 a.m. service, and about 'Respect Those Who Labor Among You'
with scripture from I Thessalonians
5:12-13a at 6 p.m. service. Mike
Crook, minister of music, will direct the
music with Usa Ray and Margaret
Wilkins as accompanists. Marcy Snodgrass will sing a solo and the Sanctuary Choir will sing at morning hour.
Gale Vinson will sing a solo at evening
hour. Assisting will be Terry Garvin,
associate pastor, Dr. Steve Cobb, deacon of week, and David Parker,
benediction.

South Pleasant Grove Meth.
The Rev. Bob Saywell, pastor, will
speak about 'The Gospel That Sets
Free' with scripture from Luke 4:14-21
at 10:45 a.m. service. Doug Crafton
will direct the music with Tommy
Gaines and Kathy Erwin as accompanists. Assisting will be Jessica Phillips
and Kristen Phillips, acolytes; Jessie
Webb and Twila Anderson, greeters;
Gary Cooper, Max Parks, Joe Wrye
and Jody Wrye, ushers.
Grace Baptist
The Jerry M. Lee, pastor, will speak
about 'Dealing With the Problems'
with scripture from Nehemiah 4 and 5
at 10:45 a.m. service and about 'Body
By Jesus' with scripture from Revelation 20:4-6 at 6 p.m. service. Leland
Peeler, interim music director, will direct the music with Dwane Jones and
Susan Jones Darnell as accompanists.
The Adult Choir will sing. Assisting will
be Wesley Feltner, minister of youth.
Eastwood Baptist
The Rev. Larry Duffer, pastor, will
speak about 'A Love That Changes
Lives' with scripture from I Thessalonians 2:5-8 at 11 a.m. service, and about 'Though He was Slain, Yet Will I
Trust Him' with scripture from Job 11
and 14 at 6 p.m. service. Assisting will
be Tony Hess, music director, with
Neil lnnes and Pam Treas as
accompanists.
St. Leo Catholic
Masses will be at 4:30 p.m. Saturday and at 8 and 11 a.m. Sunday with
Fr. Fr. Ray Goetz as celebrant. Assisting will be Laura Harris, Carl Harris,
Donna Jones, Bob Franks, Al Gay,
Diana Riedel, D'Angelo family, Carl
and Belinda Woods, Grace Virent,
Matt and Sean Clemson, Don HellKamp, Dick Maddox, Doug Lambert,
Cindy Clemson, Alice Andreos, Don
Brittain and family, Michael and Estella
Stepto, Sarah Gulotta, Matthew Pate,
Bill France, Tom and Carole Holcomb,
Millie Nall, Jane Blair, Lynn Elkins,
B.J. Gulotta, Joan King, Mildred Devitt,
Nancey France, and Francis Daly and
family.
Kirksey United Methodist
The Rev. Kendrick Lewis, pastor,
will speak at 10 a.m. service. Dr. Mike
Kemp will be music director with Clarice Norsworthy and Tracy Leslie as accompanists. Assisting will be Randee
Collins, acolyte; Kevin Johnson and
Todd Smith, ushers; Ron Pace, announcements; Martha McCallon, children's moments; Margaret McCallon,
nursery.
Murray Baptist Mission
The Rev. Parvin Hall, pastor, will
speak at 10:45 a.m. and 5:30 p.m. services at church on Highway 121
South.
Palestine United Methodist
The Rev. Calvin Clark, pastor, will
speak at 11 a.m. service. Edna Jones
will be song leader with Mary Connor
as pianist.
Good Shepherd U. Methodist
The Bill Tate, pastor, will speak at
11 a.m. service. Diane Tatlock will direct the music with Emma Knight and
Betty Poole as accompanists.
Restoration Branch
Restoration Branch of Jesus Christ
of Latter Day Saint has services. For
time and location, contact Elder Joe
Green.
Impact Praise
Impact Praise and Worship Center
worship service will be at 10 a.m. at
1124 Old Lynn Grove Rd., Murray.
Mike and Janie Richardson are
pastors.

Bible Believers
Burlin Woods will speak at 1030
a.m. service at Weeks Community
Center.
New UN Church of God in Christ
Elder John Harris will speak at 11
a.m. worship services on second and
fourth Sundays.
Higher Praise
The Rev. E.F. Clare, pastor, will
speak at 10:30 a.m. and 6 p.m.
services.
Spring Creek Baptist
The Rev. Terry Powell, pastor, will
speak at 10 a.m. and 7 p.m. services
John Warren Nix will direct the music
with Wynona McClure and Yvette Pyle
as accompanists.
St. John's Episcopal
The Holy Eucharist will be celebrated at 8 and 10:30 a.m. The Rev.
Carolyn West will preside and preach.
Assisting will be Nancy Whitmer, organist; John Hart and Peg Wyse, chalice bearers; and Abby Terrett, Steven
Hart and Bill Allbritton, acolytes.
First Christian
The Rev. William C. Homer, minister, will speak about "The Small Man
Becomes Big' with scripture from Luke
19:1-10 at 10:45 a.m. service. The
Chancel Choir will sing 'A Fellowship
of Believers' with Judith Hill as director. Assisting will be Vickie Horner,
worship leader; Alan and Shelley
Beaman, youth directors; Cassie Stephens and Kate Reeves, acolytes; Don
McCord and Michael Ridley, eiders;
Betty Gore, Billie Burton, Debbie
Dibble, Larry Benton, Rohland Chorn,
Amy Roos and Tony Durham,
diaconate.
Glendale Road Ch. of Christ
Worship services will be at 5 a.m., 9
a.m. and 6 p.m. John Dale, pulpit minister, will speak about 'Every Ufe a
Plan of God' with scripture from Luke
1:39-44 at 9 a.m. service. Steve Tyree
will speak about 'Growing Pains' with
scripture from Romans 5:1-5 at 6 p.m.
service. Assisting will be Curtis Darnall, song leader; Steve Holladay,
Garry Evans, Terry McCallon, Dal Barrett, Charles Olree, Freeed Curd, Andy
Dunn, Ervin Arent, Henry Armstrong,
Glen Gibbs, Michael d'Elia, Brad Simmons, Joey Butterworth, Michael
Pritchard, Joshua Maxwell and Louis
Ernstberger.
First Presbyterian
The Rev. Benjamin M. Weir, former
missionary to Lebanon, will speak about 'Sowing Seeds Of Hope' with
scripture from Luke 4:14-21 at 1045
a.m. service. The Chancel Choir will
sing 'Fairest Lord Jesus' with Amy
Brown, director, and Mandie Green,
organist, and Emily Allen and Philip
Montgomery will play a trumpet solo.
Assisting will be the Rev. David M.
Montgomery, co-pastor, liturgist; Mrs.
Carl Weir, moment with children; Beth
Belote, Michael Montgomery and
Corky Broughton, ushers.

Alliance Bib.
The Rev. Kerry Lambert, pastor, will
speak about 'The Connection Between
Lorship and Timex' with scripture from
John 7:1-10 at 10:30 a.m. service at
South 15th and Sycamore Streets.
Immanuel Lutheran
The Rev. David Riley, pastor, will
speak about 'Amazing Grace' with
scripture from Acts 9:15 at 10:15 a.m.
service when the baptism of Grayson
Andrew Pennington will be held. Assisting will be Alice Witte, organist; Einar Jenstrom, Larry Pehlke, Don Finch
and Jack Benton
Goshen United Methodist
The Rev. Kendrick Lewis, pastor,
will speak about 'How High Are You
Stepping' with scripture from John
13:3-5 at 9 a.m. service. The Choir will
sing 'Just Over In the Gloryland' with
Mona Lewis, director, and Renee
Doyle and Carolyn Pool, accompanists. Assisting will be Tara and Tula
Ethridge, acolytes; Eric Villaffor and
Nathan Doyle, ushers; Sue Ann Hutson, childeren's church; Terry Butler,
lay assistant.
Coldwater Church of Christ
Tim Roland, minister, will speak about 'Seasons of Refreshing: Using Our
Time For The Lord in 1998, Part 2'
with scripture from Galatians 6:7-9 at
10:15 a.m. service. The 6 p.m. service
will be a worship in song with men of
the congregation leading the singing.
Assisting will be Matt Price, songleader; Chris Scott and J.D. Lamb,
scripture readers; and Bill Vincent,
Ralph Black, Richard Price, Richard
Jones, Kevin Smith, Clint Barrow, and
Darrell Brandon.
Poplar Spring Baptist
The Rev. Scott Bivins, pastor, will
speak at 10:15 a.m. and 7 p.m. services. Danny Mullins will direct the
music with Kathy Mohler, Carol Kelly,
Hazel Brandon and Anita Bradley as
accompanists.
Trinity Christian Cantor
The Rev. M.J. Harris, interim pastor,
will speak at 11 a.m. and 6 p.m. services at 18th and Calloway, Murray.
Ricky Peal will lead the singing with
Jean Cunningham as pianist.
Sinking Spring Baptist
The Rev. Randy Kuykendall, pastor,
will speak at 11 a.m. service. John
Ray will be song leader with Fay Ray
as pianist. Sonny Lockhart will be deacon of the week.
North Pleasant Grove CP
Russ Milton will speak at 11 a.m.
service. Dean Cochran is song leader
with Margaret Nell Boyd as pianist.
Sugar Creek Baptist
The Rev. William B. Miller, pastor,
will speak at 11 a.m. and 6 p.m. services. Charlie Peeler will direct the
music with Patty Harris as pianist.
Temple Hill United Methodist
The Rev. Charles Walker, pastor,
will speak at 10 a.m. service. Larry
Woodall will direct the music.
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Coles Camp Ground Methodist
The Rev. Charles Walker will speak
at 8:50 a.m. service. Assisting will be
Greg Miller, song leader, and Janice
Farris, Samantha Hall, and Martha
Warren as pianists.
Russell Chapel United Methodist
The Rev. Calvin Clark, pastor, will
speak at 9:45 a.m. service. Red
Woods will be song leader with Marjorie Charlton and Joyce Thornton as
accompanists.
Independence United Methodist
The Rev. Charles Walker, pastor,
will speak at 11 a.m. service with Jerry
Lassiter as song leader and Patricia
Lassiter as pianist.
Mason's Chapel United Methodist
The Rev. Gene Burkeen, pastor, will
speak at 11 a.m. service. Gene Hinze
will be song leader with Karen Coles
and Sharon Myatt as accompanists
Flint Baptist
Timothy Franklin, pastor, will speak
at 11 a.m. and 6 p.m. Darrin Chapman
will direct the music with Gina Brandon
and Jeanette Walker as accompanists.
Brooks Chapel United Methodist
The Rev. H.B. Fields, pastor, will
speak at 11 a.m. service. Eddie Ramsey will direct the music with Janeen
Burkeen and Rita Culver as
accompanists.
Martin's Chapel U. Methodist
The Rev. William E. Tate, pastor,
will speak at 9 a.m. service. Ralph
Robertson will direct the music with
Carmelite Eldridge as pianist.
New Concord Pentecostal
The Rev. Steve Hale, pastor, will
speak at 11 a.m. and 6 p.m.
Bethany Baptist
The Rev. David Cunningham, pastor, will speak at 11 a.m. and 6 p.m.
services.
St. John Baptist
The Rev. Norris E. Mills, pastor will
speak at 10:45 a.m. service.

Bethel United Methodist
The Rev. H.B. Fields, pastor, will
speak at 9:30 a.m. and 6 p.m. services. Wanda Saylor* will be song
leader with Lavonia Rowland as
pianist.
Northside Baptist
The Rev. Brett Miles, pastor, will
speak at 10 a.m. and 6 p.m. services.
Max McGinnis will be music director
with Joy Young and Jane Ann Turner
as accompanists.
Ledbetter Beptist
The Rev. R.J. Burpoe, pastor, will
speak at 11 a.m. and 6 p.m. services.
Tommy Bogard will be song leader
and Genie Sheppard, pianist.
Dexter Pentecostal
The Rev. Elijah Balentine, pastor,
will speak at 11 a.m. and 6 pm
services.
Greater Hope Baptist
The Rev. W E. Cheaney, pastor, will
speak at 11 a.m. service.
First Assembly of God
The Rev. Art Heinz, pastor, will
speak at 8:30 and 1045 a.m. and 6
p.m. services.
Liberty Cumberland Presbyterian
The Rev. Don Faulkner, pastor, will
speak at 11 a.m. service.
Church of Living God
Elder C.B. Bramley, minister, will
speak at 11:30 a.m. service.
Shiloh Full Gospel Assembly
The Rev. Roy L. Mientine, pastor,
will speak at 10 a.m. and 7 p.m.
services.
Murray Church of God
Mike Beavers, minister, will speak at
11 a.m. and 6 p.m. worship services.
New Life Christian Center
The Rev. Mark Welch will speak about 'Roe v. Wade, where are we 25
years later?' at 11 a.m. service at
1619 Martin Chapel Rd. Brent Armstrong will lead the worship, assisted by
Chris Weatherly and David Frantz.

Moderate Exercise Helps Prevent Colon Cancer in Women
New evidence suggests that the risk of colon cancer in women may
be reduced with only moderate daily exercise. A retrospective study of
67,802 women over the age of 50 found that those who had walked for
an hour each day or performed any aerobic activity for at least 30
minutes daily reduced their risk of colon cancer by 50%.
Previous studies have shown that men can also significantly lower
their risk of colon cancer with physical exercise. In theory, exercise
may help by keeping digested food moving through the gastrointestinal
system, minimizing the amount of time which
substances that cause cancer remain in the intestines.
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Christian conference set
A well-known family humorist Western Kentucky families conand a popular Christian music duo tinue to heal from the tragic deaths
will lay the foundation for Im- at Heath High School.
manuel Baptist's family life conferWhile Petty's instructional apence in Paducah, Feb. 27 - March 1. proach is upbeat, Broome said the
The conference, titled, "Building community needs to hear some
Strong Families: Some Assembly positive encouragement for family
Required," will aslo feature local life.
speakers during Saturday workshop
"While we'll always have to deal
sessions.
with the extreme actions of a few
Dr. Charles Petty, a marriage and individuals, we need to think about
family counselor, who has spoken what we can do to help families
to audiences in 36 foreign countries .cope with the day-to-day stresses of
and 49 states, uses candid humor to life," Broome said.
drive home important life lessons
Some of Petty's topics will inand Biblical truths. His lecture style clude "Families are Funny, Diffeis both entertaining and insightful. rent and Important," "Ambushed on
Christian writing and recording the Way to the Generation Gap,"
artist Kyle Matthews and wife, "What's a Nice Person Like You
Susan,a minister of music, are back Doing in a Family Like This?,"
by popular demand. The Nashville "Youth: Being a Male and Female
couple's unique parable-style songs God's Way" and "Worship: Build a
will challenge participants to im- Home that Last a Lifetime."
prove their family life, too.
Some local professionals will
Immanuel chose Petty to headline also share their expertise on a wide
the event because of his broad range of family topics including
audience appeal, according to Se- money management, parenting and
nior Pastor Jamie Broome who says health care. For more information,
the conference is occuring at a call 443-5306.
critical time in our community as
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Racers stumble at Austin Peay 80-72
MTSU grabs
OVC lead
with victory

Latelistakes, rebounding
drop Murray from OVC lead
By SCOTT NANNEY
Staff Writer
CLARKSVILLE, Tenn.- The
Murray State Racers have found
that life on the road in the Ohio
Valley Conference is much like
an uphill climb.
Unfortunately, the Racers
(17-3, 7-2) stumbled on the way
up and never made it to the top in
an 80-72 loss to Austin Peay
State University Thursday night
at the Dunn Center.
"You've got to give them
(Austin Peay) all of the credit,"
said Racer head coach Mark
Gottfried. "They came out here to
play, and played a great basketball game. They did everything
they needed to do to win. It was
probably the best game they've
played all year."
The Racers, who feature just
three seniors and seven sophomores on the roster, showed their
youth at times with key mistakes
down the stretch. Murray committed 19 turnovers in the
contest.
"We were never able to do
what we wanted to do," Gottfried
noted. "Our youth showed up tcnight. We got careless with the
ball. We were never able to get
into the flow of the game."
The two squads traded baskets
for most of the night as Austin
Peay rallied late in the first half
to take a 37-32 halftime lead.
After a free throw by De'Teri
Mayes tied the score at 32-32
with 1:52 remaining in the half,
the Governors put together a 5-0
run. The scoring spurt included
free throws from Joe Sibbitt and
Willie Ivory and a jumper by Jere
Jackson.
Austin Peay would extend its
lead as Jackson began the

AUSTIN PEAY 90, lAURRAY ST. 72
MURRAY ST. (17-3, 7-2 Ohio Valley Conference)
Murray 3-7 1-2 7, Spencer 7-10 2-4 18,
Virgil 0-2 0-0 0, Townsend 7-14 2-3 20,
Mayes 5-12 4-5 17, Floyd 0-0 2-22, Hamilton
0-1 0-00, Reese 2-5 1-1 5, Page 2-5 0-0 5,
Gay 0-1 0-00, Turner 0-1 0-0 0. Totals 28-58
12.17 72.
AUSTIN PEAY (9-7, 4-4)
Jackson 6-10 4-8 16, Powers 0-4 4-6 4,
Crenshaw 3-10 2-2 8, Sibbrtt 3-11 5-8 14,
Combs 1-3 0-0 2, Hallibunon 0-2 2-4 2, Witherspoon 1-1 1-2 3, Ivory 2-4 2-3 6, Stewan
6-13 8-9 25. Totals 24-58 26-38 80.
Halhime-Austin Peay 37, Murray St. 32.
3-point goaAs-Murray St. 8-19 (Murray 0-1,
Townsend 4-6, Mayes 3-8, Page 1-3, Turner
0-1), Austin Peay 8-18(Crenshaw 0-2. Sibbitt
3-10, Combs 0-1, Ivory 0-1, Stewart 3-4).
Fouled out-None. Rebounds-Murray St. 37
(Spencer 12). Austin Posy 39(Crenshaw 12).
Assists-Murray St. 10 (Spencer 3). Austin
Peay 11 (Sibbin 6). Total touts-Murray St
26, Austin Peay 18. A.-5,513

RICHMOND, Ky. (AP) Freddie Martinez scored nine of
his 12 points during a 23
:
9
second-half spurt that lifted
Middle Tennessee to a 96-89 victory over Eastern Kentucky on
Thursday night.
The victory, combined with
Murray State's loss at Austin
Peay, put MTSU into first place
in the Ohio Valley Conference.
Eastern Kentucky (4-12 overall, 3-6 Ohio Valley Conference)
pulled even at 60 on a dunk by
Ibrahim Myles with 10:20 left in
the game before Middle Tennessee (14-3, 8-1) answered with the
decisive spurt.

second-half scoring with a layup
for a 39-32 advantage.
But the Racers battled back
with a 9-3 run. Chad Townsend's
3-point basket capped the run and
put Murray ahead 43-42 with
14:21 left. Townsend would lead
the Racers with 20 points, 15 of
which came in the second half.

Martinez hit two 3-pointers,
connected on a jumper and added
the free throw after being fouled
while shooting. K.J. Harden
added two of his four 3-pointers
during the run that put Middle
Tennessee ahead to stay.
The Colonels pulled within
five points twice but could get no
closer.
Middle Tennessee jumped to
an 18-5 lead at the 14:04 mark
and led 45-33 at halftime. Eastern
Kentucky went on a 16-3 rally to
open the second half and took a
49-48 lead on a 3-pointer by
Mark Williams.

Neither team would hold more
than a two point lead for the next
six minutes.
But a 59-58 Governor lead
quickly turned into a four-point
advantage on a 3-pointer from
James Stewart with 7:52 remaining. Stewart would finish with a
game-high 25 points on an
8-of-13 performance from the
floor.
Gottfrie,d said Stewart's play
was a key to the Governor's win.
"He really played an outstanding game," said Gottfried. "We
just weren't able to contain him."
Murray pulled to within 62-60
on a pair of free throws by TownSCOTT NANNEY/Ledger & Times photo

II See Page 11

Murray State guard Aubrey Reese (12) goes over an Austin Peay defender to attempt a shot during the
Racers 80-72 loss to the Governors Thursday night at the Dunn Center in Clarksville, Tenn.

Williams hit 5-of-11 from
3-point range and led Eastern
Kentucky with 29 points. Aaron
Cecil had 19 points and 15 rebounds for Eastern, while Shane
Carnes and David Evans each
added 14 points.
Aylton Tesch and Ali McGhee
each scored 17 points for Middle
Tennessee, while Harden had 15,
• See Page 11

Smith earns vindication at Super. Bowl Lady Lakers earn
SAN DIEGO (AP) - Neil
Smith stands 6-foot-4, weighs
269 pounds and delights in separating quarterbacks from their
senses.
But a year ago, on the saddest
day of his football life, this bear
of a man climbed in his car and
drove for hours, wiping big tears
from his cheeks.
The Kansas City Chiefs told
Smith, a five-time Pro Bowl defensive end, that his services
were no longer needed. After
nine seasons in Kansas City, during which he recorded 86A
sacks, Smith was being cut loose.
"It hurt me tremendously,"
Smith said. "If you have feelings, you can be hurt. I think every man can cry. A man who says
he doesn't cry, there's something
wrong."
He drove north for nearly three
hours to Lincoln, Neb., where he
had starred in college, then re-

turned home with a new raolve. I was a Dallas Cowboys fan. I
In April he signed a free-agent saw them go to the Super Bowl
contract with the Denver Broncos
for modest money with hefty in- and saw Ed 'Too Tall' Jones do
centives. He was guaranteed $1.5 his thing. I wanted to be like
million, but incentive clauses Ed."
could have added $I million
Smith, who earned another Pro
more.
Bowl berth this ,season during
"I put my career on the which he had 8Y2 sacks despite
table," he said, "and I rolled the playing much of the year with
dice."
one arm because of a torn right
He came up a winner, achiev- triceps, said he signed with the
ing every incentive, and now Broncos because of their Super
finds himself in reach of a special Bowl potential.
bonus: a chance for a Super Bowl
"I thought maybe. I was good
ring on Sunday.
enough to get them over the
hump," he said. "I wanted to be
"This wasn't a money issue,"
with a new team that was maybe
Smith insisted. "I always had a
one
or two guys away from getdream that I would one day play
in the Super Bowl. I never gave ting to the Super Bowl and winup on that. I took the long road ning it."
here.
He's grateful to quarterback
"It's been a long wait. I first
John Elway, not only for his consistent play this season, but for
dreamed of playing in the Super
Elway's willingness to renegotiBowl when I was 8 or 9. As a kid

ate his contract to make room
under the salary cap to sign
Smith.
"He's the guy who made room
for me to get here," he said.
"What better reward to give back
to him than to help him win this
thing?"
Smith has no illusions about
the challenge facing his new
team.
"Green Bay is a great team,
everybody knows that,- Smith
said. "Brett Favre is an exceptional quarterback. You guys
(media) just talk about him, but
we've got to play against him.
tie's dangerous when he gets out
of the pocket, he's very calm and
cool when he's in the pocket, and
he's got a strong and accurate
arm."
• See Page 11

win over Flash
Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times
LONE OAK- The Calloway County Lady Lakers moved to
6-10 on the year with an impressive 66-3g victory at Lone Oak
Thursday.
With the Purple Flash missing two lay players due to illness,
the Lady Lakers took advantage, taking an 11-6 lead at the end
of the first period, and grabbing a 27-19 edge at the half.
Coach Pete O'Rourke's club moved the advantage up to 44-24
at the end of three quarters.
"Lone Oak is a very good physical team and they made us
work for it all night long," O'Rourke said. "We had some crucial turnovers in the second quarter, but really responded in the
third.
"I told them at halftime we were going to have to get down
and play some defense to win this game - and that's what the
girls did. The kids got down and played some defense - that
worked real well for us."
• See

Page
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Cardinal woes continue at UNCC
By JOE MACENKA
AP Sports Writer
CHARLOTTE, N.C. (AP) - Being 5-0 in
Conference USA for the first time ever is reason for most teams to celebrate. Not the 49ers
of North Carolina Charlotte.
"I still think we haven't played our best basketball yet," coach Melvin Watkins said after
his 49ers shot a season-high 58 percent on the
way to an 84-75 victory over Louisville on
Thursday night.
North Carolina Charlotte (9-6) forced 10
second-half turnovers and converted them into
15 points on the way to the 49ers' sixth victory
in seven games after a 3-5 start.

Ledger 8 Times hie photo

Louisville coach Denny Crum watched his Cardinals drop a
Conference USA contest at UNC-Charlotte Thursday.
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"People were questioning us and asking
what's wrong with the 49ers," said Watkins,
whose team was one of the preseason favorites
to contend for the conference title. "But I see
them in practice every day, so I've got the advantage of seeing why we weren't playing well.
And we just didn't have quality practices.
We're getting those now."

DeMarco Johnson made 12 of 14 field-goal
attempts and scored 27 points for the 49ers,
who shot 71 percent in the second half.
"It was nothing different. We just picked up
the intensity," said Johnson, who added eight
rebounds and three assis(s. "I feel like we're
ready to make a run."
Louisville had spoiled North Carolina Charlotte's two previous 4-0 conference starts, but
the Cardinals didn't have enough to make it
three in a row.
"They just physically dominated us the last
seven, eight, 10 minutes of the game," Louisville coach Denny Crum said. ''They played
well. They took advantage of every mistake we
made, and good teams will do that."
Louisville (8-11, 2-4) lost for the fourth time
in five games. The Cardinals, starting a fourgame road trip, are off their worst start since
the 1990-91 team opened 7-12 on the way to a
14-16 record.
"1 thought we would play well, and we did
until I think we just ran out of gas," Crum said.

"I think fatigue just got us, and it's going to.
We're not very deep."
Galen Young added 13 points for the 49ers,
who also got 12 from Diego Guevara, 10 from
Vcrsile Shaw and 13 assists from Sean Colson.
Louisville got 15 points each from Cameron
Murray and Nate Johnson. Damion Dantzler
added 12 and Tony Williams had 10.
Nate Johnson had 13 points and seven rebounds when he went to the bench with a left
hand injury with 14:19 remaining and the Cardinals up by five. Johnson returned less than
two minutes later, but by then, the 49ers had
taken the lead to stay.
North Carolina Charlotte used a trapping defense to force six turnovers and convert them
into 12 points, fueling a 23-6 run that gave the
49ers a 66-54 lead with 7:33 remaining. Young
and Shaw had six points each in the surge, and
Colson had three assists and a steal.
After a driving layup by Johnson stretched
the 49ers' lead to 76-58 with 3:57 left, Louisville got no closer than the final margin.
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•Racers...

Sports
CCMS earns split with Mayfield
Calloway County Middle School split two games with Mayfield Thursday
The Lakers dropped a 36-35 contest, while the Lady Lakers scored a 35-30
victory.
In the boys game, Joey Butterworth and Jay Boggess had eight points
each for Calloway, while Joe Dulchan had seven and Mark Chamberlain
added six.
In girls action, the Lady Lakers moved to 9-3 with a 35-30 victory over the
Cardinals. Whitney Ragsdale had 14 points to lead the way for Calloway
Kacee Stonecipher had seven points, while Kim Browner had six points for
CMS.
Calloway will host a doubleheader with Murray on Monday.

Jones, McDuffie earn medals
Calloway Countians Melodie Jones and Brent McDuffie earned medals at
the Bluegrass Winter Games, held Jan. 10 and 11 in Lexington.
Jones captured a first place medal in the adult 30 and over racquetball
competition while McDuttie earned a bronze medal for third place in the
men's C division racquetball event.

•Middle...
FROM PAGE 10
Malachi Allen 13 and Richard
Duncan 12.
Tennessee State 74
UT-Martin 70
In Nashviille, Jamie Roberts
scored 18 points Thursday night
to help Tennessee State beat
Tennessee-Martin 74-70.
Kevin Samuel hit a 3-pointer
with 11:06 remaining to give
Tennessee State (7-10, 4-5 Ohio
Valley Conference) a 64-50 lead.
But seconds later, Ryan DeMichael made a basket to start
Tennessee-Martin (6-11, 5-4) on
a 20-8 run that closed the margin
to 72-70 with 1:34 left to play.
Tennessee State's K. Samuel,
however, hit two free throws in
the final seconds to seal the
victory.
Jason Johnson finished with 15
points for the Tigers, K. Samuel
added 14, and Seth Huber contributed 13.
Joe Crumby led the Skyhawks
with 18 points, Jason Ohlsen
added 14, and Hamp Harper and
DeMichael both contributed 13.
Tennessee Tech 65
Morehead State 57
At Morehead, Ricky Cabrera
scored 18 points as Tennessee

SCOREBOARD

FROM PAGE 10

BRIEFS

Otlie Volley Conference
Coalseeese
W L Pet, W
"Addle Tenn
8 1 1189 14
lAgrwy St
7 2 778 17
E lends
627609
r-Tenn -Marin
5 4 558 6
Austin Pory
4 4 500 9
SE lAsamal
4 5 444 8
Tennessee St
4 5 444 7
E Kentucky
3 6 333 4
Morehead St
2 7 222 3
Tenn Tech
1 8 111 5
2•Intelgeble tor attiornsec bid

AllGamse
L Pet.
3 824
3 850
7 563
11 353
7 583
9 471
10 412
12 250
14 176
15 250

Tech won its first Ohio Valley
Conference game of the season
with a 65-57 victory over Morehead State on Thursday night.
Cabrera had five points in a
7-0 run in the first half that made
the score 29-23 at the 7:26 mark.
Tennessee Tech (5-15, 1-8
OVC) led 35-29 at halftime, but
Morehead State (3-14, 2-7) took a
44-43 lead on a layup by Brandon Davenport with 13:20 to
play.
Tennessee Tech then went on a
9-0 run, capped by a pair of Adonis Hart free throws at the 9:07
mark, which made the score
51-44. Tennessee Tech did not
trail the rest of the way.
Wesley Whitehorn and Reggie
Nelson each contributed 10
points for Tennessee Tech.
Aaron Knight led Morehead
with 17 points, while Davenport
had 13 and Jeremy Webb 11.
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send at the 7:10 mark, but the
Racers would get no closer as
Austin Peay converted on 12 of
17 free throws in the final seven
minutes of the contest.
According to Gottfried, the
tightly-officiated game worked in
Austin Peay's favor. The Racers
were whistled for 26 fouls while
the Governors committed 18.
"1 thought way that the game
was called took our aggressiveness away," he explained. "We
seemed to be a little tentative out
there."
The Racers were also outrebounded by a 39-37 margin. But
it was a 13-9 Governor advantage
on the offensive glass that proved
to be the difference.
Murray got just one basket on
the offensive boards, while Austin Peay was able to convert on
its second chance opportunities.
"The first problem we had was
that Duane (Virgil) was in foul
trouble. He played 15 minutes
and didn't have a basket," Gottfried said.
"With him out of there, we
were not about to get the rebounds that we normally get. We
should have other guys to step up
for us and do some damage in
those situations," he added.
Mayes, who scored 17 points
on 5-of-12 shooting, said mental
lapses cost the Racers.
"We didn't execute tonight,

.:nd that really hurt us," Mayes
said. "We didn't play smart.
You've got to give them credit
because they played a great
game. But we didn't play with
our heads on straight."
Isaac Spencer scored 16 points
for the Racers, but his inside presence early in the game was not
evident down the stretch.
"We struggled for most of the
game," said Spencer. "I don't really know what happened. We
just weren't doing a good job on
the glass. They did a good job of
blocking us out.
"We didn't play well, but we
have to realize what we're doing
wrong and try to improve it. This
conference is tough. It's hard to
go undefeated or have just one
loss in this league."
The loss leaves Murray one
full game behind Middle Tennessee State (14-3, 8-1), a 96-89
winner over Eastern Kentucky on
Thursday night.
The Racers will now travel to
Nashville Saturday for a 7:45
p.m. game with Tennessee State
(7-10, 4-5). The matchup could
be the most pivotal game of the
season for Murray.
"I'm sure they'll play great
against us too," Gottfried said.
"Here we arc, getting some votes
in the (AP and coaches) polls,
and that means that for each of
these teams we're playing the rest
of the year, we're the highestranked team they're going to see.
They'll be ready for us."

Sponsored By.

•

The Insurance Center
of Murray
BUSINESS • HOME

CAR • HEALTH • LIFE

'Your more than one company agency."
David King

901 Sycamore

NBA STANDINGS
Al Times CST
EASTERN CONFERENCE
Atlantic Division
W L Peal
Mem
25 14 641 —
New York
23 16 590 2
New Jersey
23 17 575 TA
Washington
21 21 500
°Mind°
20 22 476 IPA
Boston
17 22 431 II
leeladephla
13 24 351 11
Coatis' Divider.
C hicago
29 12 707 —
26 12 1164 14
Atlanta
26 14 650 TA
Cleveland
23 16 590 5
C hertorta
24 17 516 5
Deuce
20 20 500 1.4
lAkeitukss
19 22 463 10
Toronto
7 33 175 214
WESTERN CONFERENCE
Midwest Division
WI Pet G8
Utah
27 12 002 —
San Antonio
26 13 6113
—
Minnesota
23 16 590 4
Houston
16 20 474 54
Vancouver
lt )0 266 17
Dales
7 32 179 20
D•wrir
2 37 061 25

753-8355

Peak DIWelea
32 9 780
31 9 775
25 13 .651
23 18 500
17 25 406 15'A
10 12 2311 22'A
7 31 III 23.4
They're/es Gress
Chard's 93. Houston 86
Cleveland 112, Sectemento 96
Detroit 94. LA Clippers 76
FrIday's Games
Utah al ',derv'. 6 pm
Chicago al Nem Jersey. 6 30 p m
Portland at Phisderpha. 1330 pm
Boston at Atlanta. $30 p rn
Orlando at Learn. 7 p.m
Galles at San Antonio, 730 pm
Denver at Phoenit, I pm
Vancouver at Golden Si. 930 p in
Sou"kyr Games
tannest:4a at Toronto. 1130 am
New York at Dome. 230 pm
LA Laker. at Smittla, 2 30 p m
New Jamey at Waahmglon. 6 p m
Bonen or Indiana. 11 pm
Portland at Atlanta. 6.30 p in
PhiladelpNa at Cleveland, 630 p in
Charlotte at Dales. 730 p.m.
San Antonio at Hamm, 730 pm
Sacramento at Mewsiites,
p in
Golden Stale 0 Vancouver. 9 pm
Dew*, at L.A. Clippers 930 p.m
Sundry. Gams
Utah at Chicago, 12 pm

Seattle
LA. Laken
Phoenix
Portland
Sacramento
L.A. Uppers
Golden Nor

FILE EARLY
ELECTRONIC FILING AVAILABLE
FOR FAST REFUND!!

Call Jerry or Rita for any of your tax or bookkeeping needs.

BURKEEN
Bookkeeping & Tax Service

III Smith...

753-9567

— 1300 Ilillwood Drive

Ext. 106
or 753-6730

(Located inside Hill Electric)

FROM PAGE 10
Smith has an inkling of what it
takes to beat Favre. While with
Kansas City in 1996, he had 10
quarterback pressures and sacked
Favre once, stripping him of the
ball, in a 27-20 victory over the

Packers.
"As a defense, we have to
have a great overall effort," he
said. "If I have a word for it, it's

•

S

• it

•

Peppers Chevrolet-Toyota
Select Used Cars Cy Trucks*

finish every play — finish, finish,
finish."

CARS

Ek

PROGRAM CARS

Reittodeling
Sale!

1. 2 Toyota Corolla DX's - 9,xxx miles
•••
:3 Chevrolet Luminas - 13,xxx-16,xxx miles.

Stock,
5239, 5240 t
.5242, 5243, 5244 ;

OTHER PRE-OWNED CARS
Stock #:
52153 ;

;'96 Chevrolet Beretta - Nice 1stmCildets.

To better serve you
we are remodeling our store

•Lady Lakers...
FROM PAGE 10
Jessica Norsworthy led all
scores with 15 points, while Tiffany Lassiter scored 13 for the
Lady Lakers, Kiki Cunningham
had 12 and Brooke Lencki
pumped in 10 points, and had
five steals in the third quarter to
spark the Lady Lakers.
"Once we got our inside game
going, we got our outside game
started," O'Rourke said. "I was
not happy because we had a lot
of turnovers, and the majority of
the turnovers were unforced errors. But it was a good win foalus."
Emery Ashley led Lone Oak
with 11 points. The Flash fell to
9-5 on the year.

LADY LAKERS 66
Lone Oak 43

All Clearance Items

Lassiter

001s

K. Adams 2, S. Adams, Angelly. Boles 2,
Emery 11, Fox 2, Gifford 4, Hicks 3,
McClure 2, Mitchell, Smith 2, Stamper 3,
Wnght 2. TOTALS: FG: 11. Thre•-point: 2
(Emery, Stamper). FT-A: 8-11.Record:
5-9.

op,

Small to eliances

ToyS

Electrical &
Plumbing

Calloway County travels to
Mayfield along with the Laker
boys team on Monday for a doubleheader with the Cardinals.

Corliss Williamson scored 19
points and Olden Polynice had 14
for the Kings, who lost their
fourth straight.

95 Ford Thunderbird LX - V-8, 44,xxx miles
'94 Oldsmobile Cutlass Supreme '94 Chrysler Concorde - 45,xxx miles
'94 Lincoln Continental Signature '93 Toyota Camry LE - Pwr. pkg., cassette
'92 Plymouth Acclaim - One owner
'92 Cadillac Deville '90 Buick LeSabre - Low miles
88 BMW 5351- Affordable
'89 Nissan Sentra '88
: Chevrolet Corsica

VANS
'95 Revrolet Astro Conversion - Very sharp
'94 Dodge Grand Caravan LE '94 Plymouth Grand Voyager LE - Leather
'94 Chevrolet Astro LT - Dual A/C, captains

Lawn &
S Garden
upplies Housewares

Murray Home 6 Auto

Elsewhere in the NBA, Charlotte beat Houston 93-86 and Detroit downed the Los Angeles
Clippers 94-76.

Chestnut St.
Murray

980661
982081 t
981171 ;:
980992 t

SPORT UTILITIES
2. '97 Chevrolet Blazer LT 4W0

Hardware
mond said of the trade talk. "But
nothing happened, so now I try
not to think about it."

982091
975161 ;
975032
974581
974111
981641 t
976671 ;
5211 t
980911 ;
52331
980082
982012
975383
981281

:'95 Chevrolet Monte Carlo LS
95 Mercury Cougar XR7- Loaded

75% OFF

CALLOWAY
11
44 — 46
27
Lens Osk
6 19 24 —31
CALLOWAY (66)
13, Cunningham
Norsworthy 15,
12, Lencki 10, O'Rourke 4, Thomas 4,
Williams
2, Rogers.
Cleave 2, Pigg 2,
TOTALS: FG: 24. Three-point: 1-4 (Cunningham). FT: 17-26. Record: 6-10.
LONE OAK (38)

Cavs snap losing skid
CLEVELAND (AP) — The
Cleveland Cavaliers finally got
off to a good start and the result
was an easy win over the Sacramento Kings.
After getting a lecture from
coach Mike Fratello about their
sluggish starts, the Cavs controlled the tempo from the beginning and cruised to a 112-96 victory Thursday night.
Shawn Kemp scored 29 points
as Cleveland snapped a threegame home losing streak with its
highest point total of the season.
"The coach put up a stat —
the last nine games at the end of
the first quarter we've been down
six," said rookie guard Brevin
Knight. "1 think tonight the guys
came out with some fire. They rebounded well, got the outlets.
That's what we're capable of."
Knight had another stellar
game with 10 points, 16 assists
and five steals. Zydninas Ilgauskas had 14 points and 13 rebounds, and another rookie,
Cedric Henderson, had 16 points
for the Cavs.
"They've got skillful rookig,
guys who play to win from winning (college) programs," Sacramento coach Eddie Jordan said.
"It's the surprise of the league."
Mitch Richmond, the subject
of daily trade TIMM, led Sacramento with 31 points.
"Earlier in the season, I said,
'It's going to happen today. It's
going to happen today,— Rich-

'95 Chevrolet Lumina - 33,xxx

:'97 Toyota 4Runner SR5
'97 Toyota 4Runner SR5 4WD '95 Isuzu Trooper Limited 4WD 1
95 Chevrolet Suburban 4WD
'89 GMC Jimmy 4WD

-

3

•
T/ZailkeliP•
753-2571

cA1111111111111111111-

Trust Me To
Protect Everything That's
Important To You.

980331 t
980981
982291 t
977311 ;
980621
976122 ;

TRUCKS

1

El

No one likes to think about insurance, but everyone needs it. So whether it's

'97 Chevrolet K1500 Z71 - 18,xxx miles
'97 Chevrolet K1500 XTD Cab Z71 '97 Ford Ranger XLT '97 Toyota 1100 Xtra Cab SR5- Great value
'96 Mazda B2300 SE - Alloys, 23,xxx miles
'96 Chevrolet S10 LS - 20,xxx miles
'96 Chevrolet C2500 314 Ton - 23,xxx miles
'96 Chevrolet C1500 Silverado - 24,xxx miles

982961
980641
980341
971385 E
977041 t
982401
981131 t
981611 ;
981821

'96 GMC Sonoma SLS XLD Cab '95 Chevrolet S10 XLD Cab LS - 27,xxx miles
'95 Dodge Ram 1500 SLT Laramie - 28,xxx miles
'95 Chevrolet S10 V-6- WT,29,xxx miles
'95 Dodge Ram 1500 -22,xxx miles
'93 Ford F150XLT - LWB

976241 t,
981972
982611 t
973411 I.
981071

Auto, Home, Business or Life Insurance you're looking for, you owe it to

•

("Whatever It takes, we want to be your car & truck company.")

yourself to call me and find out how my experience,
my commitment to personal service, and Grange
Insurance can safeguard everything that's
David R. King

important in your kfe.

•

Ere

usinUFLANCE
Your partner in protection

INSURANCE CENTER OF MURRAY
901 Sycamore, Murray

753-8355

2420 E. Wood St., Paris
642-3900 • 1-800-325-3229
c0:
7
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GOOD Laciir RACERS

MURRAY STATE
ASKET

ALL

"Where Quality Counts"

Thornton
Tile and
Marble
753-5719

Bel-Air Center • 753-0440

;Iiii11;1141111

For more than a centur),
Woodmen has stood behind its
members, prociding insurance
protection and fraternal
benefits. To learn more about
Woodmen s I06-year
commitment to its members,
contact:

"7/=111V/EAIW

z

Saturday, Jan. 24 • 7:45 p.m. CST • Nashville, TN

A

RACER BASKETBALL
By The Numbers

John W. Hammons
Woodmen Ng.
3rd & Maple, Murray
753-8491
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753-6111
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Jan. 24.7:45 p.m.•Nashville, Tenn.
Feb. 21 • 1:00 p.m.• Murray
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Tennessee State

Martial Arts

means better
grades!

attrb

• _6) ,4
‘
.e*
1"..• ."•rEa"

500 S. 4th St.•753-6450

cfrir.

• Racer Arena, home of the Murray State basketball program, was rated the
7th toughest place to play in the nation by Sports Illustrated in 1996. MSU
owns a 441-126 all-time record in the 44-year-old building.
• There are currently 2 NBA players from Murray State....Popeye Jones of
the Toronta Raptors and Marcus Brown of the Vancouver Grizzlies.
• Reacer head coach Mark Gottfried has participated in post-season play for
12-straight seasons as either a player (Alabama) or coach (Murray State,
UCLA), including 10 NCAA Tournament trips.

Make The
Winning
Choice...

...For A II Your Home Improvement Needs

7
1S 7

• MSU has won more OVC titles(16)and more OVC Tournament games(36)
than any other current member of the league.

of the World

Li umber Co.

753-6656
Chestnut St.

• Murray State is the only team in the nation to have won or shared its
conference championship in 9 of the last 10 seasons.
•The Racers have reached postseason play in 9 of the last 10 years,
including 6 NCAA Tournament appearances and 3 NIT bids.
• Murray State ranks 66th in the NCAA for all-time Division I wins with 1140...

Woodmen
rlorr, Ott!. r-

•Location: Nashville, Tenn.
•Enrollment: 8,643
*Colors: Royal Blue and White
•Nickname: Tigers
'Arena: Gentry Center (t0,500)
'President: Dr. James A Hefner
'Athletic Director: Dr. Vivian Fuller

141.3 Olive Blvd. • Murry'

'ffleash Your Potential!

'Head Coach
Frankie Allen
'Alma Mater
Roanoke College
(1971)
•TSU Record
83-87(6 Years)
'Career Record
139-148 (10 Years)
*Assistant Coaches
Joe Esposito, Lonnie Thompson, K.Hooper
*Basketball Office: (615) 963-5900

Stop by
for a great
meal before
or after
the game!
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SUPERSTORE
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lis(EVERYDAY SPECIAL
U

All Movies

:3for 1.95
1
6/(

10 MINUTE OIL CHANGE

TEAM ANALYSIS
.1996-97 Record: 9-18
.1996-97 OVC Record/Finish: 7-11/8th
'Letterman Returning/Lost: 9/2
'Starters Returning/Lost: 4/1

Keep for 2 days

753-7670
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Fa I Set

ShOpping

VIDEO SUPER STORE

*12

Eirail I

Give it tour hest shot

WAL*MART
SUPERCENTER

Returning Players
• Seth Huber, 615, Sr., F (7.1 ppg.)
• Kareem Gilbert, 5-9, Sr., G (13.1 ppg.)
• Jason Johnson, 6-8, Jr., C (16.4 ppg.)
• Terry Murray, 6-8, So., F (2.5 ppg.)
• George Parker, 6-5, Jr., F (0.6 ppg.)
• Keith Samuel, 6-6, So., F (10.3 ppg.)
• Kevin Samuel, 6-3, So, G (11.7 ppg.)
• Harold Spencer, 6-0, So., G (0.3 ppg.)
• Michael Thompson, 6-6', So., F (1.9 pgg.)
Newcomers
• Julian Bankston, 6-10, So., C.
• Perry Jeffries, 6-3, Jr., G
•Jay Johnston,6-1, Fr., G.
• DeMano Jones, 6-7, Fr., F.
• Gerald Morris, 6-7, Jr., F.
• Jamie Roberts, 6-3, Fr., G.
•John Strong, 6-3, Fr., G.

Hwy. 641 North • Murray

For All Your
MSU Apparel

$2.
00
OFF
Full

102 South 12th St. Murray

Sweatshirts • Caps • 1-Shirts

759-3278

Mon.-Fri. 8 a.m.-8 p.
Sat. 9 a.m.-8 p.m.
Sun. I p.m.-4 p.m.

Curris Center, 2nd Floor
Murray State University

ON. Velirry Conferees,
Conference AlKiernee
V/ 1.Pet.W LPN&

Tom.
Moray St.

lAddie

1
7

— 21 Years Experience —

M &T
PAINTING
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Good Luck
From All Your Friends At

Kentucky Lake
Oil Company

Free Estimates

Mc(

Call 753-2407
753-0487
Sammy Tidwell

Your Best
Insurance... is a good agent! An
independent State Auto
agent is dedicated to servicing the customer. You get
personalized attention to
all your insurance needs.

McNutt Insurance

Fs,1

118 S. 5th St. • Murray • 753-4451

ka40,4ne
;
l
l1 1

908-C

K

Residential • Commercial
Painting & Spraying

Reg Price ¶21 95

•
PEOPLE WHO KNOW
USE VALVOLINE.

3 .124

•

•10 Minute Oil Change__
Most Major Brands
//t4,.*:
(Lau!
•Brake Service
•Transmission Service` ;
•Cooling System Flush
16-41

We Honor
Competitors Coupons

Service

We Feature
—

1 .110 14

2 .778 17 3 .860
E. lends
6 2 .750 9 7 .583
z-Term.-Marl n
5 4 .5641 6 11 .353
t¼ininP.sy
4 4 .500 9 7 .583
SE lAlseouft
4 5 .444
9 .471
Tennessee St.
4 5 .444 7 10 .412
E Kentucky
3 6 .333 4 12 .250
letreheed a.
2 7 .222 3 14 .176
Tenn. Tech
1 I .111 5 15 .250
Z-InelgIble for 'Worn& dd.

753-9382
Paul Myhill

University
Bookstore
r
•

3
1

RACERS

Lute Insurance Societ7,

%P.

612 South 9th Street

Murray State
vs.
Tennessee State

"Cooked The Way You'd Cook h"

Nut

905
N;

Shell
122 South 4th

Any Size, Any
Toppings Pizza
•4

$999
Excludes Dominator
Carry Out or Delivery
Valid at participating stem only. NM valid with any Wier efr.r
Priem may vary. Customer pays sales tea Ware applicable. Our
drivers carry tem than $90.00. Cedi veins mot. 01901 Deeeine's
Pius, Inc

We oft
variet

flexibi

753-3030

STATE
AUTO'

studet
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tsi
24

Grc McNutt

WA T(

How Vats Ulm Pizza At HOMC. ,••
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CLASSIFIED

CLASSIFIED AD RATES
12i1PLcav Asti
$6.25 Column Inch
40% Dtecount 2nd Run.
60% Discount 3rd Run.
(Al 3 AO Altai Run WUNn 4 Day Period)
$2.25 per column inch'Oa for
Tuesday (Shopping Guide).

Reader Adt
30e per word. $6.00 minimum
lit day.64 pee word per day for
each additional consecutive
day. $2.00 extra for Shopper
(Tues. Classifieds go Into Shopping Guide.) $2.00 extra for
blind box ads.

Yard Sale $7.50 Prepaid
A $2.00 fee will be required to mak*
arty changes to ad offer deadline.

020

TO PLACE
AN AD

100
110
120
130

020

025

Notice

Jerry McConnell
Insurance
7534199
"free local claim service'

64 1
PRODUCE
502-767-9787. Lowest
prices available Large
Russett potatoes 10Ibs,
$1 69. Fresh string beans,
$1 291b. Gold Michigan apples, 69e/lb. Giant size
grapefruit, $3.95 bag
Large head lettuce
$1 29ea Sweet corn, 5 for
$119 Extra large °Anjou
pears, 2 for $1 00 Mississippi sweet potatoes, 2lbs
for $1.00. Extra large super
sweet oranges, $4 95 bag.
Vine ripened tomatoes, $3
a basket. Unbeatable
prices throughout the
market Our produce does
not set around for weeks
Trucked in daily 3975 Hwy
641 North. Formally
Knoth's BBO
BIBLE Message 759-5177

ALTERATIONS, Ruth's
See & Sew 753-6981

FREE Pregnancy Tests
Lifehouse 753-0700

AVON- I am here for all
your Avon needs. Whether
you are interested in buying, selling or just want to
look through a book to see
what Avon offers; give me a
call (502)436-6026, ask for
Tonya. ind/s1s/rep.

HOUSE of Clothes Open
Mon-Sat,9 to 5, Sun 1 to 5.
Nice consignment clothing.
$1.00 Buys mens, womens, childrens jeans,
sweaters, sweat shirts,
dresses. Oft Kirksey Hwy
left on 464, 5 miles. Call
489-2243 or 753-6981.

HALEY'S
Ugt9Puck
ktaRental and Sales
Cars, Custom Vans, and Vans For Moving
"Don't Let The Name Fool You"
112 So. 12th Murray, KY 42071

Phone: 753-6910
Daily, Weekly or Monthly Rates

Temporary Staffing Service
'

....;

AL

START dating today! Have
fun playing the Kentucky
dating game. For more information
call
1 -800-ROMANCE, ext
7638
040
Roommate
Wanted
$175/MO. 2br, furnished
duplex. No deposit.
767-0676.
050
that
And Found
LOST Blue Talbots Car
coat. Sentimental value
753-9397
LOST: Small adult female
cat. Gray & white. Lost from
Wells Blvd. 762-6832 or
753-1517.
060
Help
Wanted
ACCOUNTING CLERK.
ACCOUNTS PAYABLE.
Full time position with benefits. High school graduate
or equivalent required. Two
years of office experience
required with one of the two
years in an accounting/
bookkeeping setting; accounts payable experience
preferred. College education may be exchanged for
a portion of the experience
requirement. Knowledge of
personal computers and
data entry skills required
with experience in Maosoft 95 Office Suite preferred A keyboarding test
will be required. Salary
$6.62 per hour. Apply at:
Human Resources, Sparks
Hall, Murray State University, PO Box 9, Murray, KY
42071-0009. An EEO, M/F/
D, AA employer.
AVON- $8-518/hr. No door
to door. Easy methods!
Quick Cash! 'Bonuses'
1-800-827-4640

HAMILTON-RYKER
V •

060
Personae

SOS OR DAUGHTER
AGE 19?
Unless still in School
or College, their
family group hospital
insurance may have
expired due to age.
Our most popular Mapr Medical Policy offers comprehensive
benefits at reasonable
rates. For free information call:

Is NOW OPEN

BOOKKEEPER/ Accountant. Peppers Automotive
Group is seeking an experienced Bookkeeper/ Accountant for it's General
Motors/ Toyota store. The
ideal candidate will be experienced in Accounting,
but not necessarily in Automotive Accounting, and
have experience using
computers. Peppers Automotive Group offers the
successful candidate a
competitive salary, company paid insurance,
401(k) profit sharing plan,
paid vacations, a comfortable working environment,
and more. SthEl your resume' detailingour past
work experience to: Controller, PEPPERS AUTOMOTIVE GROUP, 2420
East Wood St, Paris, TN
38242.

at our new location:
908-C S. 12th St., Bel-Alr Shopping Center
beside The Murray Insurance Agency
We are accepting applications for various types of
employment including: industrial, clerical and fork lilt.
Call or come by and experience
The Hamilton-Ryker difference.
759-0650

GUARANTEED ISSUE
MAJOR MEDICAL INSURANCE
Now, regardless of 1-1EALTII you
can purchase any, of the Major Medical
Plans approved by the Board of the KY
Health Purchasing Alliance. The
McConnell Insurance Agency offers all
the plans and represents all the companies offering this insurance to residents
of Western Kentucky.
If your current Major Medical is too
high, call us for a quote. You can now
change and shop for price alone. If your
present policy is over 12 months old,
you do not have any waiting period for
pre-existing conditions.

905 Sycamore • Murray • 753-4199
Nationwide 1-800-455-4199

WNW

APPLY IN PERSON

Dept. of Employment Services
1210 Johnson Blvd.
Murray, KY 42071
WATCH FOR OUR GRAND OPENING IN FEBRUARY!!!

•

LEARN A
HIGH-TECH
SKILL.

ilit
ill

COLORTYME now hiring
manager trainee's and entry level posiborts. Must be
enthusiastic and self motivated. Must be able to lift
100Ibs. Apply at 408 N 12th
St. No phone calls please.
EOE
ELECTRONIC INSTALLATION TECHNICIAN.
GENERAL KNOWLEDGE
OF ELECTRONICS INCLUDING TELEPHONES,
HOME THEATER, SECURI TY, AUDIO AND
VIDEO REQUIRED. CABLING EXPERIENCE REQUIRED. CALL FOR APPOINTMENT
502-753-7567. M ON
THRU FRI 10AM-4PM.

MEDIA & SPECIAL
EVENTS COORDINATOR, Development and
Alumni Affairs Department.
Position to begin immediately. Qualifications: Bachelor of science in journalism or related field required. Must have two
years experience in print
media and/ or public relations. A working knowledge
of publishing software, including Pagemaker,and an
ability to maintain a web
site a must. Responsibilities: Write news and feature articles for alumni and
university publications;
work with News Bureau

WWII,detill/IIICS,
c11111

puicis, satellite cum
si tunic:idiom., ill Halite
just a few of Ilte mine
Hiatt 50 high lee Ii
bpeciiility skills the
Au inyulfei, See your
local Al ow Reef utter
lur details

901-644-9021
ARMY.
BE ALL YOU CAN BE:

Your Ad
Could
Be Here!

ARE YOU LOOKING FOR A RECESSION
PROOF CARRER IN MURRAY CALLOWAY COUNTY???
$45,000 + Per Year

Call If you are serious
about a career & are wing b work
TIRED OF INTERVIEWING pecole who only want to earn 53001400 per week
and that don't want to work' Call between 11-4 Mon -Sat

al

Saturday, January 31, 1998
from 900 a.m. to noon
at Murray Woman's Clubhouse
700 Vine St.

i...

Sale from 1 p.m.-4 p.m. same day
Free admission to sale!!!

1

Cash Advance
is now hiring part
time personnel for
our Murray location.
Sales and collection
experience a plus
but will train the right
individual.

Apply In person
at Olympic Plaza
Mon.-Fri.
10 a.m.-6 p.m.
070
Domestic
& Childcare
BABYSITT1NG 0-2yrs
Murray area $10/day
759 5631
CALL Me Mrs V for your
house cleaning needs Reliable, courteous service'
M F, most weekends
436-5995

HOUSE cleaning & commercial cleaning Call Lori
474-8340.

Full-Time Onl • Must Be 25 • 753-0580

money for you! $3.00 fee (nonrefundable) for each dress to be placed in sale,
you keep all proceeds.
Register dress to be sold on

Mon.-Fri. 7:30 a.m.-5 p.m.
Saturday Closed
• OstadlInes aro 2 days
advancol

Warned

Card of Thanks
0

"taer)
.c

1st American

HOME or OFFICE CLEANING! One time cleaning or
done on a regular basis.
Dependable with references. Free estimates' Call
762-4769.

kleor benefits Company supplied pre-set appontrnents
No credit refusals. Company Raining Hours worked
days & evenings

KAPPA "SPECIAL OCCASION"
DRESS SALE
and we will make

OFFICE HOURS;

I would like to say a special thank
you on behalf of my family to our
friends and neighbors for all the
beautiful flowers,food and words of
condolence during the time ofsorrow
and sadness in the sudden loss of my
dad, Boyd Jackson, Jan. 2, 1998.
Although he lived in Alabama,
Murray was his second home. He
was a frequent visitor who enjoyed
MSU sports, Kentucky Lake and
other community events.
I also extend a special thanks to my
bridge group and co-workers at The
Ledger & Timesfor being therefor us
and the support of our First Baptist
Church family.
Alice Rouse
v't\
•C'`tis59
.°
' 120;;
"&

CLEANING houses is my
business. Reliable. Call
Linda 759-9553.

I have an OPPORTUNITY for 3 lo 4 extremely talented
& successful in home closers

Prom, Party, Pageant, and Wedding Dresses
for big one-day sale.
You bring your dresses to the

Used Cars
Vans
I,sed 'I nicks
Campers
Boats & Motors
Servp2es Offered
Produce
Free Column

Help
Wanted

NOTICE OF APPRENTICESHIP OPPORTUNITY The Joint Apprenticeship and Training Committee for the Electrical
Industry is accepting appli
cations for apprenticeship
the last Friday of each
month between the hours
of 8.00am and 4 00pm at
the I.B E.W , Local 816,
J.A.T.C. Office, 4515
Clarks River Road, Paducah, Kentucky. All appfic
ants will be received with
regard to race, color,
religion, national origin, or
sex. Each applicant must
meet all basic requirements
to be eligible for an interview. Apprentices will be
selected in order of their
ranking resulting from rating by interviewers

I". WANTED:

Motorcycles
Auto Services
Sport Utility Vehicles

060

Help
Wanted

A high school
ima
11111),
eyousufai. Iliili
(mu Li aeiiiiig iii the
Alloy s.ul lake you
a lot further. II you
quality, you Cilll 04/11

CHURCH 'SECRETARY8:30-12 00, Monday Friday, prepare weekly
newsletter, bulletin, computer skills required, preferably WordPerfect Send resume with references to:
PO Box 1040 F, Murray, KY
by January 28th

SALES- CEMETERY Be
one of the highest paid in
America. Call llam-4pm,
Mon-Sat, 753-2971.

NOW ACCEPTING APPLICATIONS
Breakfast - Lunch - Evening Shifts
We offer full and part-time positions and will train you to work at a
variety of workstations in a fast and friendly environment! Our
flexible schedules are ideal for homemakers, semi-retirees, or
students wanting to earn extra money in their spare time!

40.

DRIVERS 0TH
Fortune 100 Company
Expanding Dedicated
Fleet
Mayfield, Murray,
Fulton, KY
Union City, Paris,
Dyersburg, Milan,
Humboldt, TN area,
Cape Girardeau, MO
Drivers with minimum of
100,000 mi TiT, CD1.+H
with excellent work history
'Odometer Miles • Hm
weekly 'Excellent Benefit
Package 'Must run legal
Call TFE Inc. for details
800.238-3671 W•F (EOE)

COMPUTER Users
Needed Work own hrs
$20K to $5 OK/yr
1-800-348-7186 X 486

ANIft
BURGER
KIN

060
Help
Wanted

CHILDCARE staff needed,
40hrs, Mayfield- 247-4781
for appointment.

MURRAY, KENTUCKY

EOE

060
Help
Wanted

Manager & Sports Information Director in support of
their efforts to publicize
events, prepare releases.
and publications, serve as
web site coordinator of Development and Alumni Affairs Department, assist in
coordination of alumni and
university special events,
write and publish alumni
related newsletters and publications. Applications
Deadline: January 28,
1998. To Apply: Send letter
of application, resume, and
the names, addresses, and
phone numbers of three
references to: Jimmy Carter. Chair, Media Coordinator Search, Development
and Alumni Affairs Department, Murray State University, PO Box 9, Murray, KY
42071-0009.

BUSY office needs parttime receptionist to answer
phones & make appointments. Computer experience preferred. Send resume to: PO Box 1040 C,
Murray, KY 42071.

McConnell Insurance Agency

/111
AMIN
BURGER
RGER
KING 'TINS

CALL 753-1916
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ADJUSTMENTS
Advertisers are requested
to check the first Insertion
of their ads for any error.
Murray Lodgor & Times will
be responsiblefor only one
Incorrect Insertion. Any error shouki be reported imrnedicrtely so corrections
can be made.

STATE Certified home daycare just outside Murray.
Preschool, large safe play
yard, loving environment.
Provider certified in CPR &
First Aid, excellent references and experience. Call
Melinda 759-3176.
WILL sit with elderly $6 an
hour. 10 yrs experience
Call 753-2637
100
Business
OPPoitilitY
FOR Rent Approx. 1700
SFT warehouse space or
convert to office space
12th & Story street, Murray.
I 2ft overhead door Contact
Nathan
at
502-575-6200

Marra:v-(1,11,w a ( ountt
le'll(ler sri
nnocaling quality health( are III litrqe171
Kentucky and Northavst Tenneww (lawn/me,
the hollou
nperunk
,
,

Director of Nursing; Long Term Care Division
Western Kentucky's Premier Long Term Care
Facility is looking for an individual who is seeking
a challenge. MCCH operates a 226 bed Long
Term Care Division which consists of a 174 bed
free standing facility and a 52 bed hospital unit.
The qualified candidate must possess a BSN,
MSN preferred, at least 5 years management
experience in a Long Term Care environment'
and recent JCAHO experience. The candidate
must exhibit excellent leadership skills and the
ability to foster an atmosphere of teamwork.
Excellent benefit and compensation package
available.
For details contact:
Greg Lowborn VP LTC
(502) 767-3663

sir:1 hylar

MURRAY
GULOWAY
COUNTY
1-10STITAL

• N,111rr.i‘ ht.01u( k

Cupid has done his Job, and now its time for expressing sweet sentiments like these!

A Love Line for your Special Valentine
only $5.00 (no more than 10 words).
Must be received by noon, Monday
February 9th. All ads must be pre-paid.
t

Tam,
Love

Ya
bunches!
Tim .
'41

Nurses Aide
PRN work all
shifts as needed.
Not a full time
job. Prefer experience, but will
train caring individual who would
enjoy working
with the elderly.
Good working
conditions, pleasant atmosphere.

Call Caayda
Dodd at Fern
Terrace Lodge.
753-7109. EOE.

41r

Sam

about ya after
all these years!

Still crazy

Love
Debbie

Classified Advertising Dept.

Actual ad lase

753-1916

1211, I

•
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r • .4 •••••••
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MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES

FRIDAY, JANUARY 23, 1998

1 50

150

4 PIECE Cannonball
Poster bedroom suite, includes etched vanity
dresser, bench & chest in
light finish. $500 Maple
dinette w/6 chairs, $250.
China cabinet $200. Reclining sofa, loveseat &
rocker rediner, $350. Also
have stove, refrigerator,
freezer, dryer & other
household items. Call
759-0256.

CASH for G.I. Joe toys, old
or new 753-7185
CASH paid for good, used
rifles, shotguns. and pstols Benson Sporting
Goods, 519 S 12th,
Murray
*ANTED riding mowers &
4-wheelers that need work
436-2867
150
Ankles
For Sako
16FT double axle utility
trailer Dove tail 435-4460
19"& 25
753-0260

COLOR tv's

40 SOLID oak captain
chairs 20 tables 1 snow
cone machine Cheap
437-4568
52' MAGNAVOX tv, has
protector screen 18' satellite system, less than lyr
old. 474-0116.

4pm

LEER topper for Dodge Dakota short wheel base
truck 474-8340

SEE us for your barn or roof
metal Cut to length Covers 36 inches many colors
Economy Metal & Supply
Co 489-2722

COFFEE table & end table,
$100 obo. Entertainment
center cabinet, $40. Nights
759-3366. Days 753-4563
ask for Mike.

WOOD stove, excellent
condition Ideal for shop or
garage Call 759-4630.

EXCELLENT hay in covered rolls or square bales
Will load 753-6567

155
Appliances
MICROWAVE, 753-7953

FOR SALE Like new baby
bouncer seat (used 2
months), folding stroller
Call 492-8566 after 4pm

STOVE & refrigerator, 2yrs
old, $400 obo. Call
759-0638 or 437-4853.
160
Home
Furnishings

Impact Praise and Worship Center
Pastors Uchae & Jane Fbcna,dson

Are You Hurting? Feel Like No One Cares?
Why Were You Born? What Is Your Purpose In Life?
We Can Help;

KING size bedroom suite
with Softside waterbed
mattress & springs.
753-4509

Turn 001 onto Lynn Grove Road, go 1 mile end look for the ear on
the ngn. Fa Mat Inforrnsoon Call (SOZ 756
,5107 Of SO21) 415-4503

Lose inches while you
sleep. With all natural

(CALORAD®)

t,t[

Ky Lake Area's Best Kept Secret

Scheduled trareportation
* Grocery and beauty salon
* Computer teaming cooler
* Actritbes & Wellness Program

r- • kory Lâ1_
)
jiBBQ1kA-__ I

Mon.-Sat.
11-9:30
Sunday

1980, 14x80, 3BR, 2 bath,
w/large lot in quiet neighborhood. New clhla, deck,
new carpet & vinyl, storage
buildings, $24,000 Call
762-0171 after 4
1984 BUCCANEER 14X80
3br, 2 baths, appliances,
central heat & air, new carpet & underpinning. Extra
nice 753-9866.

Hickory Smoked

Charbroiled

BBC)
Ribs
Chicken
Mutton

Chicken
Burgers
1,150 Pond Raised
Catfish

Daily Lunch Specials 11 a.m.-2 p.m.

Need Furniture? Bedding?
For the best possible prices with FREE
delivery and setup go to...

Wiggins Furniture
2 miles N. of Murray on 641 - 4 lane
(across from Memorial Gardens)
Open 9-5 Mon.-Fri., Sat. 9-3
With 12, 24 or 36 month financing
Free Delivery • 753-4566

Are You Looking For Security? 01
Are you in need of a place to store your el
valuables? There's no need to look any t,
further — we have what you need'
Security Gate • Low Rates

0
0

Call Today At

EN KEY MINI WAREHOUSES E)
01 1850 State Route 121 South Murray KY 42071 0
753-5562
01
01
.N.N.',NSN's.V.T...W:S.7.N.N.N7.7.7S7s7.7SNIS7.7.7.7'.7.7".7.(7‘7.N.N.S.

"SSONSO.7-S7sTs'SN

Hwy 299 Mini Storage
Has 5 different size units available
for you Located between Stella and
Ki*sey. Call

4891796
489-6166
7,7 7":\•:
,
,
'.7 7,:.:7.N7,7 77,:".: 7 .7

1993 SOUTHERN 16X80
Bank Repo- 310r, 2 bath,
central air condition, new
carpet Nice home $500
down payment with
monthly payments approx.
$200 per month Keith
Baker Homes, Paris, TN
1-800-533-3568
1993 SOUTHER
sbge,16x80,
room, g

11.2

C",rne Enjoy Our Lxpcznde'cI Menu

7:
7

7.7

RENT to own 14X80, 2br,
2 bath in Grogans Trailer
Park. Coleman RE,
753-9898
300
Business
Rentals

Neon Beach
Mini-Storage
All Size Units
Available

753-3853

apartments with great LARGE round rolls good
price, central h/a, laundry grass hay Call 492-8790
4 CAR shop with air com- facilities. Office hours
UNITY Hybrid Seed Corn,
8am-5pm, Mon -Fri
pressor. 753-4509.
(502)753-8668, Equal $48. Single Cross 80,000
COURT Square office Housing
kernel bag, sold at SAM'S
Opportunity
space, $95/mo. Utilities inClub or buy direct_ For more
cluded. Contact Greg NICE 1-2 & 3br apts or into call 1-800-338-4558
3-4br house wAvasher &
McNutt, 753-4451.
dryer, furnished, near
400
MSU. Inquire at 1210 Main
EASTSIDE
St. 753-1252 before 5pm,
Yard Sales
753-0606 after 5prn.
YARD Sale, 1654 Calloway
NICE lbr, stove, refrigere- Ave, *4 Jan 24 to
31st
tor,
dishwasher,
washersk„,..
STORAGE
dryer. $325/mo plus depo119 Maln • 753-6266
sit. 753-0870.
OFFICE space for lease,
Walnut Plaza, 104 N 5th St
753-8302 or 753-9621

NICE 2br, 1 bath apartment, all appliances Great
location Call Mur Cal Realty 753-4444

641 Storage
All Sizes

NICE 2br duplex with carport, gas heat & appliances. Deposit. Lease
No pets. 1821 Ridgewood.
$450/mo 753-7457

Available

210

*

115011

N. N.

GUNS, buy, sell, trade
436-5650

Mobile
Homes For Sale

Bonus surly rentals receive lel month's rent complimentary. Cern*
grow with us in a safe, secure, planned retirement communey.
Open ISoues Daily 10-4
1127 Village Rd. 166 Banton, KY 42025
Phone 354-Se • TDO 1-100.247-2510

0

GOLF cart, 1988 Club car,
excellent condition.
489-2840.

270

* 55o residents are special to us * Arnmenties of on site sipponive
*Beautiful nevi 2 bedroom garden services

M

16 GAUGE Belgium made
Browning automatic shotgun. 2 ribbed barrels. $950.
759-0543 or 759-8316.

FIREWOOD delivered
stacked. 489-2287.

Lakeland Wesley Village
Retirement Community

home 19)9.0r0Ont9
* Saesned portfos & carports
available

Sports
Equipawnt

Firewood

No diets • No exercise
• No side effects
For -more information call
502-753-1132 or
1-800-230-1182 ext. 01

2BR trailer. No pets References needed Call
753-9666.

1.

EXTRA nice lbr, 1 bath, CREEKVIEW Self-storage
central h/a, all appliances warehouses on Center
included, $375/mo, lyr Drive behind Shoney's
lease. 1 month deposit. No $20-$40/mo 759-4081
pets. Call 753-2905 or
C-STORAGE, 10x15 stor753-7536.
age units, 4th St & SycaFOR LEASE, in early Feb
more E Next to Cunningin Chestnut Street Town- ham Auto Repair
house, 2br, 1 5 bath, all 753-3571
appliances, convenient
parking, freshly painted NORTHWOOD storage
presently has units availand carpet cleaned
753-2905 or
$485/mo Grey's Proper- able
ties, 759-2001, ask for 753-7536
Lynda
360
KENTUCKY Lake, LakePets
land Westiey Village. lbr
& Supplies
apartment, utilities included, rent based on in- AKC Bouvier puppies
come 62 & older, or handi- 8w4is old Great town OF
cap & disabled. Equal country dog $125
474-2520
Housing Opportunity
502-354-8888
AKITA puppies, AKC.shots
LARGE efficient duplex in & wormed. 1300
private area. Central (502)382-2331.
HVAC, gas. References DOG obedience classes or
please No pets. Lease plus private Serving Murray 17
deposit. $450/mo
years 436-2858
759-1087.
390
MURRAY
MANOR
Lkestock
APARTMENTS: Make it
& Supplies
your home! Great 1 or 2br

BP

200

A Non-Denominational Church that Feels Like a Familyi
A Church tor the Young and the Young at Heart'

.$unday,2
Spiritual Training classes for all ages, 9 00 a m
Celebration Service 10 00 am
Wednesclayl
Bible Study for all ages 700 p m.
1124 Old Lynn Grove Roid, 6. 5 miles mot on Hwy. 94

HAZEL, 2br, lease, deposit
& references 492-8526

NICE 14X70 2br, 2 bath
located in small mobile
home park with concrete
drive & sidewalks & large
front deck, 5 miles south of
Murray. $350/mo includes
PROM dress, black, water & trash pick-up. Debeaded, size 4 Worn once. posit & lease required
492-8488.
753-7952, after 4pm.

FIREWOOD $35 rick delivered 1988 T-Bird, kingsize
waterbed 435-4460

ANTIQUE white wedding
dress, train. & veil Laced
w/pearts, size 8, $500 obo
Worn one time only
759-9824 after 4.00_

12X65 2br, $260/mo Deposit. References
753-6012.

PROM DRESSES: Black
w/sequins, size 9/10. Teal
green w/sequins & beads,
size 11/12 Both worn one
time only Call 753-0943
after 4.30pm.

CEMETARY lot & vault for
sale at Memorial Gardens
753-2615

Moms
Reggie

Apartments
For Rent

Names Fee Rent

FOR SALE. Retired Ty
Beanie Babies! Spot, Cub& Spook. No trades
please Call 492-8566 after

CALORAD- Burn tat while
you sleep No side effects
Money back guarantee.
1-888-531-3600.

410

320

Ankles
For Bah

Ankles
For Sale
ANTIQUES- piece or es
tales Call Larry Elkins
492-8646 or 753-1418

-

derpincovered deck,
ndeck. 436-2731.

1994 SOUTHERN Life
Style 16X70 Bank Repo.
2br, 2 bath, central air condition, clean home, $500
down payment with payments approx. $228 per
month Keith Baker Homes,
Paris, TN 1-800-533-3568
or 644-0012.

753-5585
320
Apartments
For Rent
1BR, 1 bath apartment, all
appliances, located in University Heights. Call MirCal Realty, 753-4,
444
1BR, appliances furnished.
$250/mo includes water
Deposit & lease required.
1303 Chestnut. 759-4696
1BR, available now, stove,
refrigerator, all utilities,
furnished. Coleman RE
753-9898.
1BR Diuguid Dr, new. Call
Coleman Realty 753-9898.
1BR furnished apt.
$225/mo plus deposit. No
pets. 753-3139.
1BR furnished apartment.
Utilities included $300/mo
Deposit required.
435-4236.
1BR, low utilities, reference
& deposit required. No
pets, $235/mo. 753-3949,
748-5924

NOW renting 1,2 & 3 bedroom apartments Mur-Cal
Apartments, 902 Northwood Dr, Murray, KY.
759-4984 Equal Housing
Opportunity.
VERY nice 2P, 14 baths
Townhouse Appliances
furnished w'washer &
dryer, $500/mo, lyr lease,
1 mo deposit No pets
753-2905, 753-7536.
VERY roomy 2br, 2 bath
duplex Appliances with
washer & dryer furnished.
Central h/a. Extra storage
space $550/mo 1/mo deposit lyr lease. No pets
Call 753-2905 or 753-7536
330
Rooms
For Rai
SLEEPING
room
$150/mo. Coleman RE,
753-9898.

1BR, new stove & refrigerator, w/d, $270. 1 or 2br
furnished, $255. Deposit,
no pets, downtown. Water
furnished 753-4937 8-5, 1BR, $275/mo Pus deposit No pets Outland
M-F
School Rd 753-5745
1BR or 2br apartment, all
utilities paid No pets Walk 1BR Hwy 280 Deposit,
lease $300/mo 436-2506
to MSU. 759-4826.
1BR, stove & refrigerator 2 & 3BR in Murray. Lease &
furnished. Next to MSU deposit required Equal Opcampus. $250/mo. Lease & portunity Housing, HUD/
deposit required. 1303 KHC certificates accepted
753-4109.
Chestnut St 759-4696.

1996 SOUTHERN Hospitality 28X68 doublewide
Bank Repo. 3br, 2 bath, 1 OR
2br apts near downcentral air condition, vinyl town
Murray. Equal Opporsiding with shingle roof. tunity
Housing. I-IUD/ KHC
Beautiful home. Down pay- certificates
accepted
ment approx. $2,000 with 753-4109
payments starting at $199
per month.(Call for details) 213R. 1 bath with carport,
Keith Baker Homes, Pans, central h/a, appliances
TN 1-800-533-3568 or furnished. wid hookup,
644-0012.
$475/mo. lyr lease, 1
month deposit No pets,
2BR 753-9866
753-2905 or 753-7536
ARE you expecting an income tax refund? Volunteer will prepare your tax
refund for you if you want to
apply it as a downpayment
on your dream home! Stop
by today and take advantage of this winter special
and save Big Bucks on your
dream home Volunteer
Homes, Hwy 79, Paris, TN
901-642-4466 Low
monthly payments! Easy
Credit Approval!

NOW available- lbr apartment, furnished and paid
utilities Lease and deposit
required. Near downtown.
No pets. 436-2755.

2BR, 1 bath duplex,
$375/mo, $375 deposit
435-4003
2BR, duplex, central h/a,
stove, refrigerator, dishwasher,.w/d hook-up. Coleman RE 753-9898.
2BR duplex, 14 bath, all
appliances. 1551-B, Martin
Heights, $500/rno plus deposit. 753-5344

2BR, 1 bath house, wi
garage, $250/mo plus deposit, references No pets
492-6159

3BR. 1 bath at 1006 Olive.
Gas heat, $465 plus deposit No pets References
required Available Jan. 15.
762-4483 8 to 4 345-2748
after 5
3BR brick, central hi/a,
Hazel Coleman RE
753-9898

121 N. 61/2 miles
from Murray.
Thur. Nod • Sat 24th
Heated - inside
8 a.m.-4 p.m.
Exercise equipment, furniture, baby bassinet, Jumpmg seat, crib w/manress,
20 tables or more of old
glassware & collectibles

Moving Sale
Inside
620 LaFollette
Sat., Jan. 24
7 a.m. to ?
Washer, dryer, maple
dinette set, 6 chairs,
occasional
chair,
small
appliances,
many other items.

Clearing Out
Sale!
641 S. to Midway,
right onto Hwy.1828
W.(Midway Rd.), 1/2
mile on right
Sat., Jan. 24th
12 p.m. - ?
Collectibles -baseball
& basketball cards,
Starting
Line-Up,
Nascar & other items.

APPRAISALS ONE of KY,
Sharon Beach-Crouch,
owner/ certified appraiser.
759-5708.
HALEY Appraisals. Bob
Haley, state certified
759-4218.
KOPPERUD Realty has
buyers waiting to purchase
homes-all price ranges. If
you are thinking of sellingcontact one of our courteous and professional
agents at 753-1222 or stop
by office at 711 Main St.
LAND near Almo.$1100.00
acre. Price has been lowered, will not go any lower.
30-70 acres
Call
436-5099

d35
3BR, central h/a, all appliances furnished, carport
& 2 car garage, 4 miles
south of Murray No pets,
$575/mo, deposit & lease
required 436-2113

2BR duplex in Northwood
3BR in county. $300/mo
$375/mo
No pets
ATTENTION 3br, 2 baths,
plus deposit 753-4636
759-4406
new central heat, well
IN
Hardin, city sewer, city
new
2BR.
maintained, 1 acre,
duplex Nice quiet
well, $21,900 Call Dallas neighborhood Frig /range water, $250/mo Available
Willoughby at Grey's & w/d hook-up No pets. now 437-4465
759-2001 or 767-0493
Deposit, lease required. NICE lbr, no
pets, lease &
$300/mo 436-2816, deposit
required 753-0728
DOUBLEWIDE for Sale or
anybme
after 4pm
Rent 753-8893

2BR partially furnished,
FOR Sate 3br doublewide, some utilities paid No pets.
vinyl siding, Olt windows, 767-9037.
screened porch, central
heat & ar, enclosed add , 4 APARTMENT for rent, Cylots, well & septic Carport. press Community
utility shed, stove, refroger- $450/mo Furnished & Utilities included 436-5099
ator Close to lake
$29,500 489-2145
CLEAN, a/c, lbr, utilities
NEW shop (wired & electric furnished 492-8634
garage door opener), mobile home & V. acre
FURNISHED, lbr, gas h/a.
$24,000
obo
$285/rno plus $285 dope
502-345-2967
sot 753-7963

Clearing Out
Sale!

Lake
ProPertY
2BR at Kentucky Lake with
deeded lake access, fireplace, attached garage
$41,900 (502)436-5927.

3STORY A-FRAME (within
walking distance) of Kentucky Lake 2/3 Bedroom, 1
bath, apprx 1600sq ft
24x30 detached 2 car garage, 24x32 carport, 8x10
shed, all on apprx 1 acre of
ground 3 Decks with view
dl lake. 2 Lake aocesses (1
private, 1 public) nearby
NICE 3br. refurbished iv/ Apprx 14 miles East of Murappliances washer & ray $95,000. Serious indryer, gas heat $450 a quiries only. Shown by apmonth plus deposit Phone pointment Call 474-8704
753-7920
after 5pm, or leave
message
PROFESSIONALLY decorated 3br, 2 bath home
located 3 miles from town DOUBLE lot with new sepHardwood floors, ap- tic system, ready for horne
pliances. w/d hook ups No or trailer Located in lake
pets References re- front subdivision with priquested Call 753 7463 af- vate boat ramp $9,900
ter 6pm
firm 759-4696.

490

.290

Lots
For Sale

Used
Can

Used
Can

% ACRE lots for sale 6
miles North of Murray
753-2592

1984 VOLKSWAGON
Rabbit, 4dr hatch, Sap, air,
95,XXX mules $900 obo
759-4284

1991 MITSUBISHI Edipse,
automatic, air. Real nice.
435-4201, after 5pm.

'4 ACRE lots for RV or
mobile home North of Murray 492-6159

11 ACRE farm, $49,500
436-5733
460
Hosea
For Sete

1992 LINCOLN Town Car
1987 FORD Tempo, Executive Gray with blue
112,xxx miles, $500 Call leather. Garaged Well
maintained $8,000 May759-9562
field. 247-1284.
1990 BMW 735i, cham
paigne. 492-8224 or
1992 NISSAN Sentra. 1984
492-8250.
Toyota Corolla. 753-2125.
1991 GEO Storm, black,
excellent condition,
68,XXX miles $34100' 1995 DODGE Spirit, mid
size 4dr Sedan, extra
436-5806
dean, 44,XXX miles.
1991 MAZDA MX-6 LX, $6,000. Call 759-4044.
sunroof, cd player, pw, pit 1995 TAURUS, loaded,
new tires $6 500. very nom.59xxx miles. First
759-2021.
$7850. 753-2479.

3 ACRES & country home
with 30'X50' garage/ shop,
located 7 miles east of Murray. $66,000. 436-2902.

'One Call MORRIS

3BR, 2 bath, new construcbon, central h/a, 500 S
11th. Call 753-9457,
753-8854.

Does
It Al!'

h

NOME ImpRovEMENT wv4ms

3BR, 2 baths, 1500sf,
3-level deck, new central
air/ heat unit, large 1600sf
garage. Almost 1 acre lot,
located on 13th St, close to
MSU. Immediate possession, $83,000. 753-4882.

Painting - Siding - Roofing - Plumbing
Water Damage - Pest Damage - Structural Repair
Licensed & Insured
Free Estimates

3BR brick, 2 baths, natural
gas h/a, 2 lots, sunroorn,
gas log fireplace
753-5121.
BY OWNER: Well maintained home in Sherwood
Forest, SW school district.
Quiet neighborhood, nice
yard. 3br, 2 abth, 2 car
garage. Priced in mid
$80's. 753-3057.

GREAT buy on a new
home! Offered in the $50's.
Just now on the market. 3
bedrooms,2 full baths, plus
central h/a. North of Murray. Contact Kopperud Realty, 753-1222 MLS*
3001154
HOUSE for sale in Oakwood Terrace, 14 story
with bonus room above the
2 car garage. The master
bedroom with bath whirlpool tub, shower, & a double bowl vanity. The 2nd
floor provides 2br and a full
bath. Call 759-9909.

THIS rustic cedar home
located 5 minutes from KY
Lake features 4br, 2 bath, 2
car garage, fireplace, hardwood floors, tilt-in triple
pane windows, bay window,large deck, all situated
on 1'4 acre tree covered
lot. Priced in the $90's. Will
consider trade. Call
436-5499. No Realtors
Please.
UPDATED brick 3br, LR,
DR. den, new roof, central
h/a, nice carpet, new paint,
wall paper, some window
traits, storage building, new
conc patio, fenced yard
$76,000 Whitnell Ave
759-2158
-170
Mame/eke
1991 HONDA 4-wheeler,
300 4wd,$2950. 753-0962
1991 HONDA 300 4
wheeler, 4 stroke, excellent
condition. $1800 or will
trade for work truck.
489-6106, after 6pm.
1995 POLARIS 400
Sportsman, 1,1XX miles.
$3500 obo. 759-1039, after
5Prn-

%Melee

1991 FORD Explorer XLT,

4 wheel drive, nice $9950
502-767-9382.
1993 FORD Explorer, solid
sharp vehicle, $10,500
753-4424 days, 753-8254
nights
490

Wed
Cue
1979 NOVA drag car. New
white point. No motor or
trans. $400 obo. 753-9747,
after 6pm
1982 TOWN Car, runs
great, looks good 91.XXX
miles $2500 759-2447, after 5pm
1965 FORD LTD Crown
Victims 4Call 753-7694

1989 0
good co
143,XX)
book vat
753-629

1991 CH
engine,
474-0111

1995 CH
van, lea
$11,000

CUSTOM KITCHEN CABINETS
CUSTOM WOODWORKING

All Types Of:

Custom Woodworking
Kitchen & Bath Cabinets
• Drop by and see our showroom
.7 .79 S._,NB,FiY
I.

MURRAY (Behnd Bunny Bread)
753 5940

.
INIIT'"Allt
"
.
1111b.
"—4w•

CLASSIC WOOD FLOORS
•Refinish
'Repairs
'Insured
'Installation 'Border Inlays
NWFA Certified

Special

$4.90

sq. ft. #1 Corn.
Red Oak Flooring. (Complete Job)
Scott Clark

502-759-5280 Murray, KY

mb Brothers
Tree Service

Men
, chroonr
I Jan. 26
by Jan
Clark,
Callow
City S
The
sional

502-41,36-574411.
X-800-SASS-526.2
LICENSED a INSURED Free EltiAlaidi
24 Hr. Service
I.
Heir
Tree Spreyieg
Tree & Stamp
Rummel

Tree Trimaran
Clearmap Service
LAM of
Equipment
()Ault% Sen.:,

Interest rates are low, building costs are down
& spring is near. Now is a good time to think about
If you are looking for quality we want to be your
building contractor. With blueprints & specifications we can give you a contract price before we
start. If you are undecided we work on a cost plus
basis.
We also do remodeling, roofing & concrete
work. Large or small.

Bruce Green
'Budding eon tractors, inc.

(502) 753-8343

Carpet Installation Inc.
By qualified installers.
We install carpet, vinyl, tile, hardwood & laminated floors.
Residential or Commercial

759-1591
4Ia 4* 4* 4*•* 41*

41*

rrae

41*

Auto Loans

=kw way
1986 BRONCO XLT, black
w/maroon interior $5600
753-6709.

1987 F
E350 vs
14'X8'
tommy Ii
lent for
large *
Contact
Opera
762-113

1969 C/
4sp, go
759-1031

NEW 3br brick, 2 baths,
natural gas h/a, double garage & driveway North Villa
Subdivision, Lot *5, Metcalf
La.,3 miles north of Murray.
437-4783, 753-8237
NEW custom built 3br, 2
bathroom home with optional 1400 sq ft of living
space upstairs, natural gas,
2 car garage with wide
driveway. Located in North
Villa Subdivision, Lot *2,
Metcalf Lane. McDaniel
Construction,
(502)436-2766.

(502) 759-4599

WANTS
motorcy
tion. 47

•:21/

•
FOR Sale or Trade: 2 story
log home, 3yrs old, 3800 sq
ft. 13 acres fenced with
pond, 30'X60' shop,
120'X50' barn, 24'X36'
barn, 18'X36' barn, 24'X40'
equipment shed. Phone
753-7687

Wry!
Replacement

BY Cie
Cutlass
199011
loaded,
Vine, 7!

Wheeler McClain Ford can arrange
financing if you have been turned
down before. Loans available for 1st
time buyers, bad credit, repo's or
bankruptcy. Call Kenny
- --ma
st (502) 247-9300 or
•
(800) 847-0256.
..riihnial

.0
DAVID'S
• HOME IMPROVEMENT
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Repair of water damaged floors,
moisture barriers, braces under houses
and insulation.
Plumbing Repairs •Free Estimates
David Gallimore
901-247-5422
i:;:;:i:;:;:;:•:;:
n:;:;::;:;:;::;
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MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES

490

500

cnn

Used
Cars

510

Used
'Ducks

BY Owner 1984 OLDS
Cutlass Clore, nice $1200.
1990 Buick LeSabre Lm
loaded, $3500 obo 701
Vine. 753-0533 after 5pm.
WANT to buy oars, trudis &
motorcycles in any condition. 474-9810.

495
Vans
1987 FORD Econolone
E350 van, power steering,
14'X8* box, hydraulic
tommy lift Would be excellent for transportation of
large items $2,500 firm.
Contact Bud Byars, Plant
Operations, MCCH
762-1133
1989 DODGE Caravan,
good condibon all wound.
143,XXX miles. Well below
book value Asking $2,700.
753-6256, ask for Audrey.
1991 CHEVY van, V-6, 4.3
engine, 79,XXX miles.
474-0116
1995 CHEVY Lurnina minivan, loaded, runs great.
$11,000. 759-3668.
500
Used
Trucks
1969 C/30 CHEVY 350,
4sp, good truck, $2500.
759-1039, after 5pm.

1979 FORD F-150 XLT,
4wd, V8, alt, pis, blt & new
bres, $2000. 1985 Chevy
Silvered°, hvb, red. V8, aft,
loaded,$3100. 1993 Chevy
S-10 Tahoe, 4.3 V6, aft,
swb, very nice truck, $5500
obo Must sell. 753-6885.

SOIVIC4111

510
Sink**
Offeral

Offered

FOR Sale: 1996 Dodge
Ram. Ready for 3rd transmission. Purchased new n
Paris, TN. If you'd Ike to
own a piece of junk I've got
your truck. 492-6268.

Al Al A TREE SERVICE, ALL carpentry 15yrs exp .
stump removal, tree spray- foundations, slabs, sidewing, leaf raking,_hedge trim- alks, driveways, buidin4s,
ming, landscaping, mach remodeling, repairs, AGC
hauling & mulch spreading, certified 489-2214
gutter deaning. Licensed &
APPLIANCE REPAIRS'
IF you'd like to invest insured, FuN line of equip- Factory trained by 3 major
estimates.
ment.
Tim
Free
$4,000 per yew in a trans430-5744, manufacturers. All work
mission, buy this Dodge Lamb
and parts warranted. Ask
14004484
202.
1987 DODGE Ram 150 Ram truck. I'd make you a
for Andy at The Appliance
p/u, good condition. real deal... Transmission A-1 Tree
professionals. Works, 753-2455.
753-6614.
Will has 9 month 3,000 mile Stump
removal, tree spraywarranty. This is warranted ing,
serving Murray, Cello- APPLIANCE REPAIR. All
by local Dodge dewier. P.S.
brands; Kenmore. 30+
1988 DODGE Dakota, real If you're loco, I'M trade for way County since 1980. years
experience. BOBBY
Free
estimates
437-3044
good shape 753-5136, GMC pick-up Call
HOPPER, 436-5848.
or 492-8737.
leave message
492-6268.
APPLIANCE REPAIR
A&A Lamb Brothers Com1990 CHEVY dual 1E, ext
PROFESSIONAL cab, loaded. 753-0962.
plete Lawn Care. Mowing, DEPEN
510
DABLE.
leaf mulching. landscaping.
502-757-9552.
Mark
Lamb,
436-5791.
1991 FORD
I
crown
ASPHALT new or repair,
cab
5TH WHEEL, 40 ft. Like ADAM'S HOME IM- backhoe, dozing & hauling
new. New carpet, linoleum
PROVEMENTS. of all types 759-1039 after
Bathtub & shower, w/d. Has Remodeling/ Repairs. In- 5pm.
bp-out.
Lots
of
1992 FORD XLT. hvb,
storage. Call side & Out. No Job Too
I3ACKHOE Service- small
loaded, extra nice. Asking 767-9902 for appt.
Small. 759-9906.
jobs, driveways, box blade,
$7,950. 753-4545.
AFFORDABLE all around rotiertilfing, snow removal.
520
hauling, junk clean-up, 753-0834 or 759-9635.
1992 FORD Ranger XLT,
cleaning out sheds, tree
sods
dub cab, 40 Liter, 6cyl,
BACKHOE Service - ROY
work. 436-2867.
& Motors
auto trans, loaded, topper,
HILL. Septic system, dnve1996
STRATOS. Excellent
bedliner, new brakes,
ways, hauling, foundations,
AFFORDA
BLE,
quality,
shocks, tires, wheels. condition, fully loaded. building you'll
be proud of! etc. 436-2113
Looks and runs like new. Must sail! Call 753-7823, Residential
construction, BASEMENTS & Homes.
after 5pm.
436-6084.
remodeling, roofing, vinyl Sub & General contracting.
siding, porches, decks, Insulated concrete forms
fencing, concrete & ma- (R32) StyroCrete builders.
1994 CHEVY Silvered°
530
sonry. And home repairs. 502-436-2007
4X4, extended cab. Beor
Union
Free estimates. 753-8007, 502-436-5264
tween 4pm-8pm 767-0425.
Oared
Elite Building.
1997 DODGE Ram 1 ton 3-D DOZING, backhoe,
BOB'S Plumbing Service.
Dually, extended cab, 3500 septic, & gravel hauling. ANTIQUE
refinishing, fur- All work guaranteed. Free
diesel, red, $22,500. Driveways, foundations. niture repair
& custom estimates. 753-1134,
753-6000.
502-437-4969.
woodworking. 753-8056.
492-8584.

'SOLD
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Services
Whited

Services
Offersd

Services
°Stored

Undoes
Offered

'CALL LEE'S on the carper Lee's Carpet Cleaning serving Murray for over
25yrs Free estimates! Free
deodorizer! Satisfaction
guaranteed! Give Lee's a
call for all your carpet &
upholstery needs,
753-5827 all major credit
cards accepted.

CUSTOM BUILT wooden
decks, fencing, pole barns
sheds,carports Also repair
& rebuild Excellent workmanship Affordable rates
753-7860

LAMB Brothers Moving
Contractors cross country
or local Licensed & Insured
Luke Lamb
502-436-5950

SUREWAY Tree & Stump
Removal Insured with kill
line of equipment. Free estimates. Day or night,
753-54.84.

MICHAEL'S Transmission
complete overhaul on late
model, domestic overdrive
transmissions ASE Certified in automatic & manual
drive transmissions Call
753-0152

THE Gutter Co. Seamless
aluminum quoin, variety
of colors Licensed, insured Estimate available.
759-4690

CARPET cleaned by Cert.
Techs. Any room up to
300sf only $30.00. Murray
Carpet & Upholstery Cleaning. 7634300 anytime.
CARPORTS for cars and
trucks. Special sizes for
motor home, boats, RVs
and etc. Excellent protection, high quality, excellent
value. Roy Hill 436-2113
CHIM Chim Chimney
Sweep chimney cleaning
service, 10% senior discounts. 435-4006.
COLSON Home Repairs
Additions, garages, decks,
remodeling, vinyl siding.
20yrs experience.
753-5592.
COMPUTER Repair, Installation, Back-up. Call
Justin Crosser, 759-8662.

DAVID'S Cleaning Services. 'Cleaning vinyl siding, homes, mobile homes,
boats, brick driveways,
parking lots, all exterior
cleaning, acid cleaning
available David Borders,
Insured, Completely Mobile . Phone 502-759-4734
Cellular 502-853-1108.
ELECTRICIAN- R&R
ELECTRIC. New construction, rewinng, mobile home
hookups, electrical maintenance and repair. Call anytime. Murray, 762-0001.
cell. 519-1592.
EMERGENCY Water Removal. Carpet wnnkle re
moval. Lee's Carpet Cleaning 753-5827 24hrs.
HARDWOOD FLOOR installation and finishing
Custom design. Affordable
rates. 753-7860
J&R Builders Quality
homes for affordable
prices. 767-0731 or
832-1854, ask for Jason or
Renee.

WALTERS Contractiffg.
Free Estimates. Guaranteed Quality Work_
Licensed & Insured. Over
20 years experience. Roofing, additions, vinyl siding,
decks, remodeling. Call
753-2592.

MINI blinds and micro
blinds on sale now at 50%
off We measure & install
Call now for in home appointment Decorating Den
Interiors- 753-1184

WOOD VCR- repairing
VCR's, Microwaves. Free
estimates Authorized
dealer for 18-inch Digital
Satellite & Dish Network.
Free info. Mon-Fri. 1-5:30
753-0530

PAINTING interior- exterior, winter rates Free estimates 437-3879
PLUMBING repairs, fast
service 436 5255
RICK'S Roofing repairs,
shingle & flat roofs Free
estimates 22yrs experience 502-4374559
SAVE all your computer
information on one cd to
prevent loss Only $75 Call
Justin at 759-8662
SAVE SS$ winter & summer with energy officient
windows from STOCKWELL'S Call now for a
FREE estimate. 753-6585.

CONSTRUCTION &
REPAIR- Free estimates.
Remodeling,fencing, decking, roofing & electrical.
489-2832.

LAKE shore brush clearing. 753-6226, 753-4168

CUSTOM bulldozing and
backhoe work, septic systems, 354-8161 after 4pm,
Horace Shola,.

STOCKWELL MainteLAMB Brother Home Im- nanceFREE Home Sysprovements, remodeling, tems Metal roofs, vinyl sidadditions, roofing, siding, ing, windows CALL NOW,
free estimates. 436-2269
753-6585

560
Free
Coluaat
BLACK Lab puppies. 8wks
old 759-1091, after 4pm.
FREE. female baby pot
belly piglet & 2yr old spayed
female cat 435-4644.

Your Ad
Could
Be Here!

64,

Area high schoolers to attend conference
••

•e:

HOOLUN. NEN,
Sponsored Each Week By Your Local

WAL*MART
ALWAYS WA, MA"'

BY JACQUELINE BIGAR

Murray, Ky.

CALLOWAY COUNTY
Preschool
Breakfast
Monday - cereal and toast, fruit
! juice; Tuesday. oatmeal and Poptart,
orange wedges; Wednesday - biscuit
w/jelly, baked apples; Thursday - graham crackers w/peanut butter, fruit
juice; Friday - no school. Milk is
served daily.
Lunch
Monday. pizza, whole kernel corn,
tossed wsalad w/dressing; Tuesday ravioli casserole, roll, green beans,
cherries, pudding; Wednesday - hamburger on bun, oven fries, lettuce, tomato, pickle, pineapple; Thursday hot ham and cheese sandwich, raw
veggies w/dip, apple, chips, Little Debbie; Friday - no school. Milk is
served daily.
East, North, Southwest
Breakfast
Monday - chicken on biscuit; Tuesday - biscuit iv/sausage gravy; Wednesday • cake donut; Thursday pancakes w/syrup; Friday - sausage
and biscuit. Milk, juice, cereal and
toast are available daily.
Lunch
Monday - chicken/noodles w/roll,
ham and cheese sandwich, peanut
butter and jelly sandwich; Tuesday ham/cheese stromboli, corn dog,
grilled cheese sandwich; Wednesday
- sausage, eggs, hashbrowns and biscuit, submarine sandwich, peanut butter and jelly sandwich; Thursday pizza, chuckwagon sandwich, grilled
cheese sandwich; Friday - sack lunch
- chicken salad sandwich, hot dog on
bun, spple, chips, raisins, little Debbie. Chef salad, fruits, vegetables,
desserts, milk, fruit drink are available
daily.
Calloway Middle
Breakfast
Monday - donuts; Tuesday - sausage on biscuit; Wednesday - steak on
biscuit; Thursday - chicken on biscuit;
Friday - ham on biscuit. Cereal, juice
and milk are available daily.
Lunch
Monday - chicken /noodles and
cornbread, hamburger w/choese on
bun; Tuesday - lasagna w/Texas
toast, submarine on hoagie; Wednesday - pizza, bar-b-q sandwich; Thursday - taco salad wtheese and roll,
chicken penis sandwich; Friday - sack
lunch - hot ham and cheese sandwich,
hot dog on bun, tuna salad sandwich.
Chef salad, cold sandwiches, fruits,
vegetables and milk are available
daily.
Calloway High
Breakfast
Monday - steak on biscuit; Tuesday
- chicken on biscuit; Wednesday- biscuit whausage gravy; Thursday - ham
and cheese biscuit; Friday - sausage

•

.0"

National
Eye
Institute
NATIONAL INSTITUTES OF MUM

competition in March to be held in
Louisville.
Sam McNeely, site host coordinator of the event and a senior
lecturer in the department of management and marketing, notes that
benefits for the students attending
the conference extend beyond the
idea of winning.
"This conference helps the stu-

HOROSCOPES

SUPERCENTER
Menus for the various lunchrooms in the county schools for
I Jan. 26 to 30 have been released
by Janice McCuiston and Judy
Clark, food service directors for
I Calloway County and Murray
City Schools respectively.
The menus, subject to occasional change, are as follows:

Each year Murray State is the site
of the Distributive Education Clubs
of America (DECA) competition
for the region.
Competitive events include management and marketing tests, demonstrations, job interviews and
extemporaneous speaking.
The top three winners in each
event are eligible to go to the state

biscuit. Cereal, toast, donuts, juice and
milk are available daily.
Lunch
Monday - burrito/chili w/Mexican
cornbread, Sloppy Joe sandwich;
Tuesday - taco salad w/cheese and
Mexican cornbread, grilled chicken
sandwich; Wednesday - oven fried
chicken w/biscuit, beef and Swiss
sandwich; Thursday - baked potato
and chili w/roll, foot long hot dog; Friday - sack lunch - foot long hot dog,
turkey w/cheese sandwich, peanut
butter and jelly sandwich. Pizza, hamburgers, cheeseburgers, chef salad,
cold sandwiches, fresh fruit, vegetable
bar, fruit drinks and milk are available
daily.
•.• •
MURRAY CITY
Murray Elementary
Breakfast
Monday - French toast sticks;
Tuesday - scrambled eggs and toast; ,
Wednesday - Honey bun; Thursday sausage and biscuit; Friday - donut.
Cereal, toast, fruit juice and milk are
available daily.
Lunch
Monday - Cheeseburger, steak fingers; Tuesday- pizza, chef salad and
crackers; Wednesday - chicken nuggets, egg roll, fortune cookies, peanut
butter and jelly sandwich; Thursday grilled thicken, fruit yogurt and ham
and cheese sandwich; Friday - sack
lunch - hot dog, peanut butter and jelly
sandwich. Vegetables; fruit, milk and
peanut butter sandwich are available'
daily.
Murray Middle
Breakfast
Monday - panckae and sausage on
a stick; Tuesday - country ham and !
biscuit, Wednesday - Danish; Thursday - sausage and biscuit; Friday coffee cake. Cereal, cinnamon toast,
assorted juices and milk are available !
daily.
Lunch
Monday - vegetable beef soup and
sandwich, roast beef and Swiss
cheese sandwich, pizza; Tuesday burrito w/saisa, Chuckwagon, hamburger; Wednesday - BBO pork w/stir fry
vegetables, egg roll, fortune cookie,
pizza; Thursday - steak fingers w/
rolls, cheeseburger; Friday - foot long
chili dog, fish sandwich w/cheese,
pizza. Vegetables, fruit, juice and milk
are wadable daily.
Murray High
Breakfast
Monday - turnover; Tuesday - bacon and egg sandwich; Wednesday cherry coffee cake; Thursday thicken and biscuit; Friday - Honey
bun. Cinnamon toast, assorted juicos
and milk are available daily.

Lunch
Monday - ravioli casserole, Chuckwagon; Tuesday - taco salad bar,
garlic bread pizza, tuna salad plate;
Wednesday • thicken stir-fry w/egg
roll, hot ham and cheese sandwich,
fortune cookie; Thursday - chili and
sandwich, grilled chicken sandwich;
Friday - burritos w/salsa, chicken fajita. Pizza, hamburgers, cheeseburgers, potatoes, vegetables, fruit, juice
and milk we available daily.

If you have diabetes,
get a dilated eye exam every year.
Write: 2020 Vision Place
Bethesda, MD 20892-3655

Iv

-

VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
**** You come from a point of
HAPPY BIRTHDAY for Saturday, stability and happiness.Though you
feel limited in some way by a partJan. 24, 1998:
This can be a dynamic 12 months.Do nership,you love your home life. You
not lose focus; keep your eye on the can't convince another to think like
big picture. You could easily get dis- you. Be independent, and create
couraged, but you need to get past more of what you want. Tonight:
that.Don't waste this banner year in Invite others over.
temperament. Friendships mean LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
more to you than ever. Consider ***** Communications excel,and
taking a course or seminar that you you are busy on the phone, sharing
have wanted to for years. If you are with others. Run errands,then make
single, romance is likely to flow into time to meet a friend for a bite to eat.
friendship,or vice-versa.Ifattached, A difficult partner hasn't changed.
you can build together toward one of Talk all you want, but it is time to
your goals. Get involved as a team, make a decision. Tonight: Favorite
with a cause close to the heart.SAG- spot, favorite people.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
ITTARIUS is your friend.
*** You might opt to put in some
The Stars Show the Kind of Day overtime, even as tired as you are.
You'll Have:5-Dynamic;4-Positive; You are concerned about finances
and want to take a stronger hand in
3-Average; 2-So-so; 1-Difficult.
managing them. Rather than going
on automatic, review options, and
ARIES(March 21-April 19)
***** You stabilize communica- make strong decisions for your futions,firm up a trip and draw others ture. Tonight: Take it easy.
into a fun day outing. Browse a flea SAGITTARIUS(Nov. 22-Dec. 21)
market or favorite area. The change ***** You are ready to make a
in scenery renews you and recharges commitment to a loved one. You are
communications. Explore anything full ofenthusiasm,energy and good
new. Tonight: The more unusual, vibrations. You can make it happen.
Listen to instincts, and share plans.
the better.
Brainstorm aboutan idea,especially
TAURUS(April 20-May 20)
***** Intuition is strong with a it's long-term ramifications.Tonight:
partner and a loved one. You visual- Pleased as can be!
ize a scenario different from your CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
significant other. Discussions are ***Your fatigue causes you to look
animated and open. You don't real- at what is happening in your life
ize that you are putting yourself rather negatively. Think through a
down. Tonight: An intimate dinner. decision; if you can, postpone it.
GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
Responsibilities involvingfamily feel
***** You finally hit the bull's- weighty. Take a walk, to clear your
eye. You have waited long enough thoughts.Tonight:Early to bed for a
for this to happen. Visit and share good night's sleep.
good news with friends. Celebra- AQUARIUS(Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
tions have an odd, somber tone; ***** A serious talk clues you in
maybe everyone has the winter blues. that things are going in the direction
Don't worry about it. Tonight: You you want. Celebration is in order.
are the party!
Bring friends together, and share
CANCER(June 21-July 22)
good news. Weigh the pros and cons
**** You get more accomplished before getting involved in a key cause.
than you anticipated. You need time You don't have to be the center ofthe
offfrom the grind. You might find it action. Tonight: Do your own thing.
necessary to go into the office, to PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20)
complete some additional work. Try **** Take time to visit an older
to understand a boss and where the relative. You might not appreciate
demands really come from.Tonight: the slant he puts on a money situaOff to the movies.
tion, but he means well. Caring exLEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
udes. You might opt to work today,
***** A loved one has news that and make extra money; that might
you feel ambivalent about.You don't be the best way to replenish your
understand what is going on with finances. Tonight: Out and about.
him. Let your loving nature reveal
itself. A change in plans is not out of BORN TODAY
the question. Fun happens when Actor Ernest Borgnine (1917), acyou relax and hang out. Tonight: tress Nastassja Kinaki(1960),evangelist Oral Roberta (1918)
Full of spice.

dents gain a greater understanding
of the fields of management and
marketing," McNeely said. "They
gain confidence and are able to
experience leadership training."
Murray State benefits as well by
having the opportunity to build
relationships with area high schools
and their students, McNeely said.
The conference,sponsored by the
college of business and public affairs, will begin at 11 a.m, with an
opening session in the Curris Center
Ballroom.
The ballroom will also be the site
of an awards ceremony at 4:30 p.m.
that day.
Schools participating are Trigg
County High School, Murray
AVEC, Henderson County AVEC,
Hopkins County Central High

School, Lone Oak High School,
Rcidland High School, Webster
County High School, Ohio County
High School, Caldwell County
High School, Madisonville-North
Hopkins County High School, Marshall County AVEC,Mayfield High
School, Heath High School and
Muhlenberg South High School.
For additional conference information, McNeely may be contacted
at (502) 762-6205.
Area high school students will
pay a visit to Murray State University Jan. 26 while participating in
the Region I Career Development
Conference.
The university will host students
from 14 area high schools on its
campus.

•
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Zachary Taylor refused to be inaugurated as President on
March 4,
1849 because it was a Sunday. Since that left the Presiden
cy vacant,
many historians say president pro tempore of the
Senate David
Atchison served as President for that day. Taylor was inaugura
ted
March 5.

Complete Formal Wear Headquarters

_
1.1 .abytJ

— Over 25 Years In Business

Oir.rer26'15

Formal Wear and Limousine
•Weddings •Rroms •Ilanqueui •111rthdays •Anniversanes

304 Main St.
445
g
atilia,
Murray, KY 42071
(502) 753-1300
Book Limousine
(502) 759-4713
Services For
Toll Free
Valentine's Day and
Prom!
1-888-367-6757

116 N. Market
Paris, TN 38242
(901) 642-5300
Toll Free
1-888-958-9879

HELP!
ATTENTION SUBSCRIBERS
WE NEED YOUR 911 ADDRESS!
We still have lots of subscribers that have not called us
with their hew 911 address. We need the 911 address' to
help with delivery of your paper and your subscripion
billing.
41

Call the Murray Ledger & Times Circulation Dept. at
753-1916 ext. 13 or fill in the blanks below and mail this
flyer back to us at P.O. Box 1040, Murray, KY 42071,
Name
Old Address_
911 Address

NOW OPEN!
[Melvin's Tire Store
Specializing in Dean and General Tires

MON.-FRI. 8-5, SAT. 8-12
Owssor • Itatossiii Maples

401 North 4th St- • 762-0000

•

Daytime Phone Number
Please have your 911 address marked clearly on your
house or your mailbox.
Thank You!

•-•••
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FRIDAY, JANUARY 23, 1998

TODAY IN HISTORY

DEAR ABBY

LOOKING BACK

By The Associated Press
Today is Friday, Jan. 23, the 23rd day of 1998. There are 342 days
left .in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
Thirty years ago, on Jan. 23, 1968, North Korea seized the U.S.
Navy ship Pueblo, charging it had intruded into the, communist nation's territorial waters on a spying mission. The crew was released 11
months later.
011 this date:
In 1789, Georgetown University was established in present-day
Washington, D.C.
In 1845, Congress decided all national elections would be held on
the first Tuesday after the first Monday in November.
In 1920, the Dutch government refused demands from the victoriCMS Allies to hand over the ex-kaiser of Germany.
In 1932, New York Gov. Franklin D. Roosevelt announced his canlacy for the Democratic presidential nomination.
In 1937, 17 people went on trial in Moscow during Josef Stalin's
''Great Purge."
In 1943, critic Alexander Woollcott suffered a fatal heart attack
during a live broadcast of the CBS radio program "People's
I'lattorm."
In 1950, the Israeli Knesset approved a resolution proclaiming Jerusalem the capital of Israel.
In 1964, the 24th amendment to the Constitution, eliminating the
roll tax in federal elections, was ratified.
In 1977, the TV mini-series "Roots," based on the Alex Haley
civet, began airing on ABC.
In 1973, President Nixon announced an accord had been reached to
end the Vietnam War.
fen years ago: More than 50,000 Israelis demonstrated in Tel Aviv
i() Protest the treatment of Palestinians in the occupied territories.
Ii c years ago: FBI Director William S. Sessions dismissed a JusfiL e Department report accusing him of ethical abuses, accusing former Attorney General William P. Barr of a "crassly calculated
attack."
One year ago: Cancer experts who were supposed to settle a furious
controversy over whether women should start having mammograms at
pgc-: 40 or 50 decided instead to leave the decision up to patients.
Today's Birthdays: Historian Joseph Nathan Kane is 99. Sen. Frank
R. Lautenberg, D-N.J., is 74. Actress Jeanne Moreau is 70. Actress
Chita Rivera is 65. Actor-director Lou Antonio is 64. Country singer
Johnny Russell is 58. Actor Gil Gerard is 55. Actor Rutger Hauer is
54. Rhythm-and-blues singer Jerry Lawson (The Persuasions) is 54.
Delaware Gov. Thomas R. Carper is 51. Singer Anita Pointer is 50.
Actol Richard Dean Anderson is 48. Rock singer-musician Patrick
Simmons (The Doobie Brothers) is 48. Rock musician Danny Federici
(Bruce Springsteen and the E Street Band) is 48. Rock singer Robin
:Thnder (Cheap Trick) is 45. Princess Caroline of Monaco is 41.

Tea years ago

Kentucky Governor Wallace
Wilkinson was in Murray yesterday touring Vanderbilt Chemical,
Fisher-Price, H.T. Marketing and
Ryan Milk Company. He was accompanied by Sen. Greg Higdon
and Rep. Freed Curd.
An average of $156.21 per 100
pounds was reported for the sale
of 487,678 pounds of dark fired
tobacco on the Murray Market
Jan. 22.
Peggy Williams, director of
W.A.T.C.H. Center, spoke at a
meeting of Murray Civitan Club.
Births reported include a boy
to Bonnie and Steven Doublas,
Jan. 15.
Mr. and Mrs. Rex Dowdy were
married 50 years Jan. 22.
Twenty years ago

Local school officials consider
themselves luckier than some
school districts in the state where
school children have lost almost
one entire school month because
of snowy weather. Students in
Calloway County School System
and Murray Independent School
System have missed eight days.
With temperatures rising, schools
are gearing up for classes about
Jan. 25.
Calloway County High School
Lakers and Lady Lakers beat
Murray High School Tigers and
Lady Tigers in basketball games
played at Murray State University
Sports Arena. High scorers were
Jimmy Lamb and Mina Todd for
Calloway and Frank Gilliam, Ed
Harcourt and Jaina Washer for
Murray.

Chuong
Vietnam.

Thien

Province,

DEAR ABBY: As both a businessman and consumer, I find negative signs to be far more offensive
Forty years ago
Senator George E. Overbey, than signs that carry positive mesDemocrat from Murray, has in- sages. The attitude signs reflect is
often indicative of the attitude of
troduced two different bills in the the
business as a whole.
General Assembly session this
In my business, we concentrate
year at Frankfort.
on never saying "no" to a customer
In high school basketball until all other options have been
games, New Concord beat Hazel, explored. I publish a telephone
South Marshall beat Kirksey, directory, and often encounter cusAlmo beat Fulgham, Murray tomers who want preferential treatTraining beat Farmington, and ment in the placement of their ads.
I believe it's unfair to give preferenFulton beat Murray High. High tial treatment
to one customer who
RowEugene
team scorers were
is buying the same ad space as
land for New Concord, Waters someone else. So, we now offer "prefor Hazel, Wilkins for South ferred placement" for a fee. If a cusMarshall, Coleman Reeder for tomer asks for something as unreaKirksey, Junior Ferguson for sonable as a free ad without reasonAlmo, Clark for Fulgham, Billy able cause, I reply, "I will give you a
Rogers for Murray Training, free ad if you pay for the next three
advance."
Smith for Farmington, J. Forrest issues inconsumer,
As a
I am offended by
for Fulton, and Danny Roberts "No shirt, no shoes, no service"
for Murray High.
signs, and will instead patronize a
Fifty years ago
business with the positive sign,
Following a four-inch snowfall "Shirt and shoes required by state
here yesterday, the mercury law." I appreciate businesses that
slipped slowly downward last say "We accept Visa" instead of"No
night to five degrees above zero, American Express," or "30-day
money-back guarantee with sales
coldest day of this winter.
receipt" instead of"No returns withDr. Hal Houston, Murray sur- out receipt."
geon, has been elected as presiI wish you had told "Sick of
dent of Murray State College Signs" to put a positive spin on
them when it's her turn to make
Alumni Association.
In high school basketball signs. She could even replace the
games, Hardin beat Kirksey, New more tattered of the existing signs
positive messages.
Concord beat Murray Training, with
RI(' TURLEY,BOULDER,COLO.
High
and Hazel beat Lynn Grove.
team scorers were Siress for
DEAR RIC: It's not surprising
Hardin, Adams for Kirksey, Wil- that your positive philosophy
liams for New Concord, Boyd for has made your business sucMurray Training, Brandon or cessful. In this increasingly
Hazel, and M. Smothcrman for competitive environment, companies would be wise to take a
Lynn Grove.

Thirty years ago

CONTRACT BRIDGE

Murray Civitan Club sold
nearly 4,600 pounds of fruit cake
this past year which enabled them
to purchase and distribute over
6,000 pounds of food to needy
families in Murray and Calloway
County.
Dr. Harold Eversmeyer was
named Kiwanis Man of the Year
by Murray Kiwanis Club.
Army Sergeant First Class Joe
H. Thorn of Almo is serving with
3rd Battalion of 31st Regiment in

Bidding Quiz

You have the following hand, ter partner opens the bidding with
neither side vulnerable:
a spade. Your hand takes on a
•QJ74 8•A92 4 K10963
much rosier hue when he bids
1. You pass, your left-hand op- spades, and becomes the equivaAAAERICAN
ponent passes, your partner bids lent of at least an opening bid.
CANCER
(all toll-free 1-800-A6-2345
One Spade, and your right-hand
2. Three hearts. Most players
? SOCIETY
opponent bids Two Clubs. What treat a bid of two spades or three
would you bid now?
clubs in this sequence as not forc2. Your partner bids One ing,and it is therefore necessary to
Notrump,and your right-hand op- make a bid that assures reaching
DAILY COMICS
ponent bids Two Hearts. What game. You hope partner will bid
would you bid now?
three spades, which you will raise
BLONDEE
3. Your partner bids One to four. Ifhe rebids three notrump,
Notrump,and your right-hand op- showings probable double stopper
5 74-141" YOUR APPOINTMENT
rr HAS THE PHONE NUMBERS OP
I CAN REMEMBER WHEN T WAS
ponent bids Two Diamonds. What in hearts, you plan to pass, while if
A!..L. THE puNI5 I'm DATING
ONLY THE MEN WHO HAD LITTLE
NO,IT'S
would you bid now?
SLACK BOOKS
he rebicls four clubs or four dia-"r
1,7,1 WOW,
MY LITTLE
4.Your partner bids One Heart. monds, you will raise to five.
\
BLACK
YOU'VE GOT
When you respond Two Clubs, he
3. Double. Game is not absoBOOK
A REALLY
jumps
to Four Clubs. What would lutely certain, so the best thing to
GOOD
you bid now?
V •
do is to grab the sure profit. You
MEMORY
***
"4-will probably beat two diamonds
1. Four Spades. Of course you two or three tricks, possibly more,
could double two clubs and beat it if that becomes the final contract.
badly if that were the final con4. Four diamonds. A slam is
tract, butthere is almost no chance clearly imminent, and the questhat your LHO and your partner tion is how or whether to reach it.
will both pass two clubs doubled. Four diamonds shows first-round
The opponents are likely to dis- control and interest in a slam.
CATHY
cover a heart or diamond fit if you
The next step is up to partner. If
V- FOOD ITSELF IS i1t7T
'PACs! I RTC I THERE'S !TITS ONLY WRONG IF 40u
he cooperates by bidding four
(WE'VE GIVEN
riiIICA! I
' double, and it is better to try to
NOTHING
prevent this by jumping to four spades or four notrump,you are on
FEEL SO BAD AeouT THE
11 COOKIE!
i..COKED
FATTENING!
UP ON OUR
WRONG
!D I EAT
spades.
ONE COOKIE THAT 4011 EAT
A PIE! I
GUILT IS FATTENING!
WEIGHT, BUT
the way to slam, but if all he does
1 GOKIE 7?
WITH ONE
REMORSE IS FATTENING! I FEEL MY
At.t. THE COOKIES!
It would be wrong to bid only is bid five clubs, you must give up
NOW WE'RE
COOKIE...
r4771.
HIPS GROWTR4INO TO
three spades, which partner can because ofthe possibility oflosing
REMEMBER"'
THE
LOSE OUR
pass. It is hard to imagine losing two spade tricks,or perhaps a heart
DAY IS
PRECONGE WED
four tricks at a spade contract af- and a spade.
RUINED!!
NOTIONS
Tomorrow: Case of the missing damsel.
TRINE'S NOTHING
MIGHTIER THAN THE SWORD

We're Here For You

critical look at what their signs
and customer service policies
say about them. Both can be
very revealing.
DEAR ABBY: I had an unfortun' te encounter on an airplane
re •ently, and I'd like to share what I
le.irned.
I was seated in coach, in a window seat, with a woman on the aisle
ar d a middle-aged man in the middl.'. We chatted briefly about where
we had been and our destination.
The man was polite and neatly
dressed.
Alter takeoff, I put my seat in a
semireclining position so I could
nap. The man took out a newspaper
and began reading. As he turned
the page, his right elbow touched
my breast. The first time, I thought
since we were in such cramped
quarters, it could have been an accident, so I ignored it. When it happened again, I told him in a firm
voice not to touch me again - but
he did it a couple more times. Since
he had both hands on the newspaper, the lady on the aisle didn't
know what was happening. Not
until I threatened to smash his ribs
with the thick magazine I had
rolled up did he stop.
When I mentioned this to the
flight attendant, he said I should
have called him immediately, and
he would have moved me to another
seat. I replied that I was not sure
what was happening at first, and
that we had been told the plane was
full. He told me it did not matter when in doubt, ask to be moved.
They would have found another
spot for me.
So, ladies, even if you aren't sure
you are sitting next to a sexual
predator, call the flight attendant
and ask to be moved. I could have
lost my cool and bashed that jerk
with my magazine. On an airplane,
such an act carries a very stiff federal sentence, and I could have been
jailed for assault and battery.
E.T. IN LOS ANGELES
DEAR E.T.: Thank you for a
helpful letter. A less assertive
individual might have suffered
in silence and never found out
that the flight attendants could
help. Although the majority of
us may never have to use the
information, it's reassuring to
know what to do in a pinch.

DR. GOTT
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ACROSS
1 Tipper and Al
6 More secure
11 Didn't exist
12 S A
mammals
14 Angered
15 Plane (Fr i
17 Baseball
term, for
short
18 - Vegas
19 Type of
poem
20 s
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FIELD
/1 1 15TEN

5,;AVC1

10 This,
GARFIELD

"ARE YOU BREATHING? ARE YOU
A MAMMAL? DO YOU WALK
UPRIGHT? I'M SINGLE AND
DESPERATE. CALL ME AT
555-2
"

OH, WAIT.
THAT'5
MY AD

31 Meals
34 •-- to the
Chief"
35 Playthings
36 Wallach ID
37 Circle part
38 Actress Berry
39 "Bali 40 Therefore
41 - Vanilli
42 Foreman
43 Indefinite
pronoun
45 Tallies
47 Full of black
dirt
48 "Here's to a
good year."
eg

WHAT THE
HECK CALL.
MAL.16E YOU'LL
GET LUCKY

21 Landon ID
22 "Kate & -"
23 Those over
there
24 Taken in by
legal means
26 Demi
Dudley or
Mary Tyler 27 - and cons
28 Trayolta's
"Face/Off
er
_
29 co-star
off

DOWN
1 McRaney or
Ford
2 Mine finds
3 Blushing
4 - garde
5 Wire-stitches
6 Playground
feature

,)
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HEARD THE COYOTES HOWLING, AGAIN
LAST NIGHT CHARLIE BROWN

THAT 5 THE
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Answer to Previous Puzzle
WHATIT I LIBASS
I AGO
ILE ELLA
S HARON WI LLEM
E AT IN
SLIDE
H I ES ALEE
CHA SPICE SIN
E B
ATO
T E
N OM SCARS MOB
I DLE
NAME
IGLOO
DONUT
✓ ALLEY SENATE
A B E
ACT
TIEGAN
N ERD MEA
TEST
1-23 C) 1998 United Feature Syndicate
7 - vera
8 Cooling
device
9 Printer's
measure
10 Comedian
Gilda 11 Mrs

Flintstone
13 Disgrace
16 Nullify
19 Singer John
20 Mall buys
22 "- showers
bring May
flowers"
23 Roman
garments
25 Relating to
the eye
26 - syrup
28 Orchestra
member
29 - apso (dog)
30 Spelling and
Neville
31 Cylinder
32 Socialgathering
item
33- cheese
35 Former
Chicago
mayor
38 Clue
39 - d'oeuvre
41 Cow sound
42 - constrictor
44 I (Sp
46 O'Connor ID

By Peter H. Gott, M.D.
DEAR DR. GOTT: With all the bad
publicity about cigarettes, are there
any advantages to switching to a cigar
or pipe?
DEAR READER: Yes and no.
Pipe and cigar smokers are at lower
risk for tobacco-related diseases
because such people are less likely to
inhale. Nonetheless, former cigarette
smokers who switch do continue to
inhale, thereby placing themselves at
increased risk for lung cancer, heart
problems and pulmonary diseases.
A recent study in the British
Medical Journal included more than
21,000 men whose smoking histories
were meticulously analyzed.
The combined risk of death from the
three tobacco-related illnesses was
about three times that of nonsmokers.
Cigarette smokers who changed to a
pipe or cigars had a 46 percent lower
risk of dying from such illnesses, but
they still had a 68 percent greater risk
of dying than did lifelong nonsmokers.
The authors concluded that although
switching from cigarettes was beneficial, the risk of significant illness
remained at least 50 percent greater
than that of nonsmokers.
The bottom line: You can substantially reduce the risk of tobacco-related illness if you change from cigarettes to a pipe or cigars and you don't
inhale. However, a significant impact
on health remains.
DEAR DR. GOTT: I've been told
that yellow dye No. 5, a ubiquitous coloring agent common to many prepared foods and beverages, causes
sterility in men. Is there any truth to
this?
DEAR READER: The Food and
Drug Administration has judged yellow dye No. 5 to be safe for human
consumption. This harmless food
additive is used in the preparation of
hundreds of commercial products,
ranging from lemonade and crackers
to dill pickles and yellow gelatin
desserts To my knowledge. no reputable scientific study has shown that
the dye affects male fertility.
Nonetheless, you are probably
aware of recent reports indicating
that the average sperm count of men
in the developed world has progressively fallen for the past decade or
two. The reason for this is unknown.
Could it be pesticides? Hormones in
our meat? Environmental pollution?
Supposedly harmless food dyes, such
as yellow No. 5?! don't know, therefore, the definitive answer to your
question awaits the results of as-yetunperformed medical studies.
Nonetheless, based on current knowledge, yellow dye No. 5 is not considered to be the culprit
MR
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Denver Broncos
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Green Bay Packers
Televised on NBC
Anyone Can Wash A Car, 0_
But It Takes Professionals
To Clean It.
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Jackson's bill to boost salaries
In an effort to produce safer
homes and safer communities, Sen.
Bob Jackson of Murray will sponsor
legislation in the Kentucky General
Assembly to increase salaries and
training opportunities for firefighters and police officers.
Jackson has joined Gov. Paul
Patton in proposing legislation that
will increase state salary supplements to local police and firefighters from $2,500 this year to $2,750
in fiscal year 1998-99, and up to
$3,000 in 1999-2000.
Grants to volunteer fire departments that meet training requirements would increase to $6,500 in
the first year of the biennium budget
and $7,500 in the second year.
Qualified sheriffs, sheriff's deputies and university police also would
be eligible for the salary supplement, under the legislation.
"The better trained and better
paid our police and firefighters, the
more confident we can feel in
raising our families and conducting
our business," Jackson said. "These
salary increases for the men and
women who put their lives on the
line each day are long overdue."
Jackson's legislation proposes
changes in the way money is allocated under the Kentucky Law
Enforcement
Program
Fund
(KLEFPF) and the Kentucky Firefighters' Foundation Program Fund
(KFFPF).

Revenue for the programs comes
from a 1.5 percent tax on property
and casualty insurance premiums.
The tax provides about $45 million
a year for existing supplements to
local police, firefighters and volunteer fire departments.
Currently, unspent money in those funds is diverted to the General
Fund to pay for general government

services. Jackson's legislation
would funnel all funds derived from
the tax into the salary supplements
and grants.
"This diversion of funds from the
program would be eliminated under
my legislation," Jackson said. "All
money generated by this special tax
should go toward the special service
for which it was intended."

ple who are currently experiencing
problems in daily living that arc
related to childhood sexual abuse.
The group will assist participants in
learning how to build an effective
support system and deal with daily
crises.

experience. The major goals are for
participants to acknowledge the effects of victimization on their lives,
change patterns of thinking that may
be contributing to symptoms, and
develop adaptive coping strategies.
This group is also limited to 10
members. Community members,
students, faculty and staff should
call Hatfield or Rosenberger to
schedule an initial individual appointment.
In addition to these groups, the
Counseling and Testing Center also
provides presentations and programs on a variety of topics including
relationships, stress management,
anger management, eating disorders, depression and family issues.
For more information, or to schedule a program, call 762-6851 and
ask for Jane Etheridge, Tammy
Hatfield or Dr. Bill Allbritten.

In this group, members will also
explore and attempt to resolve difficulties in interpersonal relationships
that may be related to the abuse.
Community members are invited
to join students, faculty and staff in
scheduling an individual appointment with Tammy Hatfield at 7626851 or Susan Rosenberger at 7535777 as soon as possible. The group
will be limited to 10 members.
"Therapy Group for Survivors of
Rape' is being offered for people
who are suffering from the aftereffects that many victims of rape

Gallery showcases exhibit
This year's semiannual photography competition "Magic Silver
Show 1998" is on exhibit through
Feb. 22 in the Clara M. Eagle Art
Gallery in the Price Doyle Fine Arts
Center at Murray State University.
The judge was Stuart Rome of
Nesbitt College, Drexel University

in Philadelphia.
His photography has been shown
and collected around the world and
he is well known for his pictures of
people,sometimes called the "social
landscape."
He has traveled to several places
including Haiti, Mexico and Bali

photographing people as well as
traditional landscapes.
From the almost 400 images
submitted by 76 artists he chose 57
works from 36 photographers to
exhibit.
His selection is a balanced one in
that he selected color and black and
white, natural landscapes, social
landscapes, staged tableaux, collages, adorned and computer manipulated photographs.
The exhibition provides the
viewer with a cross section of what
is being explored in contemporary
art photography today.
Rome will visit the campus and
present a public lecture on Friday,
Feb. 20, at 7 p.m. in the art gallery.
A reception will precede the
lecture. Both the reception and the
lecture are free and open to the
public.
The "Magic Silver Show 1998"
exhibition is part of the Dean's
Series of the College of Fine Arts
and Communication.
The Doyle Fine Arts Center is
located at 15th St. and Olive Blvd.
on MSU's campus.
The gallery is open Monday,
Wednesday and Friday, 8 a.m.-6
p.m.; Tuesday and Thursday, 8
a.m.-7:30 p.m.; Saturday, 10 a.m.-4
p.m.; and Sunday, 1-4 p.m.

Two named to KET board
Gene Wilhoit of Frankfort and
Pamela J. Dallas of Madisonville
are the newest members of the
Kentucky Authority for Educational Television, the nine-member
state board that oversees the operations of KET.
Wilhoit, deputy commissioner
for learning support services at the
Kentucky Department of Education, moved back to Kentucky last
year from Arkansas, where he was
director of the state Department of
Education.
A graduate of Kentucky's
Georgetown College, he has a Master's degree from Indiana University
and has taught at the high school and
college levels in Ohio and Indiana.
Dallas, who graduated from Murray State University with a bachelor's degree in music education,
maintains a personal interest in

NO EQUITY REQUIRED

music and the arts.
Her subsequent education includes a Fellowship from the
American College of Medical Sta
Development, and her professional
career has been spent in medical
administration.
Currently, she is the director of
physician services for the Troyer
Foundation, which operates a regional medical center in Madisonville. She has also been active in
parent training programs,charitable
campaigns and civic projects in
western Kentucky.
"We welcome both of these additions to our board," said KET
Executive Director and CEO Virginia G. Fox."Both Gene and Pamela
bring a wealth of valuable experience, knowledge and leadership
ability that will strengthen KET for
the 21st century."
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Just bring in your W-2 and Social Security
cards for you and your dependents. In just
thirty minutes, TaxMax will prepare your taxes
and secure a refund advance that you can
use toward a down payment for a clean,
dependable newer car, regardless of
your credit history!

FILE HERE!
DRIVE HOME TODAY!
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BETTER BUILT GARAGE CO.
MELBER, KY. • (502) 674-5530
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Sen. Bob Jackson, second from left, Joined Gov. Paul Patton in a press
conference to announce their support of Increases In state salary
supplements to police officers and paid firefighters. Jackson will Introduce
legislation proposing the funding Increases. The bill also will increase grants
to volunteer fire departments.

MSU center sets spring schedule
The Counseling and Testing Center and the Women's Center at
Murray State University have announced their joint schedule of
counseling, support and training
programs for the spring semester
1998.
Groups are offered in response to
expressed needs by the university
staff, faculty and students. There is
no charge for group participation.
The following groups will be
offered throughout the semester.
"Assertiveness Training" is designed for men and women inletested in improving their interpersonal communication skills. The
organizational meeting will be held
Jan. 27, from 12:30 to 1:45 p.m. in
Room 300 of Ordway Hall.
"Support Group for Survivors of
Childhood Sexual Abuse" seeks to
offer support and assistance to peo-
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Deluxe Models
Hardboard Siding
1
1 CAR (1200)
2 CAR (IWO)
LARGE 2 CAR (22102)
2' 7CAR (24104)
LARGE 2' CAR (2400)

PLUS OFF LEVEL LOT

$3,525
$4,325
$4,625
$4,825
$5,425

LOOK FOR THE
TAXMAX BANNER
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LARGE 2 CAR (22.27)
2' CAR (2404)
LARGE 2'7 CAR (24.30)

$4,025
$4,725
$5.125
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$5,925

YOUR SATISFACTION IS OUR GOAL

DWAIN TAYLOR
CHEVROLET INC.

TOYOTA

Showroom Hours: 8-7 Mon-Fri.: 8-5 Sat
Service Dept Hours. 7.00-5:30 Monday-Friday
Fax (502) 753-1629
Email address -- dtaylorCi Idd net

Next to Dwain Taylor Chevrolet
Shotsroom Hours- 8-7 Mon.-Fri 8-5 Sat.
Fax (502) 759-9918
Email address -- dtaylorj Idd net

Hwy. 641 South • Murray (502) 753.2617

Hwy. 641 South Murray • (502) 753.4961
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